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Abstract

The work presented in this PhD thesis provides the first numerical framework for the
detailed simulation of open ocean aquaculture structures in the sea environment. It
enables the simulation of the fluid-structure interaction of rigid floating structures and
nets with a viscous fluid including a free surface. As part of the thesis, new approaches
for modelling mooring dynamics, dynamics of nets and the rigid body dynamics of
floating structures as well as their interaction with the fluid are developed by the author.
All models are integrated into the viscous two-phase Computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) solver REEF3D. This is in contrast to existing numerical approaches which either
neglect important non-linearities or the interaction between the structures and the fluid.

The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations including a free surface are solved
as the basis of the two-phase numerical wave tank REEF3D. Here, a k-ω turbulence
model including an additional source term for the free surface treatment is applied. The
equations are solved on a staggered rectilinear grid using finite differences. The convec-
tion terms are discretised using fifth-order accurate weighted essentially non-oscillatory
(WENO) schemes. An incremental pressure-correction algorithm is added by the author
for handling the pressure-velocity coupling. The free surface is represented implicitly
by the zero level set of a smooth signed distance function. This function is propagated
in time and space by solving the linear advection equation. Waves are generated at the
inlet using the relaxation method, and a numerical beach prevents excessive reflections
at the end of the tank. Full parallelisation is enabled using a ghost-point approach and
the message passing interface (MPI) protocol.

An improved version of a continuous direct forcing immersed boundary method
is derived in this thesis for modelling rigid floating objects in the three-dimensional
numerical wave tank. It is based on a new implicit representation of the body on a
stationary grid using a level set function. The motion of the rigid body is described
using Euler parameters and Hamiltonian mechanics. The dynamic boundary conditions
are enforced by coupling the conservation laws of fluid and rigid body dynamics at the
interface between fluid and structure. This effectively avoids computationally expensive
reconstruction processes as used in existing approaches and enables the application to
large three-dimensional structures.

In addition, a new quasi-static mooring model is presented. Here, each mooring
cable is divided into finite truss elements, and the static force equilibria are solved at
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each knot in each time step. Thus, the steady-state solution for the shape of an elastic
cable and the tension force distribution under consideration of hydrodynamic loads is
found. A successive approximation is applied to the resulting system of equations which
leads to a significant reduction of the matrix size in comparison to the usage of Newton-
Raphson methods. Here, the unknown internal and external forces are separated, and
the system is corrected iteratively using the intermediate results for the unit vectors until
convergence is reached. The resulting model presents a novel compromise between
dynamic and analytical solutions for mooring lines because it combines the flexibility
of a generically formulated numerical approach with similar efficiency and simplicity
as an analytical solution.

The structural dynamics of large tensile and flexible structures undergoing large
motions and deformations, such as nets, are solved with a novel approach based on the
lumped mass method. The discrete structure is represented by several elastic bars and
knots connecting up to four bars. Non-linear material laws are incorporated which is in
contrast to previous models for this type of structures. An implicit system of equations
is derived from the fundamental relations of dynamics, kinematics and material laws. It
is solved using an improved Newton’s method. Hence, a robust model is derived which
can be easily coupled to any fluid dynamics solver without restricting the general time
step criterion.

In contrast to common tensile structures such as membranes, the considered nets
are characterised by high porosities and consist of a large number of individual twines.
The length scale of the flow around each twine is significantly smaller than the length
scale of the flow around the whole floating structure. This prevents the resolution of the
net on the same numerical grid as the fluid domain, and an alternative representation
of the fluid-structure interaction between net and fluid has to be introduced. Within
this thesis, the author presents a new Lagrangian approach to account for this coupling.
The model is based on solving the momentum equations for the fluid on the Eulerian
grid and including a source term to account for the disturbances due to the presence
of the net. These disturbances represent the momentum transfer between fluid and net
and are calculated from the acting forces on the structure. The forces are approximated
using a screen force model on Lagrangian points discretising the surface of the net. A
suitable interpolation kernel is applied to distribute the forcing term on the fluid domain.
In comparison to approaches based on porous media representations, the new model is
based on a physical derivation and is suitable for arbitrary geometries and large motions.

Multiple validation cases are presented for the different modules in the course of
establishing the framework. It includes the simulation of current flows and wave propa-
gation through fixed and flexible nets as well as the analysis of moored-floating objects
in waves with and without nets attached. Finally, a semi-submersible and a mobile-
floating open ocean aquaculture structure are investigated to highlight the possibilities
of the numerical approach for future applications in this field.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation
According to the 2020 report on world fisheries and aquaculture from the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) [35], the global fish production
was approximately 179 million tonnes in 2018 and aquaculture accounted for 46% of
the total production with 16% from marine aquaculture. Further, the demand for aquatic
food products is expected to increase by 16% until 2050 [37]. Captured fishing has no
potential for increase in production because 90% of the wild captured species are already
overfished or fully fished [27]. Marine aquaculture is therefore an important industry to
meet the demand for aquatic resources in the future.

Norway is the leading producer of marine aquaculture products in Europe and the
second major exporter of fishery products. The Norwegian fish farm industry has seen
strong growth over the last decades and its sustained growth is seen as crucial for the
Norwegian economy. In order to serve the rising demand and stay competitive on the
market, fish farms are increasing in size. Recently [97], the worlds largest fish farm with
a height of 68 m, a diameter of 110 m and space for up to 6000 tonnes of salmon was
installed in Norway. Installing such structures near the coast creates severe ecological
issues through excrement and medicament pollution as well as the problem of taking
too much space [51]. Therefore, the focus of the aquaculture industry recently shifted
to the open ocean where the local ecosystems are more robust. Another issue tackled by
this development is the biosecurity of the fish from aquatic animal diseases. According
to the FAO [35], this is one of the most serious constraints to the expansion and devel-
opment of a more sustainable aquaculture. The more intense water circulation in open
ocean cages can reduce the risk of disease spreading by replenishing the oxygen levels,
clearing pollutants and avoiding the development of sea-lice. Thus, a more sustainable
aquaculture might be enabled for the future.
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Chapter 1. Introduction 2

The marine environment is characterised by harsh and uncertain conditions with
episodes of extreme weather representing challenging conditions to operate in. Tradi-
tional fish farms can operate in currents of 0.1 m/s to 0.6 m/s, whereas at higher current
speeds, nets with higher solidity are used to reduce the forces acting on the fish [27].
This is however increasing the drag forces on the net which requires more robust cage
designs. Also, the increasingly larger dimensions of the farms pose a large economic
risk in case of structural failures and fish escape [103]. These failures might be due to
extreme loads on the floating structure or net, breaking of the mooring lines leading to
differential forcing on the structure and buckling, or fatigue damage due to wave action
[66]. Therefore, the severe environmental loads from high energy sea states including
waves necessitates accurate analysis and calculation for the design of reliable and eco-
nomical marine fish farm structures [43]. This led to the development of interest in the
field of open ocean aquaculture (OOA) which is concerned with the adaptation of fish
cages for the operation in environments with significant exposure to wave action and
severe sea conditions [37].

In the light of this major shift in design, fish cage structures have evolved over
decades and several designs made of different materials can be found. Traditional de-
signs are composed of a floating collar structure and a porous elastic structure enclosing
the fish. The cage is moored using a single point mooring system [30] or multiple
mooring lines [41] consisting of catenary or taut leg configurations. The floating collar
is usually a circular construction of high-density plastic with a diameter of 50− 60 m
with the enclosing structure mounted on it. Alternative design choices adapted from
offshore related fields of engineering arose during recent years to account for the in-
creased structural loads [27]. This includes semi-submerged designs, mobile floating
cages with one or multiple nets attached and more traditional floating flexible cages
with a more robust dimensioning (see Fig. 1.1). The disadvantages of flexible designs
in the offshore environment are the large deformation of the net due to waves and cur-
rents, difficult working conditions during bad weather and the difficulty of placing feed
and monitoring systems due to space constraints [99]. In comparison, rigid frames lead
to a fixed volume during operation [99]. Semi-submersible cages have additionally the
advantage of relatively small vertical motions because of their relatively large mass and
a low centre of gravity. Thus, it can be designed with a large natural period to avoid
wave resonance effects [48]. In addition, the system is less exposed to large wave loads
by submerging the cages during bad weather periods [27].

The structural and environmental challenges in the operation of open ocean aquacul-
ture structures can be thoroughly studied and addressed with a detailed understanding of
the fluid dynamics in and around the structure and the structural response of the floating
frame, net and mooring system. Numerical modelling is a relatively inexpensive and
flexible way of assessing the dynamics of this fluid-structure interaction (FSI) if appro-
priate approaches are chosen during establishing the frameworks. In the past, mostly



3 1.1. Background and motivation

segregated numerical studies on either the motion of the structure [40, 70, 108] or the
flow circulation around the structure [17] were performed. The first numerical investi-
gations of OOA structures without considering the fluid-structure interaction were pre-
sented in [41, 42] using a finite element method for the net and linear potential theory for
the excitation forces due to current and waves. The considered structure was a spar buoy
with an octagonal rim held together by tensioned stays woven into the net. The authors
stressed the importance of non-linear effects of extreme waves and fluid-structure inter-
action for the correct prediction of the structural dynamics. Thus, a separated approach
to study these problems can be concluded to be misleading due to the non-linear rela-
tionship between the structural and fluid dynamics [44]. Recent computational methods
developed for investigating the interaction of the flow and aquaculture systems relied
on linear potential theory for the load calculation and empirical formulae for estimating
the velocity reduction through the net. The most comprehensive study applying these
methods was performed by Kristiansen and Faltinsen [67]. They validated a lumped
mass net model coupled to a dynamic beam equation for the floater, linear wave the-
ory to approximate the excitation forces and the formula of Løland [75] to account for
the shading effect of the net against experiments of a traditional aquaculture structure.
A reasonable agreement could be achieved for small wave steepness and low current
which is in accordance with linear theory. For the same type of structure, Shen et al.
[100] validated their numerical model, which is based on the same assumptions, against
measurements in both regular and irregular waves. They concluded that in severe sea
states, the deformation of the net is of a more limiting factor in the design choices than
the stresses in the floater. Xu et al. [117] compared a numerical model based on poten-
tial theory, a rigid floater for submersible and moored floating net cages and a velocity
reduction based on the formula of Løland [75] with physical model tests. The authors
highlighted that the lowering of the structure resulted in smaller deformations of the
net and reduced mooring line tension forces compared with the floating configuration.
Also, varying wave steepness has minor effects on the structural loads in this condition.
Finally, Li et al. [74] presented a numerical analysis of the concept of a vessel-shaped
cage system using a panel method, linear wave theory and an empirical description of
the velocity reduction through the net as the basis. No validation against measurements
was provided. However, it was concluded that a deformable net model is necessary and
non-linear effects have to be taken into account if offshore environmental conditions are
to be investigated. These conditions are characterised by large loads on the structure
and hence, strong non-linear fluid-structure interaction.

The existing numerical approaches cannot be regarded as appropriate for investigat-
ing OOA structures due to the lack of accurate load prediction in sea conditions or the
neglect of the non-linear fluid-structure interaction during operation. In contrast, com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) offers a two-way coupled numerical approach that can
be applied to understand the environmental loads and structural response by modelling
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the hydrodynamic forces affecting the dynamics of the floating structure, the flexible
net and mooring system, and their effect on the surrounding fluid. To the best of the au-
thors’ knowledge, the only numerical approach so far was the two-dimensional model
presented by Chen and Christensen [23]. They solved the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations in a two-dimensional numerical wave tank and coupled it to a lumped mass
net model using a porous medium approach. They validated their model against experi-
ments for a net attached to a moored-floating cylinder in waves and current and showed
promising results. However, the approach was not tested for three-dimensional struc-
tures such as OOA structures. This results in the lack of an appropriate high-fidelity
model to study the relevant fluid dynamics regarding offshore fish cage structures.

(a) Traditional floating flexible cage (reproduced
from [27]).

(b) Semi-submersible rigid cage (reproduced
from [27]).

(c) Mobile floating cage (reproduced from [118]).

Figure 1.1: Classification of aquaculture cages for open ocean conditions.



5 1.2. Objectives, scope and limitations

1.2 Objectives, scope and limitations
The main objective of this thesis is the development of a complete numerical model for
simulating open ocean aquaculture systems in strong current and waves. The expected
environmental conditions, as well as the development of new designs concentrating on
rigid structures with attached nets, necessitates the usage of advanced tools such as
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solvers. Thus, the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations are solved to account for viscous fluids, and the interaction of the fluid with a
free surface and structures is modelled in a two-way coupled manner. This enables the
investigation of both, the structural response of the cages and the flow field in and around
the cages. As the basis of this development, the open-source CFD solver REEF3D [11]
is chosen as it has proven its capability of simulating complex wave hydrodynamic
problems including breaking waves [12].

In order to achieve the primary goal of the PhD project, suitable numerical models
for all components of the system are developed. As illustrated in Fig. 1.2, the system
includes a rigid floating structure, a mooring system as well as nets as an elastic porous
enclosure holding the fish. This yields the following secondary objectives coping with
the development of the necessary numerical models:

• Development of a rigid-body FSI solver for the rigid floating structure based on
the fluid dynamics solver REEF3D. This requires the implementation of a rigid
body dynamics model as well as a coupling algorithm to fulfil the boundary con-
ditions at the interface between fluid and rigid structure. (Paper 4)

• Development of a numerical mooring model: The model shall combine flexibil-
ity with efficiency in order to cope with the demands of OOA systems as well as
not constraining the complete solver unnecessarily. Hydrodynamic transparency
is assumed because typical mooring systems consist of rather thin lines. The hy-
drodynamic effects on the lines shall however be respected by the model. (Paper
1)

• Development of a structural dynamics solver for the net: A non-linear dynamics
solver accounting for large motions and non-linear material laws shall be imple-
mented for the distinct characteristics of net structures. External forces due to
gravity, inertia and drag have to be included in the model to account for the loads
of the modelled sea states. (Paper 3)

• Development of a coupling methodology to account for the interaction of elas-
tic porous structures and fluid: A new approach is required to account for the
interaction of fluid and net structure in large deformed configurations. (Paper 2)

Finally, the complete solver is applied to open ocean aquaculture structures in waves
and current to provide a proof of concept (Paper 4 & 5).
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This research presents the development of a novel numerical model concentrating on
open ocean aquaculture designs of today and the future. Therefore, traditional flexible
fish cages, as well as closed flexible fish bags, are not in the scope of this thesis. It
is however noticed that the presented approaches could be applied to these concepts
as well. Further, an extensive study of the water circulation inside the cages including
various types of structural designs and environmental configurations is left for future
research.

Figure 1.2: Illustration of the components of a typical open ocean aquaculture cage
(reproduced from [118]).

1.3 Structure of the thesis
This thesis is submitted as a collection of four international journal articles and one
conference article. The thesis begins with a brief overview of the current state of the art
of the different aspects involved in the developments presented in this thesis (chapter
2). The complete numerical framework evolving from the work performed during this
PhD is outlined in chapter 3. Afterwards, the major results of the articles are presented
in chapter 4. Finally, chapter 5 presents the conclusions and an outlook for future work.
The journal and conference articles are appended in chapter A.



Chapter 2

Current state of the art

2.1 Numerical wave tanks based on CFD

In the field of CFD, the interaction of floating structures and complicated free surfaces,
including irregular and breaking waves, is modelled by solving the three-dimensional
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations together with suitable approaches to generate,
propagate and absorb waves.

Interface tracking methods, which are based on a Lagrangian tracking of the com-
plete fluid [96] or markers identifying the free surface [56, 107], are highly accurate due
to the transport of a permanent sharp surface and the geometrical calculation of the in-
terface curvature from the mesh. On the contrary, the interface is sensitive to the spacing
between the particles which necessitates dynamic re-meshing and affects the conserva-
tion of the liquid volume. Further, topological modifications as merging or breakage
of interfaces have to be handled by sub-grid models which complicate their usage in
numerical wave tanks.

Therefore, interface capturing or implicit methods are the most common way of in-
terface handling for this type of application. They avoid the requirement of a Lagrangian
grid by describing surfaces as a scalar field advected on the same Eulerian grid as the
flow properties. Topological changes are handled automatically and undesired defor-
mation and reparation of surface elements can be circumvented. Here, the interface is
defined as an immersed boundary and taken as the locus of capillary forces and material
discontinuities expressed as jump conditions. The treatment of the appearing singular-
ities is provided by additional modifications using the continuum surface force method
of Brackbill et al. [15] or the ghost fluid method [36].

The volume of fluid (VOF) method of Hirt and Nichols [58] captures the interface
motion by transporting a scalar field, which presents the volume fraction of one phase,
using an advection equation. The scalar function has a jump from zero to one at the
interface for which reason the solution of the equation is prone to numerical instabilities

7
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and smearing. The sharpness of the profile has to be ensured by applying geometrical
reconstructions or artificial compression techniques. Also, a large number of cells per
wave height is commonly necessary to capture the free surface propagation sufficiently
because the location of the free surface is only approximated from the scalar function.
Common geometrical reconstructions are based on the piecewise linear interface calcu-
lation (PLIC) [98] which reconstructs the interface in each cut cell by a plane so that
the surface is represented by a sequence of polygons with small discontinuities in be-
tween. In [65], this approach was successfully implemented in a numerical wave tank.
Compressive VOF methods were developed to improve the reconnection of the surface
and reduce the computational costs by avoiding the explicit reconstruction procedure.
The sharpness of the interface is ensured through high-resolution convection schemes
with flux corrections or artificial compression terms. Both types were used in the past
to implement a numerical wave tank, amongst others the CFD code ReFRESCO [110]
and the OpenFOAM toolboxes of Jacobsen et al. [60] and Higuera et al. [57].

In contrast to VOF methods, Osher and Sethian [85] proposed an implicit method
based on a signed distance function for indicating the free surface. This function has
a smooth distribution and is zero at the interface. Fewer cells are necessary due to the
exact information about the location of the free surface from the distance information
at each grid point. The function is propagated in space and time using the local fluid
velocities and the linear advection equation. The discretisation of the convection term
attracts special attention due to the hyperbolic nature of the equation. The application
of stable but low-order convection schemes introduces too much numerical dissipation
resulting in smeared solutions. Therefore, high-order schemes are proposed to preserve
the sharpness of the interface. Even low-dissipative schemes cannot guarantee the con-
servation of the signed distance function for which reason redistancing strategies were
introduced. Here, the PDE based algorithm of Sussman et al. [104] was mostly ap-
plied. Amongst others, the open-source CFD code REEF3D [11] utilised this method in
combination with a fifth-order accuracy weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO)
scheme [62] for the implementation of a numerical wave tank. The code was success-
fully applied in the field of coastal and ocean engineering including breaking waves [4]
and wave forces [12, 63] on fixed structures.

2.2 Modelling the interaction of rigid floating structures
and fluid

Various approaches for modelling the interaction of the fluid and a rigid floating struc-
ture were proposed in the past. They rely either on an explicit or implicit representation
of the structure in the fluid domain. Explicit methods are also known as body-fitted
grids. First explicit approaches were based on Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE)
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methods [94]. Here, a single Eulerian grid is fitted around the rigid structure. The grid
then dynamically adapts to the motion of the structure by distorting and merging the
grid lines in the vicinity of the body. This approach raises the theoretical possibility of
applying refined layers of cells around the structure to resolve the boundary layer flow.
However, this is prone to a loss of numerical accuracy and stability due to suboptimal
re-meshing and requires relatively large computational resources [120]. The potential
for irregular grids can be prevented by relying either on completely Lagrangian descrip-
tions of fluid and structures such as mesh-free SPH (Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics)
models [31] or dynamic overset grids [14, 20, 24]. In overset grid methods, usually two
different Eulerian grids are considered. One grid remains fixed during the simulation,
whereas another grid is fitted to the floating body. The position of the body-fitted grid
adapts to the motion of the structure and hence, remains undisturbed. An interpolation
mechanism is necessary for transferring the data between the overlapping grid points.
A complete solution for the fluid properties can be found on the background grid by in-
cluding the interpolations into the system matrix as shown by Hanaoka [55]. The size of
the overlapping region is related to the stencil size of the discretisation which affects the
efficiency for high-order numerical methods in three dimensions. In particular, moving
boundary problems amplify this increase of computational costs [114].

Implicit methods were developed in order to overcome the computational chal-
lenges of explicit methods and are well suited for simulations including complex, three-
dimensional structures and moving bodies. Most implicit approaches today are based
on the immersed boundary method (IBM) originally developed for simulating elastic
membranes in fluids [90, 91]. Here, a single Eulerian grid is applied, and the bound-
ary conditions at the fluid-structure interface are respected implicitly by the equations
solved on this grid. In ghost-cell immersed boundary methods, the numerical stencils
around the structure is modified and ghost-cells are defined inside the solid domain to
account for the presence of the interface. Berthelsen and Faltinsen [6] developed this
procedure for fixed bodies using stencils in the principal directions of the domain. Thus,
the modifications reduce to evaluations of Lagrangian polynomials near the body. Bihs
and Kamath [10] extended this approach for floating and falling bodies using first-order
interpolations of the velocity. In contrast, Calderer et al. [18] utilised the normal direc-
tions of the interface to modify the pressure stencils. The challenges in these methods
are the accurate calculation of the forces on the structure because no explicit location
for the evaluation exists, and oscillations in the pressure solution because the continuity
equation is not satisfied locally when the interface passes a cell boundary [114]. As
an alternative group of approaches, the direct forcing methods originally presented by
Fadlun et al. [32] were proposed. Here, an additional source term is incorporated into
the momentum equation of the fluid to account for the boundary conditions at the fluid-
structure interface. This term is calculated on the grid points of the fluid domain using a
reconstructed solution from the fluid domain and the known velocity at the nearby solid
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surface. Uhlmann [109] showed that this procedure can lead to force spikes because
the reconstruction stencil changes steadily. Recently, Yang and Stern [119] presented a
hybrid method of this approach and an overset grid so that the reconstruction stencils
remain constant in time. Promising results could be shown in two-dimensional bench-
mark cases but the aforementioned challenges of overset grids remain unsolved. Alter-
natively, a continuous version of the direct forcing method can be utilised. Uhlmann
[109] proposed to calculate the forcing term on Lagrangian markers directly located
on the surface of the structure. The terms are then distributed on the Eulerian domain
using the interpolation procedure of the original immersed boundary method. The in-
troduced smearing effectively removes force spikes but still keeps the nominal order
of accuracy for the coupling problem. Additional computational costs arise from the
back- and forth-transformations between the Eulerian grid and the Lagrangian markers.
These costs can be avoided by using a completely Eulerian calculation as derived by
Yang [121]. Here, the Eulerian grid is split into a fluid and solid domain. The mo-
mentum equation is solved in the whole domain including a forcing term to account
for the boundary conditions. This additional term is calculated from the rigid body ve-
locities at each grid point and smeared over the fluid-solid interface using a smoothed
Heaviside step function. The function is determined using spline interpolations over
Lagrangian markers which move with the rigid body velocity. The author validated the
model against two-dimensional benchmark cases and showed high stability and accu-
racy. However, it can be assumed that the extension to three-dimensional structures
compromises the efficiency due to the large number of marker points and increases the
complexity due to the difficulty of spline interpolations in three dimensions. In this
thesis, this continuous direct forcing approach is modified to enable its applicability for
OOA structures.

2.3 Modelling the dynamics of mooring lines
Most mooring models rely on numerical methods [29] due to the non-linear second-
order partial differential equations (PDE) describing the motion of these lines in space
and time. These equations were solved using finite difference methods [2, 49, 59, 81]
and finite element methods [1, 16, 47]. Palm et al. [87] improved the solution using a
discontinuous Galerkin finite element method to account for the hyperbolic nature of
the PDEs. This method is stable, of arbitrary order of accuracy and capable of simu-
lating any type of loads including snap loads. The main disadvantage of fully dynamic
mooring models is the necessity of stable initial conditions and the restriction of the
time step imposed by the material stiffness. Thus, the time step due to the mooring dy-
namics can be several magnitudes smaller than the time step due to the CFL condition
of the fluid solver. This either restricts the efficiency of the whole simulation or raises
the need for interpolation in time [86]. Analogous methods based on truss elements [54,
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112, 115] were proposed to remove the dependency on the initial condition, but the time
step restriction remained. Here, force equilibria are solved at each point between the
elements instead of the governing equations. Mooring modelling was further simplified
by deriving an analytical solution under the assumption of negligible time dependence.
Amongst others, Faltinsen [33] presented a catenary solution for elastic ropes. Gener-
ally, analytical solutions are restricted in their form and not suitable for tense or arbitrary
shaped systems.

2.4 Modelling the dynamics of nets
The nets utilised in aquaculture span a large area and consist of a large number of twines
with non-linear material properties [70]. Further, large motions and deformations are
expected for these structures in offshore conditions. The directions of the deformation
are related to the directions of the twines which distinguishes nets from e.g. continuous
membranes and fabric structures [106]. This complicates the derivation of the consti-
tutive laws for nets and prevents the derivation of a classical finite element approach
based on a variational formulation [92, 106]. Tronstad [106] overcame this issue by
deriving the stiffness matrix for a four-node membrane element based on connecting
multiple non-linear truss elements. He successfully performed steady-state simulations
including hydrodynamic loads from current. Similarly, Priour [93] developed a triangu-
lar element for static equilibria assuming a constant tension distribution in each element.
Later, he extended the elements for quasi-static calculations by including hydrodynamic
loads from current [92]. Tsukrov et al. [108] utilised a one-dimensional truss element
with three degrees of freedom and a Lagrangian approach to model the non-linear dy-
namics of nets. Here, each truss accounts for a portion of the area of the physical net.

As an alternative, Lader and Fredheim [70] introduced the lumped mass method
which represents the discrete structure as massless bars connected by mass knots. The
solution of the dynamics of the knots was found in terms of their acceleration from
Newton’s second law. Runge-Kutta time integration was applied to calculate the knot
velocities and positions from the accelerations. A minor modified version of the original
approach was successfully applied to simulate net walls [9] and cylinders [7] in steady
flow conditions. The constitutive equations, relating the forces to the deformations, are
not automatically satisfied after each time step. This can lead to stability issues unless
very small time steps are used. The time step restriction is also necessary due to the
explicit time integration. In [80], an implicit quasi-static net model was proposed where
the force equilibrium is solved for each knot with additional constraints on the connec-
tivity of the bars. The missing time-stepping reduces the cost and simplifies the coupling
to the fluid solver. However, the lack of dynamic effects prevents the application to large
deformation problems including snap loads. A dynamic implicit method was proposed
by LeBris and Marichal [72]. They derived a system for solving the dynamics of the
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net under consideration of the kinematic relation between knot position and bar length.
Here, inelastic material was assumed. This leads to unacceptable high condition num-
bers due to zero entries on the main diagonal of the system matrix. Marichal [76] and
Vincent [111] included elastic material properties in the model to overcome this issue.
However, their derivation relied on linear material assumptions, and linearisation was
utilised in the derivation. In this thesis, these drawbacks are omitted by including a
non-linear material law and avoiding linearisations.

2.5 Modelling the fluid-structure interaction for nets
In contrast to conventional membranes, nets have a high porosity and consist of multi-
ple individual twines which are passed by the fluid. The length scale of the flow around
each twine is significantly smaller than the length scale of the flow around the whole
floating structure. This prevents the resolution of the net on the same numerical grid
as the fluid domain, and an alternative representation of the FSI between net and fluid
has to be introduced. One possible representation is the definition of a porous medium
around the net. The fluid momentum equation is solved in the whole domain including
an additional resistance coefficient in the porous zone. This approach is based on the
work of Patursson et al. [89]. They incorporated a stiff net sheet as a porous medium in
the fluid domain. The governing volume- and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equa-
tions are solved using a finite volume method. The research was mostly focused on the
correct determination of the porous resistance coefficients, which were approximated
from available experimental data. Bi et al. [9] and Zhao et al. [124] followed the same
approach but used a theoretical force model for determining the coefficients. Chen and
Christensen [21, 22] extended the general idea for complete net cages and included a
more comprehensive determination of these coefficients. They provided an extensive
validation of their approach for stiff net walls and cages in both current and waves. A
Morison type force model which neglects important dependencies on the angle of attack
in their derivations was utilised.

In contrast, Yao et al. [122] presented a hybrid finite volume method to incorporate
the fluid-structure coupling into their CFD solver. The resistance forces of the net were
distributed by assigning them to cells containing portions of the numerical net. The
net was represented by a lumped mass method consisting of knots and bars in between.
The distribution process requires the calculation of the intersection of each bar with
each cell of the fluid grid and is thus computationally expensive. This drawback is
amplified for rectilinear grids and polyhedral cell shapes where intersections can only
be found by comparison to each cell face. They also introduced the idea of choosing
the unknown force coefficients by fitting them with experimental data. Details about the
fitting process and fitting results for the drag coefficients were not presented.



Chapter 3

Proposed numerical framework

In the following, an overview of the complete numerical framework developed within
the PhD project is presented. The model arises from the proposed methods and findings
of the attached journal articles. It consists of a two-phase numerical wave tank which
is mostly based on the CFD code REEF3D::CFD [11, 116] (section 3.1), a rigid-body
FSI algorithm for modelling the interaction of rigid structures and fluid (section 3.2), a
structural solution for mooring lines (section 3.3) and an implicit solver for the structural
dynamics of nets (section 3.4). Details regarding the coupling of the net solver to the
fluid solver and the rigid body solver are also given. The final section 3.5 provides an
overview of the interconnection of the different modules.

3.1 Two-phase numerical wave tank

The dynamics of an incompressible, viscous fluid is described by the conservation of
mass and momentum. These conservation laws are defined as the three-dimensional
Navier-Stokes equations solved in the convective form and continuity equation:

∇ ·u = 0,
∂u
∂ t

+u ·∇u =− 1
ρ

∇p+∇ ·
(
ν
[
∇u+∇uT ])+g. (3.1)

Here, u is the velocity vector, ρ is the density, p represents the pressure contribution, ν

is the sum of the kinematic and turbulent viscosity and g is the gravitational acceleration
vector. The effect of turbulence is incorporated by adding turbulent viscosity to the dif-
fusion term using the Boussinesq approximation and a modified k-ω turbulence model
(see Bihs et al. [11] for details). Following a one-fluid approach, the two phases, air and
water, are covered by a single set of equations but space and time dependent material
distributions as proposed by Brackbill et al. [15]. The transition between the phases is

13
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implicitly represented by the zero level set of the smooth signed distance function Φ

[85]. The first-order hyperbolic equation

∂Φ

∂ t
+u ·∇Φ = 0, (3.2)

is solved to propagate Φ in space and time. After each time step, the reinitialisation
equation of Sussman et al. [104] is solved in pseudo-time to keep the signed distance
properties of Φ. The density and viscosity is then calculated using

ρ(Φ) = ρwH(Φ)+ρa(1−H(Φ)),

ν(Φ) = νwH(Φ)+νa(1−H(Φ)), (3.3)

with w indicating water, a indicating air and H the smoothed Heaviside step function
defined as

H(Φ) =





0 if Φ <−ε,
1
2

(
1+ Φ

ε
+ 1

π
sin(πΦ

ε
)
)

if |Φ| ≤ ε,

1 if Φ > ε.

(3.4)

Here, ε is defined as 2.1∆x with ∆x the characteristic length between the grid points in
the vicinity of each evaluation point [11].

The set of equations (3.1) - (3.2) is solved on a staggered rectilinear grid using finite
differences. Fifth-order accurate weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) schemes
[61, 62] adapted to non-uniform point distances are applied for convection terms, and
diffusion terms are discretised with second-order accurate central differences. Con-
vection and source terms are temporally treated explicitly with the third-order accurate
TVD Runge-Kutta scheme of Shu and Osher [102], and an implicit Euler method is
applied for the temporal discretisation of the viscous term. This effectively removes
a quadratic reciprocal dependency on the grid point distance from the CFL condition
[11]. An incremental pressure-correction algorithm [105] is added to the code for the
purpose of incorporating fluid-structure interactions explicitly and used for solving sys-
tem (3.1). Here, a velocity field is predicted from the momentum equation using the
pressure gradients of the previous step in each k-th Runge-Kutta sub-step:

u(∗)−βku(n)

αk∆t
=

1
∆t

u(k−1)−u(k−1) ·∇u(k−1)− ∇p(k−1)

ρ

+
1

αk
∇ ·
(
ν
[
∇u+∇uT ])(∗)+g, (3.5)

with αk = 1.0,1/4,2/3, βk = 0.0,3/4,1/3 and k = 1,2,3. Afterwards, the Poisson
equation

∇ ·
(

1
ρ

∇pcorr

)
=

1
αk∆t

∇ ·u(∗), (3.6)
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is solved for the pressure correction term pcorr utilising a fully parallelized BiCGStab
algorithm with geometric multigrid preconditioning from the HYPRE library [113]. An
n-halo decomposition strategy and the message passing interface (MPI) handles inter-
processor communication. The pressure and divergence free velocity fields are finally
calculated from

p(k) = p(k−1)+ pcorr−ρν ∇ ·u(∗), (3.7)

u(k) = u(∗)− αk∆t
ρ

∇p(k). (3.8)

The boundary conditions are enforced using the ghost-point approach. At the inlet,
waves are generated by applying the relaxation method to the x- and z-component of the
velocities and the level set function Φ. For a general variable γ it is given as [82]

γ(x̂) = Γ(x̂)γanalytical +(1−Γ(x̂))γcomputed, (3.9)

with Γ the relaxation function [60]

Γ(x̂) = 1− e(x̂
3.5)−1
e−1

, (3.10)

and x̂ ∈ [0,1] the relative x-coordinate in the relaxation zone. The same method is
applied to damp potential reflections near the outlet of the tank.

3.2 Rigid-body FSI solver
A continuous direct forcing immersed boundary method is implemented to account for
the presence of rigid floating objects in the fluid solver. At first, the floating object
is transferred to the solver as an STL geometry consisting of multiple non-connected
triangles. This information is sufficient to create a signed distance field Φs representing
the geometry in the Eulerian fluid domain by applying a ray casting algorithm [13] to
receive inside-outside information near the body and the reinitialisation algorithm of
Sussman et al. [104]. The generated level set function Φs is used for distinguishing
between the fluid and solid domain by extending (3.3):

ρ(Φ,Φs) = ρsH(Φs)+(1−H(Φs)) · (ρwH(Φ)+ρa(1−H(Φ))), (3.11)
ν(Φ,Φs) = (1−H(Φs)) · (νwH(Φ)+νa(1−H(Φ))).

The continuity of the forcing field can be ensured under consideration of the conser-
vation law

∇ ·u = 0,
∂u
∂ t

+u ·∇u =− 1
ρ

∇p+g+ f, (3.12)
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with the forcing term

f =
∂P(u)

∂ t
+P(u) ·∇P(u)+

1
ρ

∇p−g, (3.13)

which holds in the solid domain as proven in [121]. Here, P(u) represents the operator
for projecting the velocity field into a divergence-free rigid body velocity field. Com-
paring (3.12) with (3.1) reveals that the only difference between these two systems is
the term f and the diffusion term, respectively. Therefore, a single set of equations can
be solved in the whole domain using (3.11) to distinguish the material properties in the
three phases and the additional term f to account for the correct boundary conditions at
the interface.

At a discrete level, f reads at the new time step n+1

f(n+1) = H(Φ
(n+1)
s ) ·

(
P(u(n+1))−P(u(n))

∆t
+P(u(n)) ·∇P(u(n))+

1
ρ

∇p(n+1)−g

)
.

(3.14)

The velocity at the new time step is unknown a priori. To overcome this issue and avoid
expensive implicit calculations, the valid approximation P(u(n)) = u(n) is made and the
pressure is taken from the previous time step as a good approximation. Then,

f(n+1) = H(Φ
(n+1)
s ) ·

(
P(u(n+1))−u(n)

∆t
+u(n) ·∇u(n)+

1
ρ

∇p(n)−g

)
, (3.15)

and by comparing with (3.5), it can be identified that

f(n+1) = H(Φ
(n+1)
s ) ·

(
P(u(n+1))−u(∗)

∆t

)
. (3.16)

A good approximation of the updated velocity field is u(∗) itself. Therefore, the predictor
step (3.5) is first executed without the forcing term. Then, f(∗) is calculated from

f(∗) = H(Φ
(∗)
s ) ·

(
P(u(∗))−u(∗)

αk∆t

)
, (3.17)

and added to the predicted velocity field before solving the Poisson equation (3.6).
For the calculation of the rigid body velocity field, the translational position of the

rigid body xi is described in the inertia system, and the rotational motion is described
in a body-fixed coordinate system using the Euler parameter vector e = (e0,e1,e2,e3)

T
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with the property e T e = 1. Their relation to the physically more relevant Tait-Bryan
angles φ ,θ ,ψ is given as (c is cos and s is sin) [50]

e0 = c
(

φ

2

)
· c
(

θ

2

)
· c
(

ψ

2

)
+ s
(

φ

2

)
· s
(

θ

2

)
· s
(

ψ

2

)
,

e1 = s
(

φ

2

)
· c
(

θ

2

)
· c
(

ψ

2

)
− c
(

φ

2

)
· s
(

θ

2

)
· s
(

ψ

2

)
,

e2 = c
(

φ

2

)
· s
(

θ

2

)
· c
(

ψ

2

)
+ s
(

φ

2

)
· s
(

θ

2

)
· s
(

ψ

2

)
,

e3 = c
(

φ

2

)
· c
(

θ

2

)
· s
(

ψ

2

)
− s
(

φ

2

)
· s
(

θ

2

)
· c
(

ψ

2

)
. (3.18)

The back-transformations are defined as

ψ = arctan2(2 · (e1 · e2 + e3 · e0),1−2 · (e2 · e2 + e3 · e3)) ,

θ = arcsin(2 · (e0 · e2− e1 · e3)),

φ = arctan2(2 · (e2 · e3 + e1 · e0),1−2 · (e1 · e1 + e2 · e2)). (3.19)

The transformation of a vector in the body-fixed coordinate system to a corresponding
vector in the inertial system is described by the orthogonal rotation matrix

R = 2




e2
0+e2

1−e2
2−e2

3
2 e1e2− e0e3 e0e2 + e1e3

e0e3 + e1e2
e2

0−e2
1+e2

2−e2
3

2 e2e3− e0e1

e1e3− e0e2 e0e1 + e2e3
e2

0−e2
1−e2

2+e2
3

2


 . (3.20)

The kinematic equations for the rotational motion of the body in terms of the Euler
parameters are given as

ė =
1
2

GT
ω, (3.21)

with ω the components of the angular velocity vector in the body-fixed coordinate sys-
tem and

G =



−e1 e0 e3 −e2
−e2 −e3 e0 e1
−e3 e2 −e1 e0


 . (3.22)

Introducing the momentum vector h = Iω with I the moment of inertia tensor, (3.21)
can be rewritten as

ė =
1
2

GT I−1h. (3.23)
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Following the derivation of Shivarama and Fahrenthold [101], a first-order ODE is de-
rived for ḣ using a system Hamiltonian. Here, the constraint for the Euler parameters
is fulfilled automatically. By setting the potential energy function to zero and assuming
imposed moments Mb in the body-fixed system, the equations read

ḣ =−2GĠT h+Mb. (3.24)

The translational motion of the rigid body is described by Newtons second law and
transformed to a system of first-order differential equations. In combination with the
equations (3.21) and (3.24), a system of thirteen first-order ODEs arises which is inte-
grated with the same explicit scheme as the fluid solver above.

The body forces and momenta are calculated on the triangulated surface of N trian-
gles by integrating the fluid properties over the structure surface Ω and using a trilinear
interpolation:

Fi =
∫

Ω

(−np+ρνnτ)dΩ(x) =
N

∑
i=1

(−np+ρνnτ)i ·∆Ωi,

Mi =
∫

Ω

r× (−np+ρνnτ)dΩ(x) =
N

∑
i=1

ri× (−np+ρνnτ)i ·∆Ωi. (3.25)

Here, n is the surface normal vector, τ is the viscous stress tensor and r represents the
distance vector to the centre of gravity. The moments are transferred to the body-fixed
coordinate system using the transformation matrix (3.20). Once the body velocities are
calculated, the projection is finally calculated as

P(u(∗)) = ẋi +ωi× r, (3.26)

with ẋi the translational and ωi the rotational rigid body velocity vector in the inertial
reference frame.

3.3 Mooring dynamics solver
The dynamics of a mooring line neglecting bending stiffness is described as [87]

γ
∂ 2r
∂ t2 =

∂FT f
∂ s

+Fe, (3.27)

with r the coordinates of the line in the inertial system, s the coordinate along the line,
γ the specific weight of the material, FT the magnitude of the tension force, f the unit
vector pointing in the direction of this force and Fe the external forces including grav-
itation (FG) and hydrodynamic effects (FH). Assuming small line motion in time and
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steady-state flow of the fluid, respectively, (3.27) simplifies to

∂FT f
∂ s

=−Fe. (3.28)

In order to solve this force equilibrium, each mooring line is split into N equally dis-
tanced bars of length lt with knots P in between. As shown in Fig. 3.1, the first and last
knot, P(0) and P(N), are attached to the bottom and the floating object. Linear elasticity
is assumed within this thesis.

x
z

P(0)
P(1)

P(N)

~f (1)
~f (2)

~f (N)

P(0)

P(1)

P(N)

~f (1)

~f (2)

~f (N)

Figure 3.1: Discrete mooring lines: Inner knots (small black dots), Outer knots (big
black dots), bars (black vectors).

The mass of the line is equally distributed on the adjacent knots which gives a gravity
force contribution of

FG
( j) = γg · ρm−ρ

ρm
· l

( j)
t + l( j+1)

t

2
, j = 1, ...,N−1, (3.29)

at any knot P( j). Here, ρm is the density of the mooring material and g is an unit vector
pointing in negative z-direction. The hydrodynamic forces FH , arising from the slowly-
varying relative motion between structure and surrounding fluid, are calculated as drag
forces using Morison’s formula [83] at each bar

FH
( j) = l( j)

t d( j)
t

ρ

2
·

[ct (u · f) |u · f| · f+ cn (u− (u · f) f) |u− (u · f) f|]( j) ,

j = 1, ...,N, (3.30)

with cn the drag coefficient in normal direction calculated as a function of the Reynolds
number [26]

cn(Re) =





8π

s Re
·
(
1.0−0.87 s−2.0) if Re < 1.0,

1.45+8.55 Re−0.9 if 1.0≤ Re < 30.0,
1.1+4.0 Re−0.5 else,

(3.31)
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and ct the drag coefficient in tangential direction. The hydrodynamic forces are assigned
to knots by equally distributing their net amount.

Defining the tension forces acting at the knots in the direction of the adjacent bars,
(3.28) is solved locally at each inner knot P( j) (see also Fig. 3.2):

f( j+1)F( j+1)
T − f( j)F( j)

T =−
(

F( j)
H +F( j)

G

)
, j = 1, ...,N−1. (3.32)

A solution for the shape of the line and the distribution of tension forces is found by
gathering (3.32) into a suitable linear system of equations. Both unknowns, f and FT , are
generally dependent on the direction of the bar unit vectors. However, FH also depends
on f according to (3.30). Therefore, an iterative method has to be chosen for solving the
system. A successive approximation is utilised to ensure a converged solution. Further,
Fig. 3.1 indicates that the discrete line consists of N bars but just N− 1 inner knots.
Therefore, (3.32) presents an undetermined system if solved for f, and a geometrical
constraint has to be introduced to close the system. This constraint is defined in such
a way that it represents both, the physical boundary condition of the fixed end points
P(0) and P(N) and the physical coherence of the line during the deformation (compare
Fig. 3.3):

N

∑
j=1

f( j)l( j)
t = x

(
P(N)

)
−x
(

P(0)
)
. (3.33)

Hence, the vector of the sum of all bar vectors has to be equal to the distance vector
between the two end points x(P(0)) and x(P(N)). This is a conditional equation for a
physical coherent solution of the problem.

x
z

y

P( j)

~F( j)
G

~F( j)
H

~f ( j+1)

~f ( j)

Figure 3.2: Force equilibrium at inner knot Pν : Inner knot (white filled circle), bars
(thin vectors), forces (thick vectors).

The resulting linear system of equations can be merged into a closed system of equa-
tions A×F = B with the (N×3) matrix F containing the unit bar vectors. For the first
time step, less restrictive directions for the unit vectors and initial tension forces are set
to fill the left- and right-hand sides. Thus, this model is independent of a predefined
initial form of the cable and highly suitable for applications without this requirement.
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x
z

y

P(0)

P(N)

~L

Figure 3.3: Geometrical constraint: Inner knots (white filled circles), Outer knots (black
filled circles), bars (thin vectors), constraint vector (thick vector).

Based on the given values, the initial lengths and gravity forces of the bars are deter-
mined. The hydrodynamic forces are initialised using (3.30). The solution of the system
is then found at any iterative step k using Gaussian elimination with pivoting. Accord-
ing to the definition, the lengths of the bar unit vectors equal unity. This condition is
generally violated after each iteration for which reason the correction step

(
f( j)
)(k∗)

=

(
f( j)
)(k)

∣∣∣
(
f( j)
)(k)∣∣∣

, j = 1, ...,N, (3.34)

has to be applied. Consistency is ensured by multiplying the columns of A by the
Euclidean norm of the corresponding line of F(k). As the next iteration starts, F(k∗) is
utilised to fill the system. Convergence is formally proven in [52, 53] and typically
reached within 100 iterations in the first time step and less than 50 afterwards. The
algorithm stops after reaching the residual criterion

max
j

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
(
~f ( j)
)(k)∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣
2
−1
∣∣∣∣< tol, j = 1, ...,N, (3.35)

which corresponds to the conservation of all bar unit vectors within a tolerance typically
chosen as 10−4.

3.4 Net dynamics solver
The net is considered as a tensile structure consisting of a large number of square meshes
forming a porous cylinder or sheet with two distinct stress directions. Therefore, it is
discretised in a finite number of mass points (knots) connected by non-linear elastic bars
pointing in the principal directions of the meshes. The initialisation process of Martin et
al. [80] is applied to achieve this layout of the net. Also, a structural element is defined
as the combination of four knots and their four connecting bars, and covers multiple
physical meshes of the net (see Fig. 3.4). The specific number of meshes depends on
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the solidity Sn of the net which is defined as

Sn =
2dt

lt
−
(

dt

lt

)2

, (3.36)

for the considered nets (see [118] for alternative formulations). Here, dt is the diameter
and lt is the length of each physical twine.

Figure 3.4: Illustration of the definitions for the net model: structural elements con-
sist of four knots (thick dots) connected with bars (thick black lines). Each element
(hatched area) covers multiple physical meshes (thin grey lines). The contribution of
the structural elements to each knot is shown in matching colours.

A system of equations is sought for the dynamics of the knots. For this purpose, the
equilibrium according to Newton’s second law (see Fig. 3.4)

mi ẍi =
Ni

∑
k=1

Tik +Fex,i, (3.37)

is solved at each knot xi and its Ni neighbouring knots. Here, dots indicate temporal
derivatives, Fex are external forces and Ti j represents the tension force vector of each
bar:

Ti j = Ti j bi j = Ti j ·
(

x j−xi

|x j−xi|

)
, (3.38)

with Ti j the tension force magnitude and bi j the unit vector of the bar.
Following the assumptions of Morison et al. [83] for hydrodynamic transparent struc-
tures, the mass contributions of the surrounding NS,i structural elements is lumped at
knot xi. Hence, the mass matrix mi is approximated as

mi =
NS,i

∑
s=1




mair +manx 0 0
0 mair +many 0
0 0 mair +manz




s

, (3.39)
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Ti j T ji
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T j2

T j3

Ti1
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Ti3 G j
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Gi
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ai

Figure 3.5: Illustration of the dynamic force equilibrium at the knots xi and x j showing
only structural quantities.

with mair,s the mass of the partial element in air and ns the unit normal vector of the
element pointing in relative velocity direction. The added mass ma,s is approximated as
the mass of the water volume occupied by the screen under the assumption that the net
is a mesh of multiple cylinders only. Here, the added mass is only applied in the normal
direction of the structure. Similarly, the external forces from each structural element
are assigned to the attached knots. An approximation of the forces has to be introduced
because the net is not explicitly resolved in the computational domain of the fluid solver
(see also section 3.5). The external force vector consists of static gravity and buoyancy
forces as well as hydrodynamic forces. The latter consist of inertia forces I due to the
fluid acceleration a f ,

Ii =
NS,i

∑
s=1




ma +manx 0 0
0 ma +many 0
0 0 ma +manz




s

·a f ,s, (3.40)

and velocity related drag and lift forces D whose calculations are described in section
3.4.1.

An implicit solution for the structural dynamics problem is found at each new time
step (n+1) using the kinematic compatibility equation

(
xj

(n+1)−xi
(n+1)

)2
=
(

l(n+1)
i j

)2
, (3.41)

which relates the unknown position of the knots to the unknown tension forces. Assum-
ing non-linear material, a constitutive equation is formulated as

Ti j =C1ε +C2ε
2 =C1

(
li j

l0,i j
−1
)
+C2

(
li j

l0,i j
−1
)2

, (3.42)

with li j the current length of the bar and l0,i j its unstretched length. Lader and Fredheim
[70] found this relation to be valid with C1 = 1160 N and C2 = 37300 N for nylon
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nets with squared meshes, which is used in the validation section below. Eq. (3.42) is
reformulated for li j by eliminating the non-physical solution:

li j =
l0

2C2
·
(
−C1 +2 C2 +

√
C2

1 +4 C2 Ti j

)
. (3.43)

Further, the left-hand side of (3.41) is replaced by the dynamic equilibrium (3.37). This
can be achieved by replacing the position vectors x(n+1) with accelerations using high-
order backward finite differences in time. The weight of each point included in the
approximation is found iteratively using the algorithm of Fornberg [39] because of vari-
able time steps in the coupled simulations. Thus, the velocity of the knot is expressed
as

dx(n+1)

dt
= ẋ(n+1) =

P

∑
p=0

cpx(n+1−p), (3.44)

with cp the weights of the P points of the interpolation. The unknown velocity vectors
v(n+1) are approximated by repeating the derivation:

d2x(n+1)

dt2 = ẍ(n+1) =
P

∑
p=0

cpẋ(n+1−p). (3.45)

Inserting (3.45) in (3.44) and then in (3.41), a non-linear function f is found for each
bar bi j after rearranging the expression:

fi j

(
T (n+1)

)
=

(
N j

∑
k=1

m−1
j T(n+1)

jk −
Ni

∑
k=1

m−1
i T(n+1)

ik +m−1
j F(n)

ex, j−m−1
i F(n)

ex,i + Ẋi j +Xi j

)2

− c4
0 l2

0

4 C2
2
·
(
−C1 +2C2 +

√
C2

1 +4C2T (n+1)
i j

)2

= 0, (3.46)

with T the unknown global vector of tension force magnitudes and the definitions

Xi j =−c0

P

∑
p=1

cp

(
x(n+1−p)

j −x(n+1−p)
i

)
, (3.47)

Ẋi j =−
P

∑
p=1

cp

(
ẋ(n+1−p)

j − ẋ(n+1−p)
i

)
. (3.48)

A system of equations is formulated from (3.46) and solved using the improved New-
ton’s method [28]

T (∗) = T (n)−
[
J
(
T (n)

)]−1
F
(
T (n)

)
,

T (n+1) = T (∗)−
[
J
(
T (n)

)]−1
F
(
T (∗)

)
, (3.49)
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with F the vector of the expressions (3.46) and J its Jacobian matrix (see [77] for
the expression). In practice, (3.49) converges well if the initial condition is chosen
properly. It is proposed to perform the first time step with the linearised version of this
model because the solution of the linear system only depends on an approximation of
the initial position of the structure. The convergence is checked using the L2 norm of the
tension force vector. After convergence is reached, the updated accelerations, velocities
and positions of the knots are calculated from (3.37), (3.45) and (3.45).

3.4.1 Calculating the drag and lift forces on nets
Following the screen force model of Kristiansen and Faltinsen [68], the net area is dis-
tributed on adjoint knots as indicated in Fig. 3.4. Thus, the contributions of up to four
structural elements add up to the hydrodynamic forces corresponding to a single knot.
The surface integral at each element is approximated by a second-order accurate quadra-
ture rule using its geometrical centre as the integration point. In the inertia system of the
fluid, the velocity related hydrodynamic force vector D is split into drag and lift force
components in normal (nd) and tangential (nl) direction of the local relative velocity
vector urel,s = u f ,s− ẋs:

Di =
NS,i

∑
s=1

ρ

2
Asu2

rel,s(cdnd + clnl)s. (3.50)

Here, As is the area given as

As =
l1l2
4
· |~b1×~b2|, (3.51)

with indices 1 and 2 referring to the two bars spanning the area and~b the unit bar vectors.
The coefficients cd and cl are calculated from a truncated Fourier series expanded for
their dependency on the angle of attack α between fluid velocity vector and structural
element vector:

cd(α) = cd,0

∞

∑
k=1

a2k−1 cos((2k−1)α) , (3.52)

cl(α) = cl, π

4

∞

∑
k=1

b2k cos(2kα) . (3.53)

The definition of the constants cd,0 and cl, π

4
can be taken from [68]. In order to achieve

general applicability, the Fourier coefficients a and b are found by fitting them to exper-
imental data given in [89], [38] and [123].

This choice raises challenges because most force coefficients from experimental
data is normalised by the undisturbed inflow velocity. However, the velocity at the
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uw = u∞−uind,w

u∞

us = u∞−uind,s

Figure 3.6: Illustration of velocity definitions in front and behind the net. Cross section
shows the x-velocity distribution with velocity reduction behind the net.

location where the forces are evaluated in the numerical simulation is disturbed by the
fluid-structure interaction close to the net as can be seen from Fig. 3.6. One possibility
is to fit the coefficients to numerical data including the FSI. In the present model, a
relation between the numerically interpolated velocity at the net and the undisturbed
inflow velocity based on Froude’s momentum theory [19] is used instead. It is based on
the assumptions of potential flow that the induced velocities from the screen uind,s and
in the wake uind,w are much smaller than the inflow velocity u∞ and that no rotational
velocities are induced (see Fig. 3.6 for definitions). Then, two Bernoulli equations can
be stated:

p∞ +
ρ

2
u2

∞ = ps,1 +
ρ

2
(u∞−uind,s)

2, (3.54)

ps,2 +
ρ

2
(u∞−uind,s)

2 = pw +
ρ

2
(u∞−uind,w)

2. (3.55)

Here, (3.54) is valid in front of the screen and (3.55) describes the fluid behind the
screen. By combining these equations, the pressure jump at the screen is defined as

∆p = ps,2− ps,1 = pw− p∞ +ρ uind,w ·
(
−u∞ +

uind,w

2

)
. (3.56)

It can be assumed that pw = p∞ if start and end point are far away from the disturbance.
Thus, (3.56) expresses the pressure jump in terms of inflow and induced velocities.
Linearisation of the equation yields

∆p≈−ρ uind,w u∞. (3.57)
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In addition, (3.54) can be used to approximate the pressure jump in front of the screen.
The linearised expression is

ps,1− p∞ = ρ u∞ uind,s. (3.58)

Froude’s hypothesis arises from (3.58) if the assumption is made that half of the pressure
jump is in front and the other half behind the screen,

uind,w = 2uind,s, (3.59)

i.e. the velocity at the screen is half the velocity between inflow and wake velocity (see
Fig. 3.7). By inserting this result in (3.57) and using the definition of the screen velocity,
it yields a new formula for us:

us = u∞−
∆p

2ρu∞

. (3.60)

The pressure jump ∆p is due to the disturbance of the fluid through the presency of the
net. Using the fluid velocity at the screen and the inflow velocity for the coefficient
calculation, the jump can be expressed as

∆p =
ρ

2
cd(u∞)u2

s . (3.61)

In combination with (3.60), the inflow velocity can finally be approximated from the
known screen velocity as

u∞ =
cd(u∞)

2 ·
(√

1+ cd(u∞)−1
) ·us, (3.62)

which is solved using the Newton-Raphson method with u∞ = us as the initial guess.
The converged solution of (3.62) gives then information about both, the undisturbed
inflow velocity and the drag coefficient according to (3.52). The lift coefficient is finally
calculated from (3.53) using this result.
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Figure 3.7: Illustration of velocity and pressure distribution in front and behind the net.

3.5 Coupling strategy
An overview of the proposed numerical model is shown in Fig. 3.8. A weak coupling
of the free surface propagation, turbulence modelling, fluid dynamics and structural
dynamics is chosen. The time step is adapted according to the CFL condition for two-
phase flows taken from [11]. Here, the fluid and rigid body dynamics solver are weakly
coupled through the common time step procedure based on an explicit Runge-Kutta
method. The quasi-static mooring model is updated within each sub-step of the algo-
rithm, and the arising mooring forces are added to the rigid body dynamics solver as
external forces. Similarly, the effect of the net on the dynamics of the floating body is
added to the external force vector. However, the dynamics of the net is only calculated
once per time step before entering the FSI solution. The implicit time marching of the
net model prevents additional restrictions on the time step size of the fluid solver. In the
following, an overview of the mooring and net algorithm is given. Special attention is
thereby given to the FSI between nets and fluid.

3.5.1 Incorporating the effects of mooring into the FSI solver
The algorithm of the quasi-static mooring model is illustrated in Fig. 3.9. As input
parameters, the fluid velocity field and the locations of the mounting points are com-
municated to the algorithm. The geometrical constraint vector (3.33) is calculated from
these, and the initial system of equations is generated. For the first time step, less re-
strictive directions for the unit vectors and initial tension forces are set to fill the left-
and right-hand sides. Thus, this model is independent of a predefined initial form of the
cable and highly suitable for applications without this requirement. The initial lengths
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Solve the free surface problem (3.2)

Solve for the turbulent viscosity

Solve net dynamics

Momentum predictor step (3.5)

Solve rigid body dynamics

Calculate pressure increment (3.6)

Momentum corrector steps (3.7), (3.8)

if k=3

then

else

Advance in time

k
=

k
+

1

Calculate external and mooring line loads

Advance rigid body position

Update rigid body level set position

Add forcing term (3.17) to
predicted momentum

Figure 3.8: Flowchart of the proposed numerical model. Here, the index k defines the
three Runge-Kutta sub-steps.

of the bars are calculated based on the given discretisation, and (3.29) yields the gravity
force distribution. The hydrodynamic forces are initialised considering the fluid velocity
field and (3.30). The velocities at the bars are linearly interpolated from the surrounding
velocity grid points. This process is fully parallelised using MPI.

It is further noticed that the influence of the mooring line on the fluid is neglected
because hydrodynamic transparency is assumed. This is justified by the focus on the
motion of the body, which is not affected by the fluid disturbances due to the presence
of the mooring lines. Thus, the communicated data from the mooring algorithm to the
FSI solver only includes the tension forces and their angle of connection at the upper
mounting point.

3.5.2 Incorporating the effects of flexible nets into the FSI solver

The length scale of the meshes of a net in aquaculture is typically smaller than the cage
structure by order of magnitudes. Thus, a discretisation of the computational domain
accounting for all structural components of the net is not practical. This raises the need
for an alternative fulfilment of the boundary conditions at the fluid-structure interface
because the physical fluid-structure interface is not present in the CFD simulation. A
suitable coupling condition can be enforced starting from the Eulerian grid for the fluid
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Fluid velocities and mounting point location

Calculate geometrical constraint (3.33)

Start loop with initial system from previous time step

Interpolate velocities

Update hydrodynamic forces using (3.30)

Update system
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Figure 3.9: Flowchart of the quasi-static mooring model. Here, the index k defines the
sub-iterations of the succesive approximation algorithm.

and a Lagrangian representation of the net. Conservation of momentum is assumed for
any control volume enclosing the net. This implies that the energy transfer from the
fluid to the net corresponds to the loss of the fluid momentum due to the disturbance of
the net. This momentum loss can be physically identified as a pressure jump over an
infinitesimally small distance through the net (compare Fig. 3.7) and is calculated from
the external forces acting in (3.37).

The momentum loss S is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the net surface
regardless of the difference between twines and voids. This implication requires uni-
formly distributed markers holding S and that the area which is covered by each marker
is nearly equal to the grid size of the encircling fluid domain. However, it is not practical
to evaluate the structural dynamics on a scale where the knots fulfil these requirements.
Therefore, additional Lagrangian markers are introduced to distribute S. They are de-
fined by splitting the structural elements in triangles according to the Eulerian grid size
in their vicinity. The Lagrangian markers are then defined in the geometrical centres of
each triangle. An example of the distribution of the markers on the discrete net structure
is shown in Fig. 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Illustration of the discrete net structure for the fluid-structure interaction.
Black lines represent structural elements of the net, blue lines show the triangulated sur-
face and the Lagrangian points are marked in red. The background shows the Eulerian
fluid grid as thin grey lines in a perpendicular plane.

xe

Figure 3.11: Definition of the kernel for determining the disturbance of the fluid at the
velocity point xe (blue). Blue shading illustrates the kernel weighting. The Eulerian grid
points are shown as transparent dots and rectangles. The involved Lagrangian points of
the net are coloured in grey.
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The forces of each marker are distributed on the fluid grid points xe as forcing terms
using the interpolation

S(xe) =
Le

∑
L=1

s(xL)

∆x∆y∆z
D
(

xe− xL

∆x

)
D
(

ye− yL

∆y

)
D
(

ze− zL

∆z

)
, (3.63)

with Le the number of markers within a kernel around xe (see also Fig. 3.11). The kernel
is defined as [91]

D(r) =

{
1
4

(
1+ cos

(
πr
2

))
if |r|< 2.0,

0.0 else.
(3.64)

The forces vectors s(xL) at the marker with position xL = (xL,yL,zL) are calculated by
integrating the external forces in (3.37) over the triangle area AL:

s(xL) =
[

ρ

2
u2

rel · (cdnd + clnl)+ma (af +diag(nx,ny,nz) · (af− ẍ))+G
]

L
·AL. (3.65)

Fluid velocities and mounting point acceleration

Interpolate velocity to force evaluation points

Calculate external forces using (3.40), (3.50)

Solve (3.46) for the tension forces

Update accelerations, velocities and positions of the knots

Calculate momentum forcing term (3.65) at the Lagrangian points

Distribute forcing terms on Eulerian grid using (3.63)

Communicate forces as external forces to FSI solver

Figure 3.12: Flowchart of the dynamic net model.

The flowchart of the proposed dynamic net model is shown in Fig. 3.12. As input,
the fluid velocity field and the positions of the mounting points of the previous time
step are used. Here, the fields are interpolated to the points where the external forces
are evaluated using the kernel function (3.64). Then, the external forces are evaluated,
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and the new tension force distribution is calculated and used for updating the dynamic
properties of the knots. Afterwards, the forcing terms (3.63) are determined on the Eu-
lerian grid and the forces. The communicated data from the net model to the FSI solver
includes the tension forces and their angle of attack at the mounting points. The mo-
mentum forcing terms are added to the momentum equations before solving the pressure
correction step.

Two-way coupling is enabled by assigning the topmost knots to the rigid body mo-
tion. For this purpose, it is sufficient to replace the third or fourth terms of the dynamic
equilibria (3.46) with the known acceleration of the rigid body at these points.
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Chapter 4

Summary of validation cases

The numerical framework presented in chapter 3 is the result of the research published
in the five appended articles. Here, each of the articles is concerned with one of the sec-
ondary objectives stated in chapter 1.2. All individually developed parts are ultimately
merged into the new numerical model which is applied to OOA structures in paper 4 and
5. The most important validation cases for each of the appended articles are presented
in the following. Conclusions arising from these can be found in the final part of this
thesis (chapter 5).

4.1 Paper 1: Efficient quasi-static mooring model

The first paper is concerned with the development of a new approach for simulating the
effect of mooring systems on floating structures. It is based on quasi-static assumptions
and a discretisation into elastic bars and mass points connecting them. The introduction
of successive approximation for this problem raises the possibility to converge to a
physically relevant solution within a small number of iterations. Under consideration of
the multiple inversions to reach convergence, the successive approximation arises as an
efficient algorithm due to a significantly decreased matrix size in comparison to Newton-
Raphson iterations, which requires the solution vector to contain a single column with
directions of the unit bars as well as tension force magnitudes [73]. Further advantages
of the proposed model are the lack of restrictions on time stepping and that the static
shape of the line is not necessary to initialise the model.

The validation of the proposed mooring model includes comparisons of line shape
and maximum tension forces with experimental data. First, the maximum tension force
is analysed for a single mooring line attached to a buoy with prescribed heave motion.
The mooring line consists of chains and wires of different material properties which
can be found in the work of Chenga et al. [25]. Here, linear material is assumed. A
preliminary static test is conducted to validate the forces for different positive offsets.

35
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The resulting distribution is shown in Fig. 4.1a. The deviation between the numerical
model and experiments is generally small but increases slightly with increasing offset.
The error is below 0.2% for offsets smaller than 5 m and increases to ≈ 1.1% for 30 m
offset. Next, a simple harmonic heave motion with an amplitude of 15 m and a period
of 10 s is prescribed to the top of the line. Good agreement with the measurements can
be stated from comparing the distributions shown in Fig. 4.1b. Generally, the numerical
model slightly under predicts the troughs and over predicts the crests by≈ 2.5% in peak
height. A Fourier analysis of the time series indicates an error of less than 1% for the
amplitude of the fundamental frequency.
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(a) Tension forces for different heave offsets.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of numerical and experimental results for the static analysis
and the prescribed heave motion.

Next, the mooring model is validated through comparison to experimental results
from wind channel measurements at the Institute of Ocean Engineering at the Univer-
sity of Rostock, Germany. The considered mooring system consists of a single rope with
a length of Lm = 1.82 m, a diameter of dt = 0.004 m, a specific weight of γ = 0.089 kg/m
and Young’s modulus of 7.9 GPa. The line is fixed at the coordinates (x,y) = (0 m,0 m)
and mounted to a moveable load cell on the top to measure maximum tension forces.
The wind machine at the inlet of the channel generates a laminar flow of predefined
velocity which the mooring system is exposed to. In the first set of experiments, three
different locations of the upper mounting point are investigated without inflow. Numer-
ical results are produced using the same input data as given above. The results in Fig.
4.2 show the distribution of the discrete line with 5, 10 and 50 bar elements and the
comparison to the experimental data. Regardless of the considered distribution, the nu-
merical model can accurately reproduce the experimental measurements. Small under-
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and over-predictions can be found for the coarsest line discretisation and the hanging
rope distribution in Fig. 4.2a which is overcome by increasing the number of elements
slightly.
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(a) Hanging rope distribution.
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(b) Catenary rope distribution.
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(c) Stretched rope distribution.

Figure 4.2: Numerical and experimental mooring line distributions without inflow.

The second set of experiments is conducted by applying inflow velocities of v =
8 m/s and v = 18 m/s on the stretched rope distribution of Fig. 4.2c. The results, shown
in Fig. 4.3, indicate that the numerical model is capable of representing the physical
deformation of ropes in stationary flow conditions. All line discretisations show qual-
itatively good agreements with the experiment. Further information on the accuracy is
provided by presenting the numerical and experimental results for the maximum tension
forces over different inflow velocities in Tab. 4.1. It can be seen that the model converges
towards a value close to the experimental data as the number of bar elements increases.
This is demonstrated by calculating an extrapolated value without discretisation error
from the numerical results using Richardson extrapolation [95]. The remaining devia-
tion from experiments is related to the modelling error. Here, a good agreement with
the experiments can be stated because the maximum error is below 3% for v = 8 m/s.
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(a) Stretched rope distribution at v = 8 m/s.
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(b) Stretched rope distribution at v = 18 m/s.

Figure 4.3: Numerical and experimental mooring line distributions for different inflow
velocities.

Table 4.1: Numerical and experimental maximum tension forces for inflow velocities
between v = 0 m/s and v = 18 m/s. Values in [N] if not defined differently.

v [m/s] Exp N=5 N=10 N=50 Extrapol. Error [%]
0.0 1.54 1.61 1.57 1.56 1.56 1.45

8.01 1.65 1.74 1.71 1.70 1.70 2.93
11.97 1.90 1.93 1.90 1.89 1.89 -0.43
14.08 2.01 2.06 2.03 2.02 2.02 1.22
16.08 2.21 2.21 2.19 2.18 2.18 -0.94
18.05 2.40 2.39 2.37 2.36 2.36 -1.64

4.2 Paper 2: Improving the incorporation of porous ten-
sile structures in CFD

In the second paper, a new approach for modelling the interaction of fluid and porous
net structures is proposed. It arises from the analysis of the existing approach based
on a porous medium model. This model is considered as a surrogate, sharing similar
physical properties as the original interaction process. However, it does not imply any
physical connection. This is illustrated by the necessity of arbitrarily [22] defining the
added mass coefficient, originating from the derivation of the volume- and Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes (VRANS) equations, or neglecting it [89]. The closure model
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for the VRANS equations is usually based on the Darcy-Forchheimer law and requires
the predefinition of several coefficients which are dependent on fluid properties. Previ-
ous research [22, 124] neglected these dependencies and rather used the free coefficients
for incorporating the disturbances of the net on the fluid. As pointed out by Chen and
Christensen [22], it is challenging to incorporate all aspects of properties influencing the
forces on a net into the calculation of these coefficients. Therefore, they defined them
as normal and tangential constants throughout the porous medium. This leads to a zone
of constant pressure loss rather than a thin sheet where the pressure drops immediately
as in reality. Another challenge of porous medium models occurs for net cages and
deformed nets in general. In [21], the utilisation of a porous medium for these cases is
investigated where the authors proposed defining zones of certain thickness around each
macro element of the net. The resulting prism volumes represent a continuous porous
medium. This procedure might be interpreted as a type of overset grid. Besides the high
computational cost of generating and parallelising this generally three-dimensional grid,
a more severe problem occurs in the case of deformed elements. As shown in Fig. 4.4,
overlapping regions and gaps can occur at possible intersections of zones. So far, this
issue has not been addressed.

Figure 4.4: Two-dimensional illustration of the challenges in constructing a discrete
porous zone (blue shaded) around a net wall (thick black lines and points) as proposed
in [21]. Overlapping regions are indicated in hatched red; Holes are indicated as red
triangles.

These drawbacks of the porous medium approach indicate theoretical, physical and
computational limitations, and the necessity for an alternative coupling model arises.
Therefore, a new coupling model based on Lagrangian-Eulerian considerations is pro-
posed. The new approach avoids demanding volume handling and is straightforward to
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be parallelised. It also incorporates more advanced hydrodynamic force calculations.
This increases the actual physical information contained in the coupling process and,
eventually, improves numerical tools for modelling this type of fluid-structure interac-
tion. The chosen kernel in this publication leads to a free parameter to fulfil dimensional
equality in the interpolation. It arises numerically with the transition from the hydrody-
namic surface force at the screens to a volume force representation in the Eulerian grid.
The parameter corresponds physically to the influence range of the net disturbance on
the fluid and is linked to the deceleration of the flow behind the net and was determined
from the data in [89]. In Paper 4, the parameter was successfully eliminated.

In order to validate the proposed coupling scheme, a fixed net panel of 1 m× 1 m
with a solidity of 0.184 is compared to the experimental data of Patursson et al. [89].
A steady current between 0.125 m/s and 0.75 m/s as well as several angles of attack α

between 15◦ and 90◦ are considered. A slice of the domain through the middle plane
is shown for α = 45◦ and 90◦ and u∞ = 0.5 m/s in Fig. 4.5. The wake of the net has
approximately the same width as the net panel. The fluid is accelerated around the panel.
As the angle of attack increases, the fluid slows down in front of the net which leads to
a decreasing velocity at the net itself. Behind the net, a nearly steady velocity field can
be observed for both angles of attack.

(a) α = 45◦. (b) α = 90◦.

Figure 4.5: Velocity field for the fixed net panel in steady current flow of u∞ = 0.5 m/s.

Fig. 4.6 presents the numerical and experimental force coefficients for the different
inflow velocities as a function of α . The computed drag coefficients (Fig. 4.6a) increase
with decreasing inflow velocity and increasing angle of attack. The maximum deviation
for CD is 25% for α = 15◦ which might be due to neglecting the influence of the frame.
For larger angles, the maximum deviation is reduced to 15%. The predicted lift coeffi-
cients in Fig. 4.6b indicate maximum lift forces for α = 45◦. At larger angles of attack,
the flow separates at the frame, and the lift forces reduce. In general, the lift forces are
smaller than the drag forces. The deviations are slightly larger than for the prediction for
CD with a maximum derivation of 27% for angles larger than 15◦. These results describe
an improvement over existing porous medium models [22] where deviations larger than
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50% for CL were reported. The velocity reduction behind the net is predicted well by
the numerical model for α ≥ 30◦ as can be seen in Fig. 4.6c. The maximum deviations
for Ur are in a similar range as the deviations for CL. A tendency to a better agreement
with experiments can be observed for the larger angles of attack.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the numerical and experimental results for the fixed net panel
in steady current flow.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the numerical and experimental drag forces on fixed net cage
in steady current flow.

A validation case with more complicated geometry is conducted by replicating the
experiments in [123]. Here, the drag forces on fully submerged fixed circular net struc-
tures are measured for constant inflow velocities between 0.25 m/s and 1.0 m/s and net
geometries with the solidities 0.128,0.215 and 0.223. The predicted drag forces are
compared to the experimental results in Fig. 4.7. In the experiments, the forces increase
with the solidity and inflow velocity. In contrast, the numerical model computes slightly
larger drag forces for Sn= 0.215 than for Sn= 0.223. The difference in solidity between
the two nets seems to be small. However, the net with Sn = 0.215 contains meshes with
half the length and half the diameter compared to the net with Sn = 0.223. Thus, the
interaction between the twines increases for the net with Sn = 0.215. This effect is
apparently not captured well by the screen force model because the deviations to the
experiments are the largest for this net (up to 23% in deviation). The other net config-
urations are modelled within a range of a 20% deviation band which indicates a good
capturing of the physics for the investigated range of inflow velocities and improvement
over the results reported in [22].

The accuracy of the velocity reduction algorithm is tested against the experiments of
Bi et al. [8]. They conducted PIV measurements of the fluid around a single and multiple
fixed perpendicular net panels in varying current velocities. A knotless net with square
meshes and Sn = 0.243 is used. The inflow velocities u∞ are 0.056 m/s, 0.113 m/s,
0.17 m/s and 0.226 m/s. In a first measurement series, up to three additional panels
of the same size and geometry are placed in the wake of the first panel. The distance
between each panel is one panel length. The velocity is measured one panel length
behind the last panel for each configuration. In a second series, the wake velocities are
measured at different locations between and behind up to N = 4 net panels for u∞ =
0.17 m/s. Fig. 4.8 presents the comparisons for the velocity reduction factor Ur with
the experiments. As can be seen in Fig. 4.8a, the velocity reduction increases with the
number of panels due to an increased resistance over the same distance. At the same
time, Ur tends to decrease slightly if the inflow velocity is increased. The maximum
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deviation is 27%, but most deviations are well below 10%. Generally, the deviations are
the largest for the single net case. However, N = 1 also results in the smallest reduction
factors which correspond to the highest sensitivity to errors. If the L2 norms of deviation,
which are 0.033,0.044,0.044 and 0.026 for N = 1−4, are considered, it can be seen that
the modelling deviation is similar for all cases. As reported in [8], downstream panels
slightly influence the flow through upstream panels. This effect seems to be captured
by the numerical model due to the qualitatively good agreement with the experimental
distribution of Ur over x in Fig. 4.8b.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of the numerical and experimental velocity reduction factors
for N fixed net panels in steady current flow.

Finally, the drag forces on a net panel in regular waves are compared with exper-
iments presented in [71]. This allows testing of the proposed model in a space- and
time-varying velocity field including a free surface. The numerical wave tank is defined
as shown in Fig. 4.9. It has a length of 10 m, a height of 1.0 m and a width of 0.5 m.
The water depth is set to 0.62 m. The tank is shortened in comparison to the experimen-
tal wave flume to save computational time. A two wavelength long numerical beach is
placed at the end of the tank to absorb the wave energy. A wave relaxation zone of one
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wavelength is defined at the inlet to generate waves. In the experiments, five different
regular waves of different length, height and steepness are generated using a vertical pis-
ton wavemaker. Fifth-order Stokes wave theory is used to model these waves because
the wavemaker signal is not available and the Ursell numbers are small. The input wave
frequencies and heights are given in Tab. 4.2. The investigated net panels have the same
width and height as the tank and solidities of 0.095,0.22 and 0.288. They are referred
as net case 1−3 in the following.

Table 4.2: Wave input parameters for the simulation of fixed net panels in waves (taken
from [71]).

Wave case 1 2 3 4 5
Wave frequency f [Hz] 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.25 1.0

Wave height H [m] 0.045 0.064 0.084 0.104 0.167

3.5 m

1 m

0.5 m

6.5 m

2.1m

Figure 4.9: Computational domain for the simulation of a fixed net panel in regular
waves. Colours show velocities in x-direction.

Lader et al. [71] suggest evaluating the wave energy by calculating the zeroth-order
moment of the power spectrum due to the non-linearity of the wave. However, it is
shown in this paper that the high-order components are less then 1/5 of the leading
wave frequency component in magnitude using a discrete Fourier transformation of the
numerical wave signals. Thus, the contribution of the high-order components to the
total wave energy is of minor interest, and it is justified to simplify the analysis to a
comparison of the wave amplitudes. Following Lader et al. [71], a distinction between
positive and negative amplitudes is made because of the asymmetry of the waves with
higher crests and shallower troughs. As illustrated in Fig. 4.10b, the higher wave crests
result in higher particle velocities and larger submerged net area. This corresponds to
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larger drag forces on the net in the wave propagation direction. In contrast, the load
changes sign in a wave trough situation (Fig. 4.10a), and a smaller net area is wetted.

(a) Wave trough situation. (b) Wave crest situation.

Figure 4.10: Distribution of the drag force magnitudes on net panel with Sn = 0.288 in
wave 5.

The most important components of the total wave forces act on the net with the
regular wave frequency as shown in the Figs. 4.11a - 4.11e. Therefore, it is sufficient
to compare the drag force amplitudes when the total wave forces are of interest. It
is also noticed from these figures that the magnitude of the forces increases with the
net solidity and wave amplitude. Both phenomena are expected from the validation
cases. The forces are mostly under-predicted by up to 25% for the first net with Sn =
0.095 (compare Tab. 4.3). In comparison, the model over-predicts the forces for the
nets with higher solidities. The positive forces on the net with the highest solidity are
generally predicted with high accuracy (12% and less) whereas the negative forces show
larger discrepancies (up to 30%). The intermediate solidity is generally predicted the
least accurate with most deviations between 20% and 40%. Chen and Christensen [22]
noticed similar challenges with their porous medium model and pointed to uncertainties
in the experimental data. In addition, it is noticeable that the second net geometry
consists of the shortest twines.

Table 4.3: Deviations [%] between numerical simulation and experimental data of Lader
et al. [71] for the averaged positive (+) and negative (−) drag force amplitudes.

Sn
Wave case

1 2 3 4 5
+ - + - + - + - + -

0.095 11.4 19.1 25.1 −17.6 23.2 1.9 10.9 21.7 17.9 0.5
0.22 −80.5 −21.4 −31.2 −30.6 −29.2 −49.1 −59.8 −29.2 −41.1 −21.7

0.288 −12.4 −30.3 −3.2 −9.8 −3.2 −20.2 4.3 −30.4 −3.2 −55.8
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Figure 4.11: Amplitude spectra of the numerical drag force time series for the five
different wave cases.

4.3 Paper 3: A non-linear implicit structural model for
solving the dynamics of nets

In this paper, a new methodology for modelling the non-linear dynamics of porous ten-
sile structures and their interaction with the surrounding fluid was proposed. An efficient
structural model was derived for arbitrary deformations and non-linear material. It is
based on solving Newton’s second law for the unknown tension forces. The fluid load-
ing on the structure was calculated using the screen force model as proposed in paper
2. High-order backward finite differences were included to approximate the structural
motion. Finally, a single matrix-vector problem arose which was solved using an accel-
erated Newton’s method. In contrast to existing explicit algorithms, the implicit time
and deformation handling increases stability and effectively removes strong time step
restrictions from the fluid solver. Two-way coupling was provided by including the loss
of fluid momentum due to passing a porous sheet in the Navier-Stokes equations as a
source term. As initially developed in paper 2, it was determined from a kernel inte-
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gration of the hydrodynamic and body forces over multiple Lagrangian points which
follow the structural deformation. However, the interpolation was chosen such that the
previously necessary parameter κ could be omitted.

xz

1.0 m 2.8 m

0.4 m

Figure 4.12: Slice through the centre of the computational domain for the simulation of
a porous sheet in steady current incident from the left. The deformed sheet is shown in
yellow. The contours show the velocity in x-direction for the case with u∞ = 0.226 m/s.
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(c) Distribution of the deformed centre line for different inflow velocities.

Figure 4.13: Comparison of the numerical and experimental results for a porous sheet
in steady current flow.
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First, the deformation of a porous sheet in steady current flow is presented following
the experimental setup by Bi et al. [9]. The sheet has a size of 0.3 m× 0.3 m with
solidity S = 0.243. The top is fixed during the experiments and a steel bar with a mass
of 73 g in air is attached to the bottom of the structure. The computational domain,
shown in Fig. 4.12, replicates the physical experiment. Fig. 4.13 shows the distribution
of the centre line of the sheet, the global drag forces and velocity distribution through
the structure for inflow velocities u∞ between 0.056 m/s and 0.226 m/s.

The experimental results for the deformation are extracted from pictures of the
whole structure presented in their paper and therefore, prone to some degree of un-
certainties. Based on that, the comparison in Fig. 4.13c shows a satisfying performance
of the numerical model. For larger velocities, the model tends to predict a larger curva-
ture in the middle part of the sheet. This also affects the calculated global drag forces
shown in Fig. 4.13a. Here, deviations below 10% are shown for the lower range of in-
vestigated inflow velocities, but a 20% under-prediction is given for the largest velocity.
This is probably linked to the slightly different deformation causing larger lift forces
but smaller drag forces. Additionally, Fig. 4.13b shows the distribution of the velocity
through and behind the sheet for two inflow velocities. As the flow passes the structure,
a velocity drop is visible due to a loss of fluid momentum. The magnitude and position
of the velocity reduction are well presented by the proposed model irrespective of the
inflow velocity.

8.0 m

2.5 m

5.0
m

3.5 m 2.5 m
0.7 m

Figure 4.14: Computational domain for the simulation of a porous cylinder in steady
current flow. The current propagates in positive x-direction.

Another validation case concentrated on the deformation of a porous cylinder in steady
current flow. The setup and measurements are taken from [69]. The cylinder has a di-
ameter of 1.435 m, a height of 1.44 m and consists of meshes with dt = 0.0018 m and
lt = 0.018 m, which corresponds to a solidity of S = 0.19. It is numerically represented
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by 17×10 structural elements. The top is fixed during the experiments and 16 cylindri-
cal weights of 0.4,0.6 and 0.8 kg each are attached to the bottom row of the cylinder.
The computational domain together with the placement of the centre top position of the
cylinder is shown in Fig. 4.14. The inflow velocity u∞ varies between 0.13 m/s and
0.56 m/s. As the results, Fig. 4.15 shows the global drag and lift forces and volume
and area reduction coefficients for the different inflow velocities and attached weights.
The reduction coefficients represent the ratio of the volume and area of the deformed
structure to the initial structure and are calculated as proposed in [69] to be consistent
with the experiments. Their accurate prediction demands a correct force calculation and
proper velocity reduction through the front part of the cylinder since both influence the
deformed shape.
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Figure 4.15: Numerical and experimental results for the simulation of a porous cylinder
in steady current flow. WM1 corresponds to 16×0.4 kg additional weight, WM2 corre-
sponds to 16×0.6 kg additional weight and WM3 corresponds to 16×0.8 kg additional
weight.

The global forces on the structure, shown in Fig. 4.15a and Fig. 4.15b, increase
with increasing inflow velocity, and the influence of the changing weights is only of
importance for velocities larger than 0.33 m/s. For smaller velocities, the numerical
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model agrees well with the experiments due to consistent deviations below 10%. For
the largest inflow velocity, the lift force is under-predicted. Here, the simulations show
consistent results as the lift forces with the largest additional weight is generally the
lowest due to the smallest deformation. In contrast, the experimental data shows the
largest lift force for this configuration without providing a physical explanation for this
phenomenon. The volume and area reduction (Figs. 4.15c and 4.15d) is negligible for
inflow velocities smaller than 0.2 m/s. For larger velocities, the numerical model ac-
cords well with the experiments by predicting increasing volume and area reduction
with increasing velocity. The largest deviation is observed for the predicted area reduc-
tion coefficient for velocities between 0.23 m/s and 0.27 m/s. A possible explanation
is a slightly different deformation process of the numerical cage in comparison to the
physical one. In the experiment, the deformation at this velocity seems to be related to
a bending of the cylinder, whereas the cage also deforms through a reduced diameter
numerically. However, a large uncertainty associated with accessing the area reduction
by tracking only three points has to be considered. As expected, the largest deformation
of the cylinder is predicted for the lowest additional weight.

4.4 Paper 4: Development of an immersed boundary
method to simulate moored-floating objects in waves

A new numerical framework for modelling the motion of moored-floating structures
in waves and current based on a continuous direct forcing immersed boundary method
was proposed in this paper. The interactions of floating structures, mooring, nets and
fluid are incorporated as two-way coupling problems. The presented rigid-body FSI
algorithm is validated against measurements of a horizontal moored-floating cylinder in
waves. The two-dimensional setup, shown in Fig. 4.16, replicates the experiments of
Kristiansen [66]. A cylinder with diameter 0.1 m, the same length as the width of the
tank and a mass of 3.94 kg/m is placed in the tank. A mooring system, consisting of
ropes and springs with stiffness 151.2 N/m2 and pre-tension 38.1 N/m, is attached to
the cylinder. The other end of the lines is coupled to a pulley 2.43 m away from the
cylinder at a height of 0.136 m above the free surface. The waves are generated in a
wave generation zone of one wavelength, and a numerical beach damps the waves at the
end of the tank. The mooring system is modelled as two springs mounted at the centre
of the cylinder.
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2λλ

4.5 m 5.5 m

1.3 m 1.0 m2.43 m ∠ 3.2◦

Figure 4.16: Two-dimensional domain for the simulation of a moored-floating cylin-
der in waves. The cylinder is shown in blue, the mooring lines in green and λ is the
wavelength.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of the numerical and experimental results for the decay tests
of a moored-floating cylinder.
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First, a convergence study is conducted using decays test of the moored-floating
cylinder (see Fig. 4.17). In the experiments, only a surge decay of the moored-floating
cylinder is reported. The comparison of the time series using numerical grids with
∆x = 0.01,0.0075 and 0.005 m is presented in the Figs. 4.17a and 4.17b. For all chosen
grid sizes, the numerical model captures the first peak well. Numerical damping results
in under-prediction of the subsequent amplitude for coarser grids. Similar observations
are indicated for the free heave test (Fig. 4.17c). Although the medium grid seems to
accurately predict the amplitudes, further refinement is needed for a convergence of the
phase. As a consequence, the finest grid size is chosen for further testing.
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of the response amplitude operators (RAO) between the nu-
merical model and the experiments for the moored-floating cylinder in regular waves.
The linear solution is taken from [66].

Next, the motion responses in surge and heave in regular waves with a constant
steepness of 1/14 are compared. The waves have periods of 0.497,0.544,0.601,0.761
and 0.878 s and are modelled as 2nd-order Stokes waves in the numerical simulations. A
more robust indication of the object’s behaviour can be investigated through the ampli-
tude responses over the wave periods as shown in Fig. 4.18. In general, the deviations
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are between 5% and 10%. In shorter waves, the surge motion oscillates with the en-
counter frequency plus a sub-harmonic component at half the frequency. Further, the
model follows the linear relation between the wave period and surge amplitude response
present for short waves. The object thereby damps the waves almost completely as the
wave height in the wake is significantly reduced. The heave motion gradually increases
as the waves increase in height. Here, linear theory significantly over-predicts the heave
response, whereas the numerical solution agrees well with the experiment. In longer
wave periods, the heave response amplitude reaches a value slightly above 1 as the
cylinder follows the surface of the long waves. Highly non-linear fluid-structure inter-
action occurs in these conditions. Around the surge resonance frequency, the numerical
model predicts amplitudes close to the experiments, whereas theoretical formulae typi-
cally overestimate the response.
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(b) Acceleration amplitudes in heave direction
over wave period.

Figure 4.19: Fourier amplitudes of the first three harmonic components of the accel-
eration obtained from the numerical model for the moored-floating cylinder in regular
waves. Experimental results are shown as black markers of corresponding shape.

Further analysis of the wave excitation forces is conducted by comparing the sig-
nificant amplitude components of the acceleration signal. This is justified by the direct
link of acceleration and hydrodynamic load through Newton’s second law. The result-
ing linear, second and third harmonic components of the acceleration amplitudes are
provided in Fig. 4.19 using discrete Fourier analyses. In surge direction, the excitation
is mainly driven by the linear component. High-order components become more rele-
vant for longer waves, in particular around the surge resonance. This increase might be
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caused by wave overtopping and viscous effects due to flow separation. For the vertical
accelerations, second-order harmonics exceed the linear part for wave periods between
0.8 s and 1.0 s. It is noticed by Kristiansen [66] that this effect occurs because the
second component occurs at a frequency close to the natural heave frequency of the
system. As a consequence, the disregard of these high-order components can lead to a
significant under-estimation of the loads on and stresses in the structure.

The complexity is further increased by attaching a net to a moored-floating cylinder
encountering propagating waves as physically investigated in [5]. A net with solidity
0.23 and sinker weight 1.64 kg is attached at the bottom of the net. Tension forces
acting in the topmost twines are reported for regular waves with a wave steepness of
1/14 and wave periods between 0.4 s and 1.3 s. Fig. 4.20 compares the predicted maxi-
mum tension forces with the experimental data. For small waves, the maximum tension
forces are of similar magnitude as in a hydrostatic fluid due to the small motion of the
cylinder in these waves. As the wave height increases and the wave period approaches
the eigenperiod of the system, the maximum tension forces are approximately five times
higher than in the hydrostatic condition and snap loads occur. These loads arise from
the relative motion between the cylinder and sinker. Typically, when the cylinder is in
a wave trough, the maximum elongation of the net reduces and the net becomes slack
(see Fig. 4.21a). When the wave trough passes and the cylinder is accelerated upwards
by the following wave crest, the net accelerates but its motion is restricted by the sinker
mass. Thus, a large force is observed in the net which might lead to damage to the net
in practice. The behaviour of the system changes for very long waves. Here, both the
cylinder and the sinker follow the curvature of the waves, and the occurrence of snap
loads becomes less likely. The numerical model quantitatively agrees very well with the
experimental data in short and long waves. The snap loads tend to be over-predicted by
up to 15%.
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Figure 4.20: Comparison of the numerical and experimental maximum tension forces
in the topmost twines over the wave period Tw for the moored-floating cylinder with net
in regular waves.
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(a) Wave trough situation with slack net. (b) Wave crest situation with a taut net.

Figure 4.21: Two typical situations during the simulation of a moored-floating cylinder
with net in a regular wave with T = 0.761 s. Colours show velocity on free surface in
x-direction.

4.5 Paper 4: Application to the simulation of a semi-
submersible OOA structure in regular and irregular
waves

Semi-submersible offshore fish cages are characterised by being attached to a pre-
tensioned mooring system which holds the structure in place but also influences the
seakeeping properties of the system. Therefore, the accurate prediction of the dynamic
responses to a variety of sea states is of importance and exemplarily investigated for a
structure in the style of Ocean Farm 1 adapted from [125]. The structure is assumed
to be rigid and consists of 8 pontoons with straight columns attached. The columns
are connected at three different heights via additional thinner columns so that a hex-
adecagon with a diameter of approximately 1 m is formed. An additional pontoon and
column is placed in the middle of the structure slightly below the others and connected
to the other columns with thin pipes. In comparison to the model of Zhao et al. [125], the
thinnest pipes are not considered because of their negligible contribution for the loading
and minor influence on the fluid. The draught of the model is 0.28 m in the simula-
tions and reached by adjusting the overall mass of the structure and a free heave decay
test. Uniform mass distribution is then assumed to calculate the moments of inertia for
the rotational motions of the structure. A characteristic of this semi-submersible OOA
design is that the net is fastened more tightly to the structure than in traditional aquacul-
ture cage systems [27]. As a consequence, the deformation of the net is neglected in the
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numerical model. The external forces on the net are added to the rigid body solver and
used for determining the shading effect as before. The net covers the complete structure
and is assembled using a cylinder for the side walls and a cone for the bottom. Each part
of the net consists of twines with a length of 8 mm and thickness of 0.6 mm resulting in
a solidity of 0.145.
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Figure 4.22: RAO of the semi-submersible OOA structure using regular and irregular
wave input. For comparison, the motions without considering the net are shown in red.

A mooring system is attached to the structure for the simulations in waves. The
experimental setup includes four mooring lines, each consisting of a rope with a lin-
ear spring at the end. The stiffness of the lines is calculated as 195 N/m based on the
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reported relation between force and line elongation. Further, the pretension is set as
1.91 N. A grid with ∆x = 0.008 m around the structure is conducted for the simula-
tions including waves after performing the convergence test for the decay motion of the
structure (see [79]). The grid points outside the inner box are stretched at a ratio of
1.02 towards the domain boundaries until the maximum grid point distance of 0.05 m
is reached. The resulting grid has 16 M points. The simulations include regular waves
with height H = 0.06 m, 0.1 m and period Tw = 1.0 s,1.2 s,1.4 s, which are taken
from the experiment. Additional simulations without the net are conducted to study
the importance of the net for the motion of the structure. Further, the response of the
structure in irregular waves is simulated to gain a deeper understanding of the structural
response. Several JONSWAP spectra with a significant wave height of 0.1 m and peak
periods between 0.5 s and 3.5 s are chosen for this purpose. Each spectrum is generated
by superposing multiple linear wave components as described in [3]. Power and cross
power spectra are calculated using an FFT analysis, and the linear transfer functions
(RAO), as well as the coherences γ , are subsequently determined. The results of the
simulations are shown in Fig. 4.22 as the response amplitude operators of the structure
and maximum front and aft mooring line forces.

As shown in Fig. 4.22a, the heave amplitude increases with decreasing wave fre-
quency and increasing wave amplitude. The maximum heave response is expected at
f = 0.4 Hz. Further, the results indicate a highly damped system as the response to high-
frequency excitations is small [41]. Similar observations can be stated for the surge
motion in Fig. 4.22b. The surge motion increases non-linearly with decreasing wave
frequency and approaches values closer to one in very long waves with f < 0.6 Hz as
the structure increasingly follows the wave envelope. Also, the regular wave tests re-
veal larger surge motion for steeper waves due to increased wave energy. Here, the net
plays a minor role as the motion without the net shows similar amplitudes. However,
the horizontal forces on the net account for about 30% of the total horizontal forces on
the system. This indicates that the horizontal forces are generally small, amongst others
caused by the low solidity of the net, and that the surge response of the system is mainly
dominated by the mooring system. This possible explanation is substantiated by observ-
ing the free surface travelling through the structure in Fig. 4.23. The fluid is accelerated
along and wakes are developed behind each member of the structure. In contrast, the
damping effect of the net is not visible.

For the rotational motion of the structure (Fig. 4.22c), a strong increase of the pitch
amplitude indicates a possible resonance close to the lowest investigated wave frequen-
cies. The response in pitch is relatively small for wave frequencies larger than 0.6 Hz
compared to the translational motions. This might be caused by a rather horizontally
than vertically acting mooring system. The maximum tension forces in the front and
aft mooring lines increase naturally with increased structural motion and reach local
maxima close to the maxima of the heave and surge responses. This strengthens the
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Figure 4.23: Free surface contour showing x-velocities in a wave crest situation for the
simulation of the semi-submersible OOA structure in a regular wave with height 0.1 m
and period 1.4 s.

argument that mooring reaction forces are the driving excitation forces for the dynam-
ics of the OOA structure. Generally, the front line forces are larger than the forces in
the aft due to the undisturbed impact of the wave loads. The difference between the
front and aft forces tends to increase with larger encountered wave periods, whereas the
wave steepness mostly affects the aft mooring line as steeper waves travel less disturbed
through the upper part of the structure. Further, the simulations without the net reveal
that the aft forces tend to decrease if the net is present, as already observed experimen-
tally. This might be caused by the shielding and damping effect of the net. Generally, it
is noticed that the results from the regular wave tests mostly coincide with the irregular
test results, which indicates that both wave inputs are valid approaches to determine the
response of OOA structures.
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Figure 4.24: Coherence of the semi-submersible OOA structure using irregular wave
input.

The obtained transfer functions are based on the assumption that the considered
system is linear. The coherences for the motions and tension forces are presented in
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Fig. 4.24 to investigate the validity of this assumption. The shown distributions hint at
a linear system for wave frequencies between 0.3 Hz and 0.8 Hz because γ is close to
unity. The translational motions tend to become non-linear at smaller frequencies than
the pitch motion which has a coherence close to one up to f = 1.1 Hz. The strongest
non-linear effects, caused by the coupling to the wave loads and all degrees of freedom,
are expected for the tension forces.

4.6 Paper 4 & 5: Application to the simulation of a mo-
bile floating OOA structure in current and waves

As a second application, the mobile floating offshore aquaculture facility Havfarm 2,
developed by Nordlaks and NSK Ship Design [84], is investigated. The main struc-
ture is represented by a large, slender ship-shaped hull with several net cages attached
(Fig. 4.25). The design process faces challenges due to the complex interaction of mul-
tiple nets with the fluid and the resulting water quality change in the cages. The quality
is expected to improve with increasing discharge through each net. For this purpose,
Havfarm 2 is equipped with a dynamic positioning (DP) system which can change the
heading angle between incident flow and structure. However, this increases the external
loads which have to be withstood by all components involved. The DP system will be
further applied to vary the location of the farm, dependent on the sea state and weather
forecast. Hence, the manoeuvrability of the farm and thus, the prediction of global
forces is important for the operation of Havfarm 2.

Figure 4.25: Geometry of the floating OOA structure. Rigid structure in model scale
1:40 is shown in yellow and nets in green. The design draft is indicated by the black
line at the centre column. All measures are in metres.
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Model tests were performed in the ocean basin of SINTEF Ocean, Trondheim, Nor-
way, in a 1 : 40 model scale to investigate the fluid-structure interaction experimen-
tally. Amongst others, towing tests with different heading angles between the structure
and towing direction were conducted and are taken as a reference here. The prototype
of Havfarm 2 consists of multiple rectangular beams forming four equally sized box-
shaped spaces. In each of these, a cylindrical net with solidity 0.22 is tightly fastened
to the rigid structure. They are simulated as non-deforming nets moving with the rigid
structure as explained above. Further, a flexible conical net with the same solidity is
attached to the bottom of each cylinder, which requires dynamic modelling. A sinker
weight of 2 kg is pre-tensioning this part of the net during the towing tests.
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(c) Time series of the pitch decay test.
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(d) Decay rate for the pitch decay test.

Figure 4.26: Numerical and experimental results for the free decay tests of the floating
OOA structure.

Prior to this, a grid convergence study is conducted using the decay tests in pitch
and heave. A refinement box with a uniform grid size of ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 0.045,0.03
and 0.015 m is placed in a rectangular domain of 15×10×10 m. The chosen domain
size is justified by placing numerical beaches at all domain boundaries to absorb the
energy induced by the structural motion. The water height is 8 m. The grid size is grad-
ually coarsened towards the domain boundaries with a ratio of 1.1. The OOA structure
including the attached nets is placed in the centre of the refinement box with an initial
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displacement of ∆z = 0.09 m for the heave decay test and ∆Θ = 1.4◦ for the pitch de-
cay test. Small displacements of the other degrees of freedom in the model tests are
respected in the simulations as well.
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(b) Velocities in y-direction for u∞ = 0.83 m/s.
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(c) Velocities in x-direction for u∞ = 1.0 m/s.
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(d) Velocities in y-direction for u∞ = 1.0 m/s.

Figure 4.27: Numerical and experimental results for the mean velocities inside the cages
for different inflow velocities u∞ and angles of attack α = 0◦,15◦ and 45◦. Cage 1 is in
the front and cage 4 in the back. The bars indicate the variation of the measurements in
terms of one standard deviation. Additionally, theoretical results for α = 0◦ using the
formula of Løland [75] are indicated in blue.

The time series of the decay tests are compared to the measurements in Fig. 4.26.
On the coarsest grid, a too-large heave frequency and a relatively large peak deviation
are predicted (see Fig. 4.26a). A grid size of 0.03 m around the structure improves the
results, especially for the first peaks. Further convergence of the solution towards the
experimental data is seen for the finest grid size. In Fig. 4.26b, the decay rate is plotted
as the damping ratio over time. The numerical solution can replicate the measured
damping on all grids. Similarly, the time series and decay rate for the simulated pitch
decay test is presented in the Figs. 4.26c-4.26d. The pitch frequency converges towards
the reported value with decreasing grid size. The first three peaks are captured well with
the two finer grids, whereas an under-prediction is present at the last peak. A further
refinement might improve the results, but it should also be noticed that the angles itself
are already very small in magnitude. Hence, small deviations in the setup can have
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significant effects on the results. It is further noticed that small differences between the
numerical and experimental geometry exist because of the neglect of very thin bracings.
As for the heave decay test, the decay rate is predicted well by the numerical model,
and the convergence of the results with increasing grid size is visible. Based on these
results, a grid size of 0.03 m is chosen around the structure for the analyses below.

The box is placed in the middle of a tank of the dimensions 30×20×10 m with a
smooth growth of the grid size towards the boundaries. The water depth is chosen as
8.0 m to avoid interaction with the bottom of the domain. Constant inflows of 0.83 m/s
and 1.0 m/s are predefined at the inlet and the flow freely leaves the tank at the outlet.
The structure is rotated relative to the inlet with heading angles of 0◦,15◦ and 45◦. The
structure can freely heave, roll and pitch during the simulations. However, the motions
are not investigated further because the heave motion remains small and the rotational
motions are below 1.0◦ for all cases.

(a) α = 0◦. (b) α = 15◦.

(c) α = 45◦.

Figure 4.28: Slices of the x-y plane at z = 7.9 m for the simulation of the floating OOA
structure with different angles of attack α and u∞ = 0.83 m/s. The contours show the
velocity in x-direction.
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(a) α = 0◦.

(b) α = 15◦.

(c) α = 45◦.

Figure 4.29: Slices in the centre x-z plane along the longitudinal axis of the floating
OOA structure for different angles of attack α and u∞ = 1.0 m/s. The contours show
the velocity magnitudes.

The mean velocities inside each net, 0.1 m below the free surface, are computed
and compared to the experimental data in Fig. 4.27. The measurements showed large
oscillations for which reason the variations are included in terms of one standard devia-
tion. Additionally, slices of the x-y plane around the structure at this height are shown in
Fig. 4.28 to reach a further understanding of the results. It is at first noticed that the com-
puted x-velocities are mostly within the chosen interval of the experimental results. The
values also coincide well with the theoretical formula for the velocity reduction through
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net panels by Løland [75]. This formula is however limited to the case of α = 0◦. For the
front cage and small heading angles, the simulations predict an accelerated flow result-
ing in velocities higher than the inflow velocities. This is also visible in the Figs. 4.28a
and 4.28b, where the two vertical beams in the front form a narrow channel passed by
the flow. At these angles, the shading effects of the nets result in decreasing velocities
in the cages behind. The flow separation at each beam becomes increasingly important
for the flow field in each cage with increasing angles (see Fig. 4.28c). At large heading
angles, the interaction between the cages becomes less significant. Thus, the differences
between the predicted velocities in the different cages as well as the x-velocities itself
become small as shown both experimentally and numerically. The mean y-velocities
are generally smaller than the mean x-velocities, and the fluid oscillates more in this
direction, especially for the front cage and large heading angles. A possible physical
explanation is the development of an oscillating wake behind each beam. This causes
the recirculation zones passing the probe points in the centre of each cage periodically.

The analysis of the velocity inside the upper part of the cages reveals that the in-
tended improvement of water quality through increased discharge cannot be achieved
by increasing the heading angle. However, this changes for the lower, flexible part of
the cage. Fig. 4.29 shows the velocity distribution in the centre x-z plane along the lon-
gitudinal axis of the structure for different angles of attack α . As expected, the shading
effect of the nets causes the increasing deceleration of the flow along the structure for
α = 0◦ (see Fig. 4.29a). Thus, a lower discharge and less deformation are predicted for
the cages in the back. By increasing the heading angle (Figs. 4.29b and 4.29c), the flow
in front of each cage is less disturbed by the wake of cages placed in the front. As a
result, similar deformation and discharge are predicted for all cages which consequen-
tially indicates improved water quality in the back cages.
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Figure 4.30: Numerically predicted mean forces for the floating OOA structure. Values
are normalised using the total forces in x-direction for u∞ = 0.83 m/s.
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The water quality control through the rotation of the structure has the drawback of
increased loads. In order to quantify this, Fig. 4.30 presents the loads on the net and
the structure in x- and y-direction for the different cases. In general, the forces increase
with increasing inflow velocity. Also, the loads on the nets are generally more crucial
to consider in x- than in y-direction and are even dominant at small heading angles in x-
direction. The increase of the loads on the nets is further less dependent on the heading
angle than the rigid structure forces. This is caused by the symmetry of the cage ge-
ometry in comparison to the changing structural area exposed to the undisturbed inflow.
Thus, the structural forces become the dominant factor for large heading angles. The
same conclusion can be drawn in y-direction (Fig. 4.30b). The increase for larger head-
ing angles is caused by the increased area but might also be influenced by intensified
vortex shedding.

Table 4.4: Measured mean frequencies for the motion of the OOA structure in waves.
G1 and G3 are the two wave gauges. All measured values in Hz.

H[m] f α G1 G3 Surge Heave Roll Pitch Yaw
0.1125 0.421 0 0.424 0.424 − 0.424 − 0.425 −
0.1125 0.421 15 0.424 0.424 − 0.425 0.425 0.424 0.425
0.1125 0.421 45 0.424 0.424 0.425 0.425 0.425 0.425 0.424
0.1125 0.294 0 0.291 0.291 0.291 0.291 − 0.291 −
0.1125 0.294 15 0.291 0.292 0.294 0.291 0.293 0.291 0.291
0.1125 0.294 45 0.292 0.291 0.293 0.291 0.294 0.293 0.294

Table 4.5: Numerically calculated main frequencies for the motion of the OOA structure
in waves. G1 and G3 are the two wave gauges. All measured values in Hz.

H[m] f α G1 G3 Surge Heave Roll Pitch Yaw
0.1125 0.421 0 0.422 0.422 − 0.419 − 0.421 −
0.1125 0.421 15 0.422 0.422 − 0.424 0.421 0.422 0.422
0.1125 0.421 45 0.421 0.422 0.421 0.420 0.421 0.420 0.422
0.1125 0.294 0 0.293 0.294 0.293 0.294 − 0.294 −
0.1125 0.294 15 0.293 0.294 0.295 0.294 0.292 0.293 0.295
0.1125 0.294 45 0.293 0.294 0.293 0.294 0.293 0.294 0.294

Next, the dynamic response of the OOA structure in waves is investigated. Two
regular waves with a height of H = 0.1125 m and the frequencies of f = 0.421 Hz
(wave 1) and f = 0.294 Hz (wave 2) were considered in the experiment. A numerical
wave tank is established to reproduce the physical setup (see Fig. 4.25). At the inlet, a
relaxation zone [11] is defined to generate the waves as second-order Stokes waves.
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Figure 4.31: Numerical and experimental results for the mean wave amplitudes and
mean response amplitudes for different heading angles α . The amplitudes are calculated
using a FFT and normalised with the largest measured amplitude. The two wave inputs
are indicated in blue (wave 1) and black (wave 2).

A numerical beach at the end of the tank damps the waves such that reflections can be
avoided. The structure is placed in the middle of the tank with heading angles between
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0 and 90◦. Four mooring lines are horizontally attached to the sides of the structure
to keep the structure in the centre of the tank. The lines are modelled as springs with
predefined pre-tension in accordance with the experimental setup.

At first, the waves are validated at two different wave gauges. G1 is located 1.5 m
in front of the structure and G3 is located 1.5 besides the centre of the structure. The
measured frequencies are summarised in the Tabs. 4.4 and 4.5, and the amplitudes can
be found in Fig. 4.31a. The model tests measure a minor increase of the frequency for
the short wave and a minor decrease in the frequency for the long wave. In contrast,
the simulation predicts wave frequencies very close to the input signal. The maximum
deviation is less than 1%. Similar accuracy is achieved for the amplitudes except for the
short wave at G3 were an under-prediction of about 7% is present.

The translational motions surge and heave, as well as the rotational motions around
all three axes, are considered next. The frequencies can be found in Tabs. 4.4 and 4.5,
whereas the Figs. 4.31b and 4.31c compare the amplitudes obtained from a FFT analysis
of the time series signal. The simulated results show motion frequencies close to the
wave frequency and the experimental results. Further, the heave and surge amplitudes
are larger for the longer wave which has a wavelength of twice the structural length.
Generally, a good agreement between experimental and numerical results can be stated
for the translational motions with deviations of less than 15% for all cases.

The amplitudes of the rotational motions are presented in Fig. 4.31c. The largest
rotations are observed around the y-axis (pitch) with up to 0.8◦. Pitch is also larger
in the long wave because the wave crest reaches the front of the structure while at the
same time a wave trough is present at the aft. In comparison, two wave crests are at
both ends of the structure in the shorter wave with a wavelength similar to the structure
(compare Fig. 4.32). The pitch motion tends to decrease with increasing heading angle
due to the shortening of the structural dimensions in wave direction. In contrast, the
rotations around the body fixed x- and z-axis increase with α due to the same reason. In
general, the numerical model agrees well with the experiments at small heading angles
as the deviations are below 5%. Larger differences are observed for the roll motion at
α = 45% (about 15%) which might be caused by a slightly different attachment position
of the mooring lines in the experiments.

Finally, the mean force amplitudes of the four different nets are analysed in Fig. 4.33.
No experimental data is available for this property. If no heading angle is present,
the forces are largest in x-direction whereas the forces in y-direction are close to zero.
Despite the circular motion of the fluid particles in the given waves, the forces in z-
direction are smaller due to the small bottom surface of the net compared to the vertical
surfaces. Also, the forces are larger in the short wave than in the long wave. This might
be due to the smaller structural motions in wave 1 leading to a more direct inflow into
the cages. The force magnitudes tend to decrease with increasing heading angles due
to a stronger blockage effect through the rigid structure. It is further noticed that no
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clear pattern of the force direction and magnitude can be found for the different net
cage positions. This indicates that the structural motion, including its blockage effects
at different heading angles, has an important effect on the expected net forces, whereas
the shielding effect of the nets plays an insignificant role for the nets in the aft of the
OOA structure.

(a) Short wave (wave 1). (b) Long wave (wave 2).

Figure 4.32: X-velocity profiles under the free surface in the plane through the centre of
the structure for α = 15◦ and the two different wave inputs. The waves propagate from
the left to the right.
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(c) Force amplitudes in z-direction.
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Figure 4.33: Numerical results for the mean net force amplitudes for different heading
angles α . The results are normalised with the smallest force in x-direction at net 4.
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Concluding remarks

In this thesis, a new numerical framework for modelling elastic porous and floating
structures in viscous two-phase flows was developed and applied to open ocean aquacul-
ture. It is based on the solution of the incompressible Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
equations using the finite difference method and the level set method to account for the
propagating free surface. A new mooring model for constraining the motion of floating
structures was presented. It is based on quasi-static assumptions and a discretisation into
elastic bars and mass points connecting them. The introduction of successive approxi-
mation for this problem raised the possibility to converge to a physically relevant solu-
tion within a small number of iterations. Any restriction on time-stepping was removed
and no initial shape of the line is necessary. It is noticed that this approach converges
towards a simple spring model for completely taut mooring lines. In case of bottom con-
tact, the coupling to a catenary solution is recommended. An implicit structural model
was derived for the arbitrary deformation of porous tensile structures with a non-linear
material law. For this purpose, Newton’s second law was solved for the unknown ten-
sion forces at knots presenting the lumped mass of the structure. Elastic bars connecting
the knots enabled the correct distribution of tension forces within nets used in aquacul-
ture. A new approach for calculating the fluid loads on the structure was proposed as
the structure is not directly resolved in the fluid. Here, fluid properties were interpolated
on the structural domain using a kernel function, and the hydrodynamic forces were ap-
proximated using a screen force model. High-order backward finite differences were
included to approximate the structural motion. Finally, a single matrix-vector problem
arose which was solved using an accelerated Newton’s method. In contrast to existing
explicit algorithms, the implicit time and deformation handling increase stability and ef-
fectively remove strong time step restrictions from the fluid solver. Two-way coupling
between fluid and net structure was provided by including the loss of fluid momentum,
due to passing the porous sheet, in the Navier-Stokes equations using a forcing term.
It was determined from a kernel integration of the hydrodynamic and body forces over
multiple Lagrangian points which follow the structural deformation. This represents

69
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an innovative extension of the classical forcing approach for porous and hydrodynamic
transparent structures. Also, the issue of transferring existing force models to coupled
numerical simulations was discussed for the first time. The coupling process influences
the flow velocity at the net which had to be corrected to match the undisturbed velocity
used for computing force coefficients. An intrinsic formula was derived to couple these
velocities using Froude’s momentum theory.

The different modules were validated individually and combined to evaluate their
accuracy and practicability. The mooring model was validated against experiments of
static line distributions, dynamic motion of tensed lines and the response of a moored-
floating barge. The accuracy of the model was assessed, and the applicability as well as
efficiency was highlighted. The numerical coupling algorithm was extensively validated
against existing experiments for fixed net panels, multiple panels and cages with varying
geometries and solidities in current and regular waves. For all cases, both qualitative and
quantitative analysis were performed. Overall, the proposed model performed reason-
ably for all presented cases because deviation bands of less than 10% could be achieved
regularly and physical explanations were given elsewhere. Elastic porous sheets and
cylinders with varying geometries and solidities in current and regular waves were val-
idated afterwards. Deviation bands of less than 10% were regularly achieved which
indicates a proper calculation of the loads, the wake velocity field and the structural re-
sponse. Benchmark tests were performed in order to determine the accuracy of the FSI
solver. A moored-floating cylinder was analysed in waves, and important non-linearities
in the response of the system could be captured in comparison to traditional linear meth-
ods. Finally, the complete numerical framework was applied to OOA structures in waves
and current. The response of a semi-submersible OOA structure in regular and irregular
waves was investigated. Here, the importance of incorporating the net into the inves-
tigation for larger wave heights and periods, due to the increased wave energy and the
non-linear growth of the drag forces on the net, could be shown. Another application
concentrated on the flow around a mobile floating OOA structure in steady current flow
and long waves. The numerical study revealed that the considered structural design re-
sulted in complex flow patterns with separation and recirculation zones interacting with
the upper part of the cages which complicates the proper adjustment of the discharge
through the cages by changing the heading angle.

Thus, the proposed framework enables the study of the effects of waves and current
on the motion of OOA systems taking into account the fluid-structure interaction around
and inside the cages, the motion of the rigid structure as well as the deformation of the
net. Here, the important interactions of floating structures, mooring, nets and fluid are
incorporated as two-way coupling problems.

The proposed CFD-based framework can be further advanced within future work:

• Several modules of the proposed framework were verified in the enclosed articles.
However, particularily the complete numerical framework as a whole has to be
verified and further validated.
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• The validation process indicates a possible limitation of the screen force model for
nets with small twine lengths due to its assumptions. In particular, the applicabil-
ity of the strip theory on each twine and the derived formula for the characteristic
cross-flow velocity at the twines (see [34]) might have a constraint which has to
be discussed further.

• The RANS turbulence model from [11] is used to account for turbulence in this
thesis, and the validation process indicates that this choice is appropriate for the
correct modelling of mean quantities such as loads and velocity reduction. How-
ever, it is observed in measurements inside and behind fish cages [64] that in-
creased cross-flow and thus cross-flow forces are to be expected. Further, it is pos-
tulated that larger vortices are decomposed while passing the physical net which
might reduce the turbulent kinetic energy through dissipation. Thus, a dissipation
term would have to be included in a RANS model to account for this effect. At the
same time, a reconnection of eddies in the wake-field is possible so that a coun-
teracting production term is necessary to account for the increased turbulence in
the vortex streets behind the twines. The quantification of these effects and their
inclusion in the numerical framework is initiated in forthcoming studies [46].

• The Fourier coefficients of the proposed hydrodynamic force model are based on
a non-linear regression of available experimental work. As an alternative, CFD
simulations can be conducted at a case to case level in order to improve the pre-
diction of the drag and lift forces for the specific geometrical properties of each
net and in specific fluid conditions. This simulation-based screen force model is
currently developed in the research group [45].

• The new algorithm to model the effect of nets on the fluid dynamics can also
be applied to model the interaction of fluid and slender elastic structures such as
mooring lines, pipes or vegetation. This requires an additional model to account
for the large deformation of flexible structures with bending and torsion stiffness.
The author of this thesis initiated this development in a forthcoming publication
[78].

• A more realistic representation of OOA structures should include the biomass to
study their effect on the fluid and structural dynamics. Kleber and Su [64] re-
cently concluded from physical measurements that the fish reduce the velocity
magnitudes but do not play a significant role for the expected flow patterns or tur-
bulence rates in and behind the cages. A starting point for the detailed simulation
of single fish could be the recent work of Patel et al. [88], whereas the inclusion of
the complete shoal would require some surrogate modelling such as a Lagrangian
particles and deforming porous media.
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Abstract

A new approach for the coupled simulation of moored floating structures in a numerical
wave tank using CFD is subject of this paper. A quasi-static mooring model is derived by
dividing the cable into finite elements and solve force equilibria in each time step. A successive
approximation is applied to solve the problem most efficiently. Here, the unknown internal and
external forces are separated, and the system is corrected iteratively using the intermediate
results for the unit vectors until convergence is reached. An improved algorithm based on
the directional ghost cell immersed boundary method is utilised for modelling floating objects
in a three-dimensional numerical wave tank. It is based on an implicit representation of
the body on a stationary grid using a level set function. The motion of the rigid body is
described using Euler parameters and Hamiltonian mechanics. Dynamic boundary conditions
are enforced by modifying the ghost points in the vicinity of the structure. A special procedure
for staggered grids is included in the paper. The mooring model is coupled to the fluid-
structure interaction solver to simulate physically constrained floating bodies in waves. Several
validation cases provide an overview of the accuracy of the mooring model and the floating
algorithm. Additionally, the comparison of the numerical results for the motion of a moored
floating barge in regular waves with experiments is presented.

Keywords: Numerical Methods, Fluid-Structure Interaction, Mooring, CFD,
Immersed Boundary Method, Rigid Body Dynamics
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1 Introduction

Floating offshore and coastal constructions are exposed to a challenging environment with
intense fluid-structure interaction. Their safety is often related to fixing their position, which
is usually achieved by mounting an appropriate mooring system. Therefore, the computer-
aided design process requires not just the solution of a two-phase problem for the fluid and
an accurate determination of the rigid body dynamics but also a mooring model.

Taking the Navier-Stokes equations as the basis of the calculations, several attempts have
been proposed to solve fluid-structure interactions. In Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian meth-
ods [37], the fluid properties are described on a fixed Eulerian grid which is fitted to the
moving body. As the body changes its position, the mesh has to be recalculated dynami-
cally. This approach raises the theoretical possibility to resolve the boundary layer around
the structure by applying fine layers of cells but is prone to loss of numerical accuracy and
stability due to suboptimal re-meshing, especially for large body motions. To prevent irreg-
ular grids, re-meshing can be avoided using either completely Lagrangian methods such as
meshless SPH (Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics) models [15] or dynamic overset grids [7,
10]. In overset methods, several moving meshes which are arranged on a fixed base grid are
considered. Hence, body-fitted cell alignments remain possible. An interpolation mechanism
handles the data transfer between the overlapping grid points, and an overall solution for
the fluid properties can be found by including these interpolations into the system matrix
[23]. The size of the overlapping region is related to the stencil size of the discretisation.
This complicates the implementation and affects the efficiency for high-order numerics. Al-
ternative approaches are based on immersed boundary methods [35]. They require just one
Eulerian grid, and the body is described implicitly. Direct forcing methods [17] incorporate
the fluid-structure interaction as an additional source term in the Navier-Stokes equations.
The term represents the amount of momentum between the actual fluid-solid interface and
the nearest cell centres under consideration of the boundary conditions. Evaluating this term
usually includes several iterations with multiple pressure solution processes. A non-iterative
and more efficient approach was recently presented by Yang and Stern [48]. Following the
work of Calderer et al. [9], an easier way of respecting the boundary conditions can be found.
Instead of an additional term, modified stencils are considered. In the vicinity of the body,
interpolation stencils are modified by including their closest distance to the body. Berthelsen
and Faltinsen [4] further simplified this procedure for fixed bodies by using the closest dis-
tances in the local directions of the stencils. In doing so, the necessary interpolations become
straightforward evaluations of Lagrangian polynomials in the principal directions of the grid.
Bihs and Kamath [5] utilised this advantage to develop a local ghost-cell immersed boundary
method for moving bodies. Their research was mainly focused on falling objects, and the al-
gorithm was based on first-order interpolations and force and geometry property calculations
using the level set representation of the body. A possibly under-resolved level set function
has a significant effect on the accuracy of the results, which is particularly severe for floating
objects depending on the equilibrium of forces. Therefore, this paper presents several im-
provements of the original solver by reducing the dependency on the level set function to the
most useful parts. Thus, the simulation of floating objects in complex waves is enabled for
the first time using a local ghost-cell immersed boundary method.

The dynamics of mooring lines is described by a non-linear partial differential equation
of second order in both space and time even if bending stiffness is neglected. Therefore, the
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general solution can just be found numerically. Davidson and Ringwood [14] present a review
of a wide range of possible discretisation methodologies. They are based on finite differences
[2, 24], finite elements [1] or spring elements [22]. Palm et al. [34] pointed out the hyperbolic
nature of the equations and applied an hp-adaptive discontinuous Galerkin method. Their
method is stable, of arbitrary order of accuracy and capable of simulating snap loads. The
main disadvantage of fully dynamic mooring models is the necessity of stable initial conditions
and the restriction of the time step imposed by the material stiffness. Thus, the time step
due to the mooring dynamics can be several magnitudes smaller than the time step due to the
CFL condition of the fluid solver. This either restricts the efficiency of the whole simulation
or raises the need for interpolation in time [33]. If the purpose of the simulation is more
concentrated on the FSI problem and less on the details of the mooring dynamics or the
expected motion of the lines are small in any case, simplifications of the original equations
are appropriate. By neglecting the dynamic effects, dependencies of mass, damping and fluid
acceleration on the system are omitted. In this case, the mooring line shape and tension
is often found analytically using the catenary solution [18]. This solution is restricted in its
form and not suitable for tense or arbitrary shaped systems. Therefore, a quasi-static solution
presents a suitable compromise because it combines the flexibility of a generically formulated
numerical approach with similar efficiency and simplicity as an analytical solution.

This paper aims at developing such a quasi-static mooring model, which is disregarded
in research so far. The finite element method for tensile structures [29], which is based on
a discrete representation of the structure using knots connected with trusses, is taken as the
basis of the presented developments. Here, a linear system of equations is generated using force
equilibria at each knot of the discrete line and a geometrical constraint preventing unphysical
correlation of tension forces and bar deformation. Important hydrodynamic effects on the
lines are respected using Morison forces from the surrounding fluid solution. The presented
mooring model is coupled to the new floating algorithm within the framework of the open-
source CFD solver REEF3D. The coupling process is straightforward and adds significantly
less computational time to the overall simulation than dynamic models due to the missing
time step restriction. Further, the transition from a hyperbolic problem based on initial and
boundary conditions to a boundary value problem makes the new mooring model a more
flexible approach.

In section 2.1, the CFD model is briefly described. Afterwards, details about the improved
floating algorithm and new mooring model are given in the sections 2.2 and 2.3. Section 3
presents several verification and validation cases. First, section 3.1 provides the validation
of the new mooring model against measurements of the prescribed motion of a single line
and wind channel experiments with a line mounted between two fixed points. Afterwards,
the rigid body dynamics solver is investigated and the complete FSI solver is validated for
fluid-structure interactions of a floating and moored floating barge in regular waves in the
sections 3.3 and 3.4. The paper concludes with an application to a more complex moored
semi-submersible platform in section 4 and final remarks in section 5.
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2 Numerical models

2.1 Computational fluid dynamics solver

In this paper, the incompressible continuity and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
equations are solved in the whole domain. They are given as

∂ui
∂xi

= 0, (1)

∂ui
∂t

+ uj
∂ui
∂xj

= −1

ρ

∂p

∂xi
+

∂

∂xj

(
(ν + νt) ·

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

))
+ gi. (2)

Here, ui with i = 1, 2, 3 are the velocity components in the coordinate directions, ρ is the
fluid density, p presents the pressure contribution, ν and νt are the kinematic and turbulent
viscosity, and gi is the gravity acceleration vector. The additional viscosity is evaluated from
the k-ω turbulence model with a modified source term to account for free surfaces [6]. The
material properties of the two phases are determined for the whole domain in accordance to
the continuum surface force model of Brackbill et al. [8]. The equations are discretised on
a rectilinear and staggered grid using a finite difference method (FDM). Chorin’s projection
method for incompressible flows is applied to resolve the velocity-pressure coupling [13]. The
pressure is obtained as the solution of a Poisson equation from the continuity equation. The
fully parallelized BiCGStab algorithm [46] with PFMG pre-conditioner [3] from the iterative
linear system solvers of HYPRE are exploited. Temporal terms are discretised applying
the third-order accurate Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) Runge-Kutta scheme [41]. An
adaptive time-stepping control according to the CFL condition is used. Diffusion terms are
treated implicitly to overcome their restrictions on this condition. The Convection term in
(2) is discretised in a non-conservative form to increase numerical stability [42]. The fifth-
order accurate weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) scheme of Jiang and Shu [27]
is chosen to reconstruct the fluxes. The scheme is adapted to non-conservative terms under
consideration of the work of Zhang and Jackson [50].

The free surface is implicitly captured by the level set method of Osher and Sethian [32]. A
smooth signed distance function φ, defined as the closest distance to the interface, is convected
in the fluid velocity field using the linear advection equation

∂φ

∂t
+ ui

∂φ

∂xi
= 0. (3)

The convection term is discretised by the fifth-order accurate Hamilton-Jacobi WENO method
of Jiang and Peng [26]. In order to conserve the signed distance property, the level set function
is reinitialized after each time step using the PDE-based reinitialization equation of Sussman
et al. [42].

All simulations are executed in the numerical wave tank of the open-source CFD solver
REEF3D [6]. Waves are generated by applying the relaxation method to the x- and z-
component of the velocities and the level set function φ. For a general variable ε it is given
as [30]

ε(x) = Γ(x)εanalytical + (1− Γ(x))εcomputed, (4)
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with Γ the relaxation function taken from [25]. The same method is applied to damp potential
reflections near the outlet of the tank. Extensive validation of the described numerical wave
tank can be found in [6].

2.2 Improved rigid body dynamics and fluid-structure coupling

In the following, the rigid body dynamics solver and its coupling to the fluid model is described.
In comparison to the previous algorithm [5], the improved model calculates geometrical prop-
erties of a rigid body from a triangulated surface instead of a level set function approximation.
This can be computed more efficiently by surface integrations if the assumption of a homo-
geneous material with density ρs holds. Given the approximation of the bodies’ surface S
as

S =

N⋃

i=1

Si, (5)

where Si is assumed to be triangular, the properties are defined as

ρs

∫

V
∇ · f(~x)dV = ρs

∫

S
(~n · ~k)f(~x)dS = ρs

N∑

i=1

(~ni · ~k)

∫

Si

f(~x)dS. (6)

Here, ∇ · f(~x) = 1 returns the body mass, ∇ · f(~x) = x, y, z present the centre of mass
coordinates in an inertial system and ∇· f(~x) = x2, y2, z2, xy, yz, xz compute the moments of
inertia. Further, ~ni is the face normal vector of triangle Si, and ~k is a unit vector in the x, y
or z-direction dependent on the chosen integration of the function. Numerical integrations in
(6) can be avoided by parametrising the triangles and analytically integrating over a standard
triangle as given in [16].

The translational motion of the rigid body is described by Newtons second law as

~̈xs =
~F~x
ρsV

. (7)

The position ~xs and velocity ~̇xs of the bodies centre of gravity can be determined by numeri-
cally integrating (7).

The orientation in a fixed coordinate system is described by the four Euler parameters
~e = (e0 e1 e2 e3)T which are related to the physically more relevant Tait-Bryan angles Φ,Θ,Ψ
via (c is cos and s is sin) [19]

e0 = c

(
Φ

2

)
· c
(

Θ

2

)
· c
(

Ψ

2

)
+ s

(
Φ

2

)
· s
(

Θ

2

)
· s
(

Ψ

2

)
, (8)

e1 = s

(
Φ

2

)
· c
(

Θ

2

)
· c
(

Ψ

2

)
− c

(
Φ

2

)
· s
(

Θ

2

)
· s
(

Ψ

2

)
, (9)

e2 = c

(
Φ

2

)
· s
(

Θ

2

)
· c
(

Ψ

2

)
+ s

(
Φ

2

)
· s
(

Θ

2

)
· s
(

Ψ

2

)
, (10)

e3 = c

(
Φ

2

)
· c
(

Θ

2

)
· s
(

Ψ

2

)
− s

(
Φ

2

)
· s
(

Θ

2

)
· c
(

Ψ

2

)
. (11)
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In practice, this choice overcomes eventual issues due to the Gimbal lock effect. The back-
transformation can be calculated using

Ψ = arctan 2 (2 · (e1 · e2 + e3 · e0), 1− 2 · (e2 · e2 + e3 · e3)) , (12)

Θ = arcsin(2 · (e0 · e2 − e1 · e3)), (13)

Φ = arctan 2(2 · (e2 · e3 + e1 · e0), 1− 2 · (e1 · e1 + e2 · e2)). (14)

The four Euler parameters are depend as ~e T~e = 1. The transformation of a vector in the
body-fixed coordinate system to a corresponding vector in the inertial system is described by
the orthogonal rotation matrix

R = 2




e20+e21−e22−e23
2 e1e2 − e0e3 e0e2 + e1e3

e0e3 + e1e2
e20−e21+e22−e23

2 e2e3 − e0e1

e1e3 − e0e2 e0e1 + e2e3
e20−e21−e22+e23

2


 . (15)

Based on this, the kinematic equations for the rotational motion of the body in terms of the
Euler parameters are given as

~̇e =
1

2
GT ~ω, (16)

with ~ω the components of the angular velocity vector in the body-fixed coordinate system
and

G =



−e1 e0 e3 −e2

−e2 −e3 e0 e1

−e3 e2 −e1 e0


 . (17)

Introducing the momentum vector ~h = I~ω with I the moment of inertia tensor, (16) can be
rewritten as

~̇e =
1

2
GT I−1~h. (18)

Following the derivation of Shivarama and Fahrenthold [40], a first-order ODE can be derived

for ~̇h using a system Hamiltonian. Here, the constraint for the Euler parameters is fulfilled au-
tomatically. By setting the potential energy function to zero and assuming imposed moments
~M ′~x in the body-fixed system, the equations read

~̇h = −2GĠ
T~h+ ~M ′~x. (19)

The moments are obtained from the inertia system using the transformation matrix (15). In
total, (7), (16) and (19) forms a system of thirteen first-order ODEs which can be solved
using any type of numerical integration method. An advantage of the derivation based on
Hamiltonian mechanics is the energy based formulation. Thus, conservation of energy can
be tracked easily in the absence of external forces. This is used later to choose a suitable
numerical integration method.

An implicit description of the floating body is found efficiently by defining a level set
function such that the zero level set describes the surface of the body using the triangulated
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body representation. A ray-tracing algorithm [49] is applied first to get the shortest distances
in each coordinate direction between the zero level set and each grid point. The signed
distance property for the level set function is ensured by the above-mentioned reinitialization
process. The method avoids explicit calculations for getting the intersections between the
contour and the grid but lacks accuracy for calculating the surface area. Thus, the algorithm
determines the body forces by applying a linear interpolation between the grid point values
and integrating over the discrete surface

~F~x =

∫

Ω
(−~np+ µ~n~τ) dS(~x) =

N∑

i=1

(−~np+ µ~n~τ)i ·∆Si, (20)

with ~n the surface normal vectors, µ the dynamic viscosity, ~τ the viscous stress tensor and
N the number of surface representing triangles. Further, ∆S is the area of each triangle.
This is in contrast to the previous force calculation based on the level set and the Dirac delta
function.

The proposed FSI model is a weakly coupling algorithm with the possibility for sub-
iterations. As already indicated in [5], the overall accuracy or stability is only marginally
influenced by these sub-iterations and so can usually be omitted. Key steps in the new
algorithm are the ghost cell interpolations, which are adapted from the ghost cell immersed
boundary method of Berthelsen and Faltinsen [4], to incorporate the boundary conditions of
the solid. For this purpose, the staggered evaluation points for the velocity are defined as
either fluid, interpolation or ghost points as indicated in Fig. 1a. Pressure points, which
coincide with the cell centres of the original grid, are defined as fluid points if they are in the
fluid and as ghost points elsewhere. The pressure values of ghost points are extrapolated in
the different coordinate directions from calculated fluid values and the boundary condition
for the pressure gradient at the interface which reads

∂p

∂xi

∣∣∣∣
Γ

= −1

ρ
· Dui,Γ
Dt

, i = 1, 2, 3, (21)

with ui,Γ the bodies’ velocities at the interface which are given in [5]. Equation (21) simplifies
to the common zero gradient boundary condition for non-moving bodies. The pressure ghost
cells are used during the solution of the Poisson equation and force calculations. A slightly
different approach is implemented for the velocity components on the staggered grids. As
can be seen in Fig. 1a, interpolation points are defined as an additional class of points.
The velocity values at these points are determined from a linear interpolation using a fluid
point and the known velocity of the solid at the interface in the principal direction (see
Fig. 1b). Thus, the correct boundary conditions are implicitly respected by the momentum
calculations in the predictor step. In comparison to other immersed boundary methods, this
directional approach avoids modification of the fluid stencils or the setup of additional stencils
in the vicinity of the body. The indicated problems of solid cells becoming fluid cells and the
resulting missing velocity information [44, 47] are circumvented by assigning a velocity to
the ghost points in the body. This velocity equals the body velocity at the corresponding
ghost point. The presented approach is easily extendable to higher-order interpolations but
preliminary tests did not show significant improvements in accuracy or stability.
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(a) Overview of categorisation strategy.

u1,iu1,s

u1,f

ps

∂p

∂x1

∣∣∣∣
Γ

pf

u2,i

u2,f

u2,s

(b) Exemplary directional interpolations of the ve-
locities u1 and u2 and extrapolation of the pressure
in x1 direction using the known pressure gradient

at the boundary
∂p

∂x1 Γ

.

Figure 1: Details of the directional ghost cell interpolation method for one cell (blue): fluid
points (white), interpolation points (black), ghost points (gray).

2.3 New quasi-static numerical approach for solving mooring dynamics

The development of the new quasi-static mooring model based on finite elements which were
originally developed for quasi-static modelling of more complex tensile structures [28, 29].

The dynamics of a mooring line neglecting bending stiffness is described as [34]

γ
∂2~r

∂t2
=
∂FT ~f

∂s
+ ~Fe, (22)

with γ the specific weight of the material, FT the magnitude of the tension force, ~f the unit
vector pointing in the direction of this force and ~Fe external forces including gravitation and
hydrodynamic effects. Assuming small line motion in time and steady-state flow of the fluid,
respectively, (22) simplifies to

∂FT ~f

∂s
= −~Fe. (23)

In order to solve this force equilibrium, each mooring line is split into N equally distanced
bars of length lt with knots P in between. As shown in Fig. 2, the first and last knot, P (0)

and P (N), are attached to the bottom and the floating object.
The mass of the line is equally distributed on the adjacent knots which gives a gravity

force contribution of

~FG
(j)

= γ~g · ρm − ρ
ρm

· l
(j)
t + l

(j+1)
t

2
, j = 1, ..., N − 1, (24)

at any knot P (j). Here, ρm is the density of the mooring material and ~g is an unit vector
pointing in negative z−direction. Hydrodynamic forces ~FH , arising from the slowly-varying
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x

z

P (0)
P (1)

P (N)

~f (1)

~f (2)

~f (N)

P (0)

P (1)

P (N)

~f (1)

~f (2)

~f (N)

Figure 2: Discrete mooring lines: Inner knots (small black dots), Outer knots (big black dots),
bars (red vectors).

relative motion between structure and surrounding fluid, are calculated as drag forces using
Morison’s formula at each bar

~FH
(j)

= l
(j)
t d

(j)
t

ρ

2
·

[
ct

(
~v · ~f

) ∣∣∣~v · ~f
∣∣∣ · ~f + cn

(
~v −

(
~v · ~f

)
~f
) ∣∣∣~v −

(
~v · ~f

)
~f
∣∣∣
](j)

, j = 1, ..., N, (25)

with cn and ct the drag coefficients in normal and tangential direction. The hydrodynamic
forces are assigned to knots by equally distributing the net amount. As indicated in [29],
hydrodynamic forces can also be written as the partial sum of hydrodynamic drag, lift and
shear forces. The coefficients then depend particularly on the local angle between the fluid
and bar unit vector and have to be found experimentally for each mooring configuration.
However, using (25) with coefficients for slender cylindrical shapes is more practical for general
applications. Choo and Casarella [12] derived a formula for cn as a function of the Reynolds
number

cn(Re) =





8π

s Re
·
(
1.0− 0.87 s−2.0

)
if Re < 1.0

1.45 + 8.55 Re−0.9 if 1.0 ≤ Re < 30.0

1.1 + 4.0 Re−0.5 else.

(26)

For ct, typical values can be found in literature.
Further, it is given that the tension forces act at the knots in the direction of the adjacent

bars such that (23) can be solved locally at each inner knot P (j) (see also Fig. 3):

~f (j+1)F
(j+1)
T − ~f (j)F

(j)
T + ~F

(j)
H + ~F

(j)
G = ~0, j = 1, ..., N − 1. (27)

A solution for the shape of the line and the distribution of tension forces can be found by
gathering (27) into a suitable linear system of equations. Both sought unknowns are generally
dependent on the direction of the bar unit vectors. However, ~FH also depends on ~f according
to (25), whereas ~FG is related to the length of the bars which is a function of tension forces.
This elasticity of the material is respected by representing lt as a polynomial of FT such as

l
(j)
t,(k+1) =


l(j)t ·



1.0 +

P∑

p=1

Kp(j) ·
(
F

(j)
T + F

(j−1)
T

2

)p





(k)

, j = 1, ...N, (28)
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with Kp the stiffness constants and k the iteration index. Hooke’s law is considered in the
applications shown below by only using K1. An iterative method has to be chosen for solving
the system because all components of (27) are related to each other. As proven by Hackmann
[20, 21], a successive approximation can be found to ensure a converged solution. For this
purpose, (27) is rearranged such that internal and external forces are separated

~f (j+1)F
(j+1)
T − ~f (j)F

(j)
T = −

(
~F

(j)
H + ~F

(j)
G

)
, j = 1, ..., N − 1. (29)

Fig. 2 indicates that the discrete line consists of N bars but just N−1 inner knots. Therefore,
(29) presents an undetermined system if solved for ~f . A geometrical constraint is introduced
in order to close the system. This constraint can be chosen in such a way that it represents
both the physical boundary condition of fixed end points P (0) and P (N), and the physical
coherence of the line during deformation:

N∑

j=1

~f (j)l
(j)
t = ~x(P (N))− ~x(P (0)). (30)

This means that the vector of the sum of all bar vectors has to be equal to the distance
vector between the two end points ~x(P (0)) and ~x(P (N)), which is a conditional equation for a
physical coherent solution of the problem.

x

z

y

P (j)

~F
(j)
G

~F
(j)
H

~f (j+1)

~f (j)

Figure 3: Force equilibrium at inner knot P ν : Inner knot (white filled circle), bars (thin
vectors), forces (thick vectors).

The resulting linear system of equations can now be formulated with the unit bar vectors
as the (N × 3) solution matrix F because of the dependencies in (30). Under consideration
of (29) and (30), the system reads

(
T
L

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

·F =

( − (H + G)

~x(P (N))− ~x(P (0))

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

, (31)

with the (N ×N) matrix A containing the (N −1×N) sub-matrix of unknown tension forces
T and the (1 × N) vector of the bar lengths L. On the right hand side, B is filled with
the (N − 1 × 3) sub-matrices of hydrodynamic and static forces H and G and the vector
connecting the two end points.

The solution process of the mooring model is illustrated in Fig. 4. As input parameters,
the fluid velocity field and the current locations of the mounting points are communicated
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Fluid and solid input

Calculate geometrical constraint

Start loop with initial system from previous time step

Update velocities

Update hydrodynamic forces

Update left- and right-hand sides

Solve system

Check convergence

C
o
rr

ec
t

sy
st

em

Communicate forces to FSI solver

k = 1

k = k + 1

no

yes

Figure 4: Illustration of the quasi-static mooring algorithm.

to the algorithm. The geometrical constraint vector is calculated from these and an initial
system of equations is generated. For the first time step, less restrictive directions for the unit
vectors and initial tension forces are set to fill the left- and right-hand sides. Thus, this model
is independent of a predefined initial form of the cable and highly suitable for applications
without this requirement. Based on the given values, (28) returns the initial lengths of the bars
and (24) yields the gravity force matrix G. The hydrodynamic force matrix H is initialised
considering the fluid velocity field and (25). The velocities at the bars are calculated from
the surrounding velocity cells and a weighted interpolation. This process is fully parallelised
using MPI. The solution of (31) at any iterative step k is determined by Gaussian elimination
with pivoting as

F(k) =
(
A(k)

)−1
·B(k). (32)

The lengths of bar unit vectors have to be equal to one by definition after being calculated
from (32)

max
j

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
(
~f (j)
)(k)

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
2

− 1

∣∣∣∣ = 0, j = 1, ..., N. (33)
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As this condition is generally not fulfilled, a correction step according to

(
~f (j)
)(k∗)

=

(
~f (j)
)(k)

∣∣∣∣
(
~f (j)
)(k)

∣∣∣∣
, j = 1, ..., N, (34)

is performed. Consistency is given by multiplying the columns of A by the Euclidean norm of
the corresponding line of F(k). As the next iteration starts, F(k∗) is inserted in (28), (24) and
(25) to fill the system again. Convergence is formally proven in [20, 21] and typically reached
within 100 iterations in the first time step and less than 50 afterwards. The algorithm stops
after reaching the residual criterion

max
j

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
(
~f (j)
)(k)

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
2

− 1

∣∣∣∣ < tol, j = 1, ..., N, (35)

which corresponds to the conservation of all bar unit vectors within a tolerance typically
chosen as 10−4. In this paper, the influence of the mooring system on the fluid is neglected
because hydrodynamic transparency is assumed. This is justified by the focus on the motion
of the body, which is not affected by the fluid disturbances due to the presence of the mooring
lines. Thus, the communicated data from the mooring algorithm to the FSI solver only
includes the tension force and angle of attack at the upper mounting point. The force is
added to the calculated fluid forces on the floating body (see also Fig. 5).

Alternatively, (29) can be solved using Newton-Raphson iterations. As shown in [28], the
solution vector then contains a single column with directions of the unit bars and tension
forces. Under consideration of the multiple inversions to reach convergence, the successive
approximation arises as the more efficient algorithm due to a significantly decreased matrix
size. Additionally, the boundary condition is not directly included in a Newton-Raphson
method such that its fulfilment is not guaranteed without sufficient convergence.

3 Validation process

3.1 Validation of the mooring model

The validation of the proposed mooring model includes comparisons of line shape and max-
imum tension forces with experimental data. First, the maximum tension force is analysed
for a single mooring line attached to a buoy with prescribed heave motion. The mooring line
consists of chains and wires of different material properties which can be found in the work of
Chenga et al. [11]. Here, linear material is assumed. A preliminary static test is conducted to
validate the forces for different positive offsets. The resulting distribution is shown in Fig. 6a.
The deviation between the numerical model and experiments is generally small but increases
slightly with increasing offset. The error is between −0.2% for offsets smaller than 5 m and
increases to ≈ 1.1% for 30 m offset. Next, a simple harmonic heave motion with an amplitude
of 15 m and a period of 10 s is prescribed to the top of the line. Good agreement with the
measurements can be stated from comparing the distributions shown in Fig. 6b. Generally,
the numerical model slightly under predicts the troughs and over predicts the crests by ≈ 2.5%
in peak height. A Fourier analysis of the time series indicates an error of less than 1% for the
amplitude of the fundamental frequency.
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Figure 5: Illustration of the fluid-structure interaction algorithm for simulating moored float-
ing structures in waves.

Next, the mooring model is validated by comparison to experimental results from wind
channel measurements at the Institute of Ocean Engineering at the University of Rostock,
Germany. The considered mooring system consists of a single rope with a length of Lm =
1.82 m, a diameter of dt = 0.004 m, a specific weight of γ = 0.089 kg/m and Young’s modulus
of 7.9 GPa. The line is fixed at the coordinates (x, y) = (0 m, 0 m) and mounted to a moveable
load cell on the top to measure maximum tension forces. The wind machine at the inlet of the
channel generates a laminar flow of predefined velocity which the mooring system is exposed
to. A touch probe moves laterally along the deformed rope to record coordinates during static
tests. Dynamic deformations are recorded using side view pictures.

In the first set of experiments, three different locations of the upper mounting point are
investigated without inflow. Numerical results are produced using the same input data as
given above. The results in Fig. 7 show the distribution of the discrete line with 5, 10 and
50 bar elements and the comparison to the experimental data. Regardless of the considered
distribution, the numerical model can accurately reproduce the experimental measurements.
Small under and over predictions can be found for the coarsest line discretisation and the
hanging rope distribution in Fig. 7a which is overcome by increasing the number of elements
slightly. The second set of experiments is conducted by applying inflow velocities of v = 8 m/s
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(a) Tension forces for different heave offsets.
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(b) Maximum tension force time series for
the dynamic case.

Figure 6: Comparison of numerical and experimental results for the static analysis and the
prescribed heave motion.

and v = 18 m/s on the stretched rope distribution of Fig. 7c. The drag coefficients are
calculated from (35), and ct = 0.35 is chosen from literature [45]. The results, shown in Fig. 8,
indicate that the numerical model is capable of representing the physical deformation of ropes
in stationary flow conditions. All line discretisations coincide with the experiment accurately.
Further information on the accuracy is provided by presenting the numerical and experimental
results for the maximum tension forces over different inflow velocities in Tab. 1. It can be
seen that the model converges towards the experimental data as the number of bar elements
increases. This is demonstrated by calculating an extrapolated value without discretisation
error from the numerical results using Richardson extrapolation [39]. The remaining deviation
from experiments is related to the model error. Here, a good agreement with the experiments
can be stated because the maximum error is below 3% for v = 8 m/s.
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(a) Hanging rope distribution.
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(b) Catenary rope distribution.
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(c) Stretched rope distribution.

Figure 7: Numerical and experimental mooring line distributions without inflow.
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Figure 8: Numerical and experimental mooring line distributions for different inflow velocities.

Table 1: Numerical and experimental maximum tension forces for inflow velocities between
v = 0 m/s and v = 18 m/s. Values in [N ] if not defined differently.

v [m/s] Exp N=5 N=10 N=50 Extrapol. Error [%]

0.0 1.54 1.61 1.57 1.56 1.56 1.45
8.01 1.65 1.74 1.71 1.70 1.70 2.93
11.97 1.90 1.93 1.90 1.89 1.89 -0.43
14.08 2.01 2.06 2.03 2.02 2.02 1.22
16.08 2.21 2.21 2.19 2.18 2.18 -0.94
18.05 2.40 2.39 2.37 2.36 2.36 -1.64

3.2 Validation of the rigid body dynamics solver

The derived solver for the rigid body dynamics simulation is validated. A major advantage of
the chosen Hamiltonian approach is the direct availability of the kinetic energy of the system
T in runtime. In canonical form, it is calculated as (compare [40]):

T =
1

2
(GTh)TGT I−1GGTh. (36)

In absence of external forces, (36) is constant in time. Considering the time evolution of the
phase space of fixed energy states, the volume of this space should remain constant according
to Liouville’s theorem. This condition is ensured by using time-reversible, symplectic meth-
ods. The second-order Verlet algorithm conserves energy in the mean [43] and has, hence,
advantages over forward integration methods such as Runge-Kutta schemes. For system (16)
and (19), the advance from time step n to n+ 1 is calculated using

h∗ = h(n) +
∆t

2
L(e, h∗), (37)

e(n+1) = e(n) +
∆t

2
L(e(n), h∗), (38)

h(n+1) = h(n) +
∆t

2
L(e(n+1), h∗). (39)
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Both, (37) and (39) are implicit equations which need time-consuming sub-iterations. There-
fore, a fast forward method might be the better option in terms of efficiency. In the following,
the motion of a rigid body [40] with the principal moments of inertia of 400, 307.808 and
200 kg m2 and an initial momentum of ~h0 = (346.410, 0.0, 200.0)T N ms shall be investigated
with the second-order accurate Verlet and the fourth-order accurate Runge-Kutta scheme.

First, torque-free motion is assumed. The Verlet scheme benefits from its time-reversibility
as can be seen in Tab. 2. It shows the error in energy conservation for different time step
sizes after a 20 s simulation. The method conserves the original energy of the system up
to machine precision irrespective of the chosen step size. In comparison, the Runge-Kutta
method converges with the expected rate of p ≈ 4 and needs smaller time steps to conserve
energy.

Table 2: Convergence of the error in energy conservation in [J ] using the fourth-order Runge-
Kutta and the second-order Verlet scheme.

Scheme ∆t = 1 ∆t = 0.1 ∆t = 0.01 p

RK4 28.21 0.0043 5.57e-08 3.82
Verlet 1.99e-13 3.13e-13 3.13e-13 -

In a second example, a constant torque of 10 Nm around the x-axis is imposed. This implies
a change of the kinetic energy as indicated in Tab. 3. Both schemes show the expected rate
of convergence. Therefore, the Runge-Kutta scheme converges faster than the Verlet scheme
which leads to a bigger discrepancy of the latter method to the converged energy of 528.520 J
for small time steps. The time consumption of both methods is compared in Tab. 4. Here,
the time consumed with the biggest time steps is taken as the reference. As expected, the
Runge-Kutta scheme is not just faster than the Verlet scheme but also scales much better
for smaller time-stepping due to its explicit nature. In combination with the results from
Tab. 3, it can be concluded that the Runge-Kutta scheme is the more efficient choice for the
calculation of the rigid body motions. In practice, the time steps are relatively small due
to the velocity restriction in the fluid so that the lack of energy conservation is not seen as
critical.

Table 3: Convergence of the total kinetic energy in [J ] using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta
and the second-order Verlet scheme.

Scheme ∆t = 1 ∆t = 0.1 ∆t = 0.01 p

RK4 237.78 528.47 528.52 3.77
Verlet 574.25 529.37 528.56 1.74

Table 4: Time increase for different time step sizes using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta and
the second-order Verlet scheme.

Scheme ∆t = 1 ∆t = 0.1 ∆t = 0.01

RK4 1 (0.021s) 1.372 4.26
Verlet 1 (0.070s) 5.67 51.72
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3.3 Validation of the floating algorithm

A validation case for the floating algorithm without mooring is presented. The numerical
simulation of a free floating barge in waves is compared to the experimental data of Ren et al.
[38]. The 2D setup is illustrated in Fig. 9 and consists of a wave tank with a length of 20 m,
a height of 0.8 m and a water depth of d = 0.4 m. A 0.3 m × 0.2 m barge with density
ρs = 500 kg/m3 is placed in the tank at (x, z) = (7.0 m, 0.4 m). Regular waves are modelled
as second-order Stokes waves in a wave generation zone at the inlet. The wave generation
zone is one wavelength long. The incoming waves have a height of H = 0.04 m, a period
of T = 1.2 s and a wavelength of λ = 1.936 m. Wave reflections are prevented by placing a
numerical beach of two wavelengths at the outlet. The numerical methods described in section
2.1 are applied. The convergence is investigated using three different mesh configurations with
the smallest cell sizes ∆x = 0.012 m, 0.01 m, 0.007 m, leading to 80, 120 and 200 thousand
cells. Stretching functions are used to coarsen the cell size in x-direction towards the inlet
and outlet and z-direction towards bottom and top.

λ 2 · λ
20 m

7 m

Figure 9: Numerical setup for the simulation of a 2D barge in a wave tank.

In a first step, the time series for the wave elevation η at x = 5.5 m and the surge motion
ξ, the heave motion ζ and the pitch motion θ of the free floating barge are compared with
the measurements for the time period between t/T = 6 and t/T = 12 (Fig. 10). It shows the
results for the medium grid and CFL= 0.1. In Fig. 10a, the wave elevation in front of the barge
is presented. Good agreement with the experiments can be stated. Similarly, the heave motion
in Fig. 10b reproduces the measurements but shows minor under- and overshoots. The pitch
motion is shown in Fig. 10c. The numerically predicted frequency follows the experiment, but
some deviations can be observed for the amplitudes of the motion. Both, experiments and the
simulation show minor irregularities for the amplitudes at different time instances. Fig. 10d
presents the surge motion over time. A very good agreement of the numerical simulation with
the experiments can be seen.

As a further step, the spatial and temporal convergence of the model is calculate based
on the procedure described above. In case of an oscillatory converging behaviour, the average
of the two extreme values is taken as the extrapolated value. The presented error then corre-
sponds to the discrepancy between this value and the experimental results. A constant CFL
number of 0.1 is chosen for the spatial convergence test, and the medium grid is considered
for the temporal convergence test. The mean frequency and amplitude are considered to be
the variables of interest for this study. Special attention is given to the surge motion because
a high-frequency motion superimposes the mean drift of the body due to Stokes drift forces.
The latter presents the most important parameter in practice and is investigated in terms of
its gradient in the space-time domain.

The spatial convergence study is presented in Tab. 5 and Tab. 6. For the mean periods,
all variables show oscillatory convergence. The resulting extrapolated values under predict
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the measurements by up to 4%. In comparison, the main amplitude tends to over predict
the experiments by up to 10%. For the mean drift in the surge motion, the coarsest grid
clearly under-resolves the physics leading to a large over prediction. Thus, the extrapolated
value and the resulting error is misleading. If the average value of the two finer grids for the
surge motion is considered instead, the error would be 9% which is in a similar order as the
predicted errors of other motions.

The temporal convergence study is shown in Tab. 7 and Tab. 8. All variables converge
except the heave period which shows an oscillatory diverging behaviour. However, all the
calculated periods are very close to the experiment and, therefore, the average value is still
assumed to be valid. The general agreement of the numerical values with the measurements is
within 8%. Hence, mean periods tend to be predicted more accurately than mean amplitudes.
It might also be noticed that the proposed model computes stable results even for higher CFL
numbers.

Table 5: Spatial convergence of the numerical mean period (dimensionless) in comparison to
the experimental results. For the surge motion, the high-frequency component is analysed
here.

Motion Coarse Medium Fine Extrapol. Exp Error [%]

η 0.951 1.046 0.997 0.974 0.998 2.4
ζ 0.992 1.012 0.995 0.994 0.997 0.3
θ 1.018 1.051 1.027 1.023 1.059 3.5

Table 6: Spatial convergence of the numerical mean amplitude (dimensionless) in comparison
to the experimental results. For the surge motion, the mean drift is considered.

Motion Coarse Medium Fine Extrapol. Exp Error [%]

η 0.0567 0.0558 0.0546 0.0531 0.0513 -3.4
ζ 0.0580 0.0593 0.0587 0.0584 0.0615 5.3
θ 0.0437 0.0394 0.0426 0.0432 0.0388 -10.2
ξ 0.1008 0.0763 0.0812 0.0911 0.0715 -21.5

Table 7: Temporal convergence of the numerical mean period (dimensionless) in comparison
to the experimental results.

Motion CFL 0.5 CFL 0.3 CFL 0.1 Extrapol. Exp Error [%]

η 1.021 1.036 1.046 1.048 0.998 -4.7
ζ 1.001 0.999 1.012 1.004 0.997 -0.7
θ 1.027 1.047 1.051 1.051 1.059 0.8
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Table 8: Temporal convergence of the numerical mean amplitude (dimensionless) in compar-
ison to the experimental results. For the surge motion, the mean drift is considered.

Motion CFL 0.5 CFL 0.3 CFL 0.1 Extrapol. Exp Error [%]

η 0.0587 0.0571 0.0558 0.0554 0.0513 -7.4
ζ 0.0621 0.0604 0.0593 0,0591 0.0615 4.1
θ 0.0426 0.0409 0.0394 0.0387 0.0388 0.3
ξ 0.0774 0.0683 0.0763 0.0769 0.0715 -7.0
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(a) Wave elevation over time at x = 5.5 m.
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(b) Heave motion over time.
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(c) Pitch motion over time.
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(d) Surge motion over time.

Figure 10: 3DOF motion of the two-dimensional barge over time. Comparison of numerical
and experimental results for ∆x = 0.01 m and CFL= 0.1.

3.4 Validation of the complete moored floating algorithm

The three degrees of motion of a moored floating barge in waves is investigated. Experiments
were conducted at the wave flume of the Ludwig-Franzius-Institute Hannover, Germany. The
investigated barge Is made of a material with a uniform density of 680 kg/m3. It has a length
of 0.3 m and a height of 0.15 m. The incoming waves have a height of H = 0.03 m and periods
of T = 1.2 s and T = 1.6 s, respectively. Both waves are modelled using the second-order
Stokes theory. Fig. 11 illustrates the two-dimensional numerical domain. The tank is 20 m
long, and the water height is fixed to d = 0.85 m. The centre of the barge is initially located
at (x, z) = (10 m, 0.823 m). Based on the results of the previous simulations, a cell size of
0.012 m and CFL= 0.5 are considered. Two mooring lines are fixed to the barge at still water
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level. The distance between the centre of the barge and the bottom mounting point of the
lines is 4.15 m along the x-axis. Both lines have a length of Lm = 4.07 m, a diameter of
dt = 0.94 mm and a stiffness of K1 = 10e5 N−1. Their weight is negligible in water. A wave
gauge is placed 2 m in front of the centre of the barge to calculate the incident and reflected
waves.

x

z

λ
20 m

2 · λ

5.85 m 4.15 m

0
.85

m

Figure 11: Numerical setup for the simulation of a 2D moored floating barge in a wave tank.

The predicted and measured mean period and amplitude, as well as the discrepancy for
the wave elevation and the three degrees of motion, are given in Tab. 9 and Tab. 12. For the
wave with T = 1.2 s, it is noticed that the numerical model generally under predicts both
period and amplitude, for all motions. For the mean period, very good agreement with the
experiments can be observed as the error band is below 4%. At the same time, the numerical
amplitudes deviate from the measurements by up to 29% for the heave motion. As the period
of the waves increases, improved prediction of the periods can be observed (below 2%), and
the maximum amplitude error is 35% for the surge motion.

Table 9: Numerical and experimental results and error [%] between numerical and experi-
mental mean period and amplitude for the original simulation of a moored floating barge in
waves with T = 1.2 s.

Motion
Exp Num Error

Period [s] Amplitude [m] Period [s] Amplitude [m] Period Amplitude

η 1.22 0.015 1.20 0.013 1.505 14.012
ζ 1.23 0.018 1.19 0.013 3.363 28.978
θ 1.21 8.857 1.18 5.605 2.154 26.717
ξ 1.22 0.016 1.19 0.012 1.805 23.136

Table 10: Error [%] between numerical and experimental mean period and amplitude for the
simulation with a shifted centre of gravity in z-direction with T = 1.2 s.

Motion
CG +3 mm CG −3 mm

Period Amplitude Period Amplitude

η 1.591 7.151 1.941 32.452
ζ 3.268 21.095 3.750 27.568
θ 1.164 41.296 2.894 4.665
ξ 3.231 28.260 2.988 31.751

Both simulations indicate a reduction of accuracy in comparison to the free floating case. A
source of error is possibly small measurement errors in one of the sub-systems, which then adds
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Table 11: Error [%] between numerical and experimental mean period and amplitude with
varying stiffness constants with T = 1.2 s.

Motion
EA +5% EA −5%

Period Amplitude Period Amplitude

η 1.697 16.854 1.662 29.674
ζ 3.288 27.910 3.571 30.415
θ 1.371 26.889 1.146 39.142
ξ 3.393 25.794 2.963 27.619

up for this complicated fluid-structure interaction problem. In order to analyse this suspected
sensitivity, reported parameters are varied slightly and compared to the original results. First,
the location of the centre of gravity is shifted in the positive and negative z-direction by 3 mm
which might be linked to imperfect manufacturing of the barge. Tab. 10 and Tab. 13 present
the resulting errors. For T = 1.2 s, the chosen modification has no significant effect on the
mean periods but considerably affects the simulated mean amplitudes. The error for the heave
motion is reduced from 28% to 21%, and the mean wave amplitude prediction is improved by
50% if the centre of gravity is slightly higher. In contrast, a lower centre of gravity improves
the pitch amplitude prediction from 26% to below 5% deviation from the experiments. For
T = 1.6 s, considering a higher centre of gravity has no significant effect on the computations.
However, the decrease of the centre improves the pitch amplitude which is also observed for
the shorter wave. These findings indicate a strong sensitivity of the motion to the correct
location of the centre of gravity. At the same time, the strong coupling between the different
motions is highlighted. An additional investigation of the influence of the stiffness constant
is shown in Tab. 11 for the shorter wave. The results indicate no significant difference if the
value is increased by 5% but a higher difference is noticed if the stiffness constant is reduced
by 5%.

The time series of the tension forces in the top of the front and back mooring line are
shown in Fig. 12 for both waves. As the experiment did not consider force measurements
only the numerical results are provided. The alternating occurrence of force peaks can be
observed and is explained through a strong back and forth motion of the barge as indicated
in Fig. 13. The relatively tense initial configuration of the mooring lines results in snap-like
reaction forces as the barge is moving in and against wave direction in wave crest and trough
situations. Generally, the forces increase with the increase of the wave period due to higher
wave forces acting on the moored floating body.

Table 12: Numerical and experimental results and error [%] between numerical and experi-
mental mean period and amplitude for the original simulation of a moored floating barge in
waves with T = 1.6 s.

Motion
Exp Num Error

Period [s] Amplitude [m] Period [s] Amplitude [m] Period Amplitude

η 1.61 0.016 1.59 0.014 1.155 12.817
ζ 1.62 0.016 1.59 0.014 1.798 11.524
θ 1.62 2.158 1.59 3.379 1.757 −26.595
ξ 1.61 0.029 1.60 0.0185 0.769 35.903
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Table 13: Error [%] between numerical and experimental mean period and amplitude for the
simulation with a shifted centre of gravity in z-direction with T = 1.6 s.

Motion
CG +3 mm CG −3 mm

Period Amplitude Period Amplitude

η 1.185 14.220 0.839 12.919
ζ 1.692 12.670 1.849 10.060
θ 9.537 −30.673 0.789 −14.231
ξ 1.571 35.449 1.097 41.024
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Figure 12: Tension forces in the top of the front and back mooring line over time. Forces for
T = 1.2 s are marked in red; forces for T = 1.6 s are marked in blue. Solid lines indicate the
front lines; dashed lines indicate the lines behind the body.

Figure 13: Fluid-structure interaction of a barge in waves. Situation with one slack and one
taut mooring line.

4 Application to a moored floating semi-submersible platform

The range of applications of the proposed moored floating FSI algorithm is broad and can
include both, mooring system analysis and restricted motion analysis. Exemplarily, the
analysis of a moored floating semi-submersible platform is presented. The geometry and
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properties of the platform are taken from [36] and shown in Fig. 14. The model con-
sists of two rectangular floaters and six cylindrical columns placed symmetrically on the
floaters. The height of the cylinders is such that they pierce the free surface at any time.
The platform has a mass of ms = 34.58 kg, and the principal moments of inertia are
(Ixx, Iyy, Izz) = (3.227 kg m2, 5.23 kg m2, 6.0246 kg m2). The centre of gravity is 0.086 m
above keel, and the draft is 0.2 m. The platform is placed in the middle of a three-dimensional
wave tank with a length of 10 m, a width of 2 m, a height of 3 m and a water height of d = 1.9 m
(see Fig. 15). Active wave generation [31], which prescribes the velocities and the free surface
as Dirichlet boundary conditions at the inlet, is utilised. A numerical beach is placed at the
outlet to prevent reflections. Six mooring lines are attached centred under the cylinders: two
front and back lines, respectively, with the same length and two shorter middle lines. Their
properties can be found in Tab. 14. Six different cases are considered: Three head wave
conditions with H = 0.1 m and λ = 0.9735 m, 1.947 m and 3.894 m, and three beam wave
conditions with the same wave input. Both, free floating and moored floating configurations
are investigated.

1

0.08
0.16

0.
76

0.126
0.36

(3.5, 0.4, 0.0)

(5.0, 0.2, 0.0)

(6.5, 0.4, 0.0)

(4.5, 0.62, 1.7)

Figure 14: Geometry of the mooring system and the semi-submersible platform. All measures
in metre.
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Figure 15: Dimensions of the numerical wave tank for the simulation of a moored semi-
submersible platform in regular waves. All measures in metre.

Table 14: Properties of the mooring system attached to the semi-submersible platform.
Line γ [kg/m] ρm [kg/m3] K1 [1/N ] d [m] L [m]

Front & back 0.05 1100 10000 0.00085 2.15
Middle 0.05 1100 10000 0.00085 1.8

In Fig. 16a, the mean periods and amplitudes of the wave elevation 1.5 m in front of the
platform are shown. It can be seen that the influence of the body on the wave periods is small,
but the amplitude is influenced by the wave direction and length. As the wavelength decreases,
the amplitude of the wave decreases. For head waves, the amplitude decreases if a mooring
system is attached, whereas the amplitude increases in long beam waves due to stronger
reflections. The same investigation is presented in Fig. 16b for the heave motion. Without
any restriction, the heave amplitudes and periods decrease with decreasing wavelength. When
the platform is moored, strongly non-linear interactions lead to the smallest periods for the
intermediate wavelength, whereas the amplitude decreases with the length of the incident
wave. As a tendency, the heave amplitudes are higher in head than in beam waves. For the
pitch motion in Fig. 16c, a general increase of the amplitude is observed if the mooring system
is attached. In head waves, the pitch period increases with mooring. In contrast, the period
decreases for beam waves. Overall, the most significant influence of the mooring system is
on the pitch motion of the platform in head waves and on the heave motion in beam waves.
An explanation for these observations is shown in Fig. 17 which depicts the moored floating
platform in head and beam wave crest situations for a wavelength of 1.947 m. In head waves
(Fig. 17a), the two front lines get tensed, whereas the middle line is tensed in beam waves
(Fig. 17a). The angle of attack at the mounting point is larger at the front lines than at the
middle lines. This leads to larger horizontal forces in the front lines and larger vertical forces
in the middle lines, and, accordingly, to higher influences of rolling and heave motions.
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(a) Free surface elevation at (x, y) = (3.5 m, 1 m).
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(b) Heave motion.
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(c) Pitch motion.

Figure 16: Mean amplitudes over mean period for the motions of the three-dimensional moored
floating semi-submersible platform. Black lines indicate head waves, red lines beam waves.
Free floating motion is marked with (◦), moored floating with (�). Arrows point from the
longest to the shortest incoming wave.
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(a) Head wave condition. (b) Beam wave condition.

Figure 17: Tension force distribution in mooring system for a wave crest situation. The
incoming wavelength is 1.947 m.

5 Conclusion

A new approach for simulating the effect of mooring systems on floating structures is pre-
sented. It is based on quasi-static assumptions and a discretisation into elastic bars and mass
points connecting them. The introduction of successive approximation for this problem raises
the possibility to converge to a physically relevant solution within a small number of itera-
tions. Any restriction on time stepping is removed and no initial shape of the line has to be
given. It is also noticed that the method was originally developed for nets [29] and direct
coupling of both system matrices is now possible for applications in aquaculture technology.

An improved non-iterative weakly-coupled model has been proposed for the accurate and
efficient simulation of fluid-structure interaction problems including the physical constraint
of mooring systems. The basis of these developments is a previously presented FSI algorithm
[5] which adapted a directional ghost cell immersed boundary method for moving bodies.
The simplicity of this algorithm, due to the absence of an iterative algorithm and the usage
of a ghost cell method, is now combined with several improvements to increase the overall
accuracy. The rigid body dynamics solver is based on Euler parameters and Hamiltonian
mechanics. Thus, the gimbal lock leading to a loss of a degree of freedom for Euler angles is
avoided and arbitrary bodies and motions can be modelled. The resulting system is of the
first order and free of constraints or Lagrangian multipliers. This enables the application of
simple but high-order numerical integration techniques. A further advantage of a Hamiltonian
is the energy-based formulation. In the validation process, this could be utilised to investigate
the applicability of explicit methods like the Runge-Kutta method. It was shown that even
relatively large time steps lead to sufficient conservation of energy such that conservative but
less efficient methods do not have to be used. Further, the computation of areas, moments
of inertia and forces is improved by considering the original triangulated surface of the body.
The integration process of the geometrical quantities is simplified by mapping and solving it
analytically. Similarly, the introduction of linear interpolations and the explicit distinction
between pressure and velocity grids leads to a more reliable formulation. The new FSI solver is
validated for a challenging free floating case in regular waves. Convergence in time and space
is shown, and all physically important aspects of the motion are captured by the proposed
model.
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The comparison of the physically constrained motion of a floating barge in waves with
experiments underlines the accuracy of the coupled solver. Very good agreement exists for the
mean periods. The complexity of this problem is highlighted by investigating the influence
of small inaccuracies in the body’s centre of gravity position on the results. It is shown
that the prediction of the mean amplitudes for heave and pitch is highly dependent on this
position. Additionally, the interaction of the different body motions and the mooring lines
changes eventually. The application to a semi-submersible platform indicates the possibility
of time-domain analyses including the coupled dynamics of waves, rigid bodies and mooring
systems.
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Abstract

A Lagrangian approach for the coupled numerical simulation of fixed net structures and fluid
flow is derived. The model is based on solving the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations
in a Eulerian fluid domain. The equations include disturbances to account for the presence
of the net. For this purpose, forces on the net are calculated using a screen force model and
are distributed on Lagrangian points to represent the geometry of the net. In comparison
to previous approaches based on porous media representations, the new model includes a
more physical derivation and simplifies the necessary numerical procedure. Hence, it is also
suitable for arbitrary geometries and large scale simulations. An extensive validation section
provides insight into the performance of the new model. It includes the simulation of steady
currents through single and multiple fixed net panels and cages, and wave propagation through
a net panel. Different solidities, inflow velocities and angles of attack are considered. The
comparison of loads on and velocity reductions behind the net with available measurements
indicates superior performance of the proposed model over existing approaches for a wide
range of applications.

Keywords: Hydroelasticity, Net structure, Fluid-structure interaction, CFD, Drag forces

1 Introduction

Aquaculture has seen strong growth recently due to its potential for covering the rising global
food demand. Offshore fish production becomes relevant as the size of the structures increases
and greater concerns about the environmental impact on the nearshore zone arise. In the
open sea, severe environmental loadings from high energy sea states necessitate the accurate
analysis of motion and fatigue for the design of reliable and economical fish farm structures.
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The enclosure of a fish cage consists of a large number of square or rhombic meshes forming
a flexible or stiff net cylinder or panel. Patursson et al. [29] performed measurements of drag
and lift forces on a fixed net panel and the velocity reduction behind the net for different inflow
velocities and angles of attack. They observed that the force coefficients are more dependent
on the angle of attack than on the Reynolds number and that the velocity reduction is less
dependent on the angle of attack. Similarly, Bi et al. [5] conducted experiments on the velocity
profile behind multiple net panels in a current tank. Their results indicate that the velocity
reduction behind the net is a function of the net solidity due to a changing shielding effect. In
[6], an experimental study on the deformation of a net wall in different current velocities was
presented. Lader and Enerhaug [21] analysed the forces and deformation of a complete net
cage in a current. They found a strong coupling between occurring forces and deformation
and concluded that existing simple drag formulae for stiff net panels are not suitable for
calculating the forces on flexible cage structures. Less research is focused on experiments
including waves. Lader et al. [23, 24] studied wave forces on net panels in a small wave
flume and compared the results with different wave force models. They showed the increasing
influence of the net on the wave forces with increasing wave steepness. A complete study of
a net cage in current and waves including an elastic floater, mooring and net was presented
in [19], where the authors investigated the validity of different rational hydrodynamic load
models for more complex wave situations.

Besides experimental studies, numerical simulations using computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) can be applied to understand the structural and environmental challenges in the op-
eration of the whole structure. It allows for the investigation of the forces on and the fluid
dynamics in and around the cage. Mostly separate numerical studies on either the motion of
the structure or the fluid around the structure were performed in the past [15, 22, 36]. How-
ever, a segregated approach is not valid for offshore conditions due to the strong non-linear
fluid-structure interaction. Resolving a physical net in a computational domain which also
covers the surrounding ocean is not feasible considering the significant difference in length
scales and the available computational power. One possibility to overcome this limitation is
the application of the potential theory which is based on disproportional assumptions [19].
The introduction of an advanced procedure which decouples the resolution dependence of
the fluid from the net representation is eventually the more elaborated and efficient solution.
Here, the introduction of an appropriate coupling model is the main issue of concern.

Yao et al. [38] presented a hybrid finite volume method to incorporate the fluid-structure
coupling into their CFD solver. The resistance forces of the net were distributed by assigning
them to cells containing portions of the numerical net. The net was represented by a lumped
mass method consisting of knots and bars in between. The distribution process requires the
calculation of the intersection of each bar with each cell of the fluid grid and is thus com-
putationally expensive. This drawback is amplified for rectilinear grids and polyhedral cell
shapes where intersections can only be found by comparison to each cell face. They also
introduced the idea of choosing the unknown force coefficients by fitting them with experi-
mental data. Details about the fitting process and fitting results for the drag coefficients were
not presented. In contrast, the most dominant approach is based on the work of Patursson
et al. [29]. They incorporated a stiff net sheet as a porous medium in the fluid domain. The
governing volume- and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations are solved using a finite
volume method. The research was mostly focused on the correct determination of the porous
resistance coefficients, which were approximated from available experimental data. Bi et al.
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[6] and Zhao et al. [40] followed the same approach but used a theoretical force model for
determining the coefficients. Chen and Christensen [11, 12] extended the general idea for
complete net cages and included a more comprehensive determination of these coefficients.
They provided an extensive validation of their approach for stiff net walls and cages in both
current and waves. A Morison type force model which neglects important dependencies on
the angle of attack in their derivations was utilised.

The usage of a porous medium model for incorporating the interaction of fluid and net into
a CFD solver comes with several drawbacks which will be presented in section 2. This leads
to the proposition of a new coupling model which is the subject of this paper. The new model
utilises a screen force model to calculate the forces on the net accurately and distributes their
influence on the fluid using Lagrangian points. Section 3 introduces the governing equations
and the applied numerical solver. Details about the net and hydrodynamic force model which
are necessary for the further understanding of the proposed model are also presented. The
derivation of the new coupling methodology can be found in section 4. In section 5, a discussion
of the overall numerical model is presented, while section 6 is devoted to several validation
cases of fixed net walls and cages in varying wave and current conditions. Conclusions arising
from the previous sections are given in section 7.

2 Review of the porous medium approach for coupling net and
fluid in CFD solvers

The porous medium model is considered as a surrogate sharing similar physical properties as
the original interaction process, but it does not imply any physical connection. This is illus-
trated by the necessity of arbitrarily [12] defining the added mass coefficient, originating from
the derivation of the volume- and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (VRANS) equations, or
neglecting it [29]. The closure model for the VRANS equations is usually based on the Darcy-
Forchheimer law and requires the predefinition of several coefficients which are dependent on
fluid properties. Previous research [12, 40] neglected these dependencies and rather used the
free coefficients for incorporating the disturbances of the net on the fluid. As pointed out by
Chen and Christensen [12], it is challenging to incorporate all aspects of properties influencing
the forces on a net into the calculation of these coefficients. Therefore, they defined them
as normal and tangential constants throughout the porous medium. This leads to a zone of
constant pressure loss rather than a thin sheet where the pressure drops immediately as in
reality.

Another challenge of porous medium models occurs for net cages and deformed nets in
general. In [11], the utilisation of a porous medium for these cases is investigated where the
authors proposed defining zones of certain thickness around each macro element of the net.
The resulting prism volumes represent a continuous porous medium. This procedure might
be interpreted as a type of overset grid. Besides the high computational cost of generating
and parallelising this generally three-dimensional grid, a more severe problem occurs in the
case of deformed elements. As shown in Fig. 1, overlapping regions and gaps can occur at
possible intersections of zones. So far, this issue has not been addressed.
In order to keep the validity of the porous medium model, a solution of this geometrical
problem is sought in preparation of the current paper. The idea was based on defining a point
cloud of certain distance to the net elements. A Delaunay triangulation was then applied
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Figure 1: Two-dimensional illustration of the challenges in constructing a discrete porous zone
(blue shaded) around a net wall (thick black lines and points) as proposed in [11]. Overlapping
regions are indicated in hatched red; Holes are indicated as red triangles.

for generating a continuous volume enclosing the original net, and a level set function was
defined around the volume and used for calculating normal vectors. These could be utilised for
the calculation of the resistance coefficients in arbitrary directions. As a consequence of the
Delaunay triangulation, concave shapes which occur inside a circular cage cannot be handled
properly. This demonstrates the non-applicability of this approach in practice. Further, the
triangulation process is computationally very demanding and challenging to parallelise. The
correct assignment of the porous media closure terms to the surrounding grid cells is another
unsolved problem arising in porous medium models, i.e. how to determine the portion of a
particular porous zone in a fluid cell.

These drawbacks of the porous medium approach indicate theoretical, physical and com-
putational limitations, and the necessity for an alternative coupling model arises. Therefore,
a new coupling model based on Lagrangian-Eulerian considerations is proposed in this paper.
The new approach avoids demanding volume handling and is straightforward to be paral-
lelised. It also incorporates more advanced hydrodynamic force calculations. This increases
the actual physical information contained in the coupling process and, eventually, improves
numerical tools for modelling this type of fluid-structure interaction.

3 Numerical model

3.1 Fluid model

The basis of the new development in this paper is the open-source CFD solver REEF3D
[7, 8]. It solves the continuity and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations for
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incompressible fluids which can be written in indices notation as

∂ui
∂xi

= 0, (1)

∂ui
∂t

+ uj
∂ui
∂xj

= −1

ρ

∂p

∂xi
+

∂

∂xj

(
ν

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

))
+ gi, (2)

with ui the velocity components, p representing the pressure and gi the gravity acceleration
vector. The kinematic viscosity ν contains the turbulent viscosity which is calculated from
turbulent properties using the Boussinesq approximation. If the free surface is considered,
the density ρ and ν have to be distinguished in the two phases. Following the ideas in [9], the
material properties at any location are defined as

ρ = ρwH(φ) + ρa(1−H(φ)), (3)

ν = νwH(φ) + νa(1−H(φ)), (4)

with w indicating water and a air properties. φ defines a signed distance function introduced
below. H presents a smoothed Heaviside step function chosen as

H(φ) =





0 if φ < −ε
1
2

(
1 + φ

ε + 1
πsin(πφε )

)
if |φ| ≤ ε

1 if φ > ε,

(5)

with ε = 2.1∆x and ∆x the characteristic length scale of the discrete domain.
The location of the free water surface is represented implicitly by the zero level set of

a smooth signed distance function φ [28]. The gradients of φ satisfy the Eikonal equation
|∇φ| = 1. The motion of the free surface is captured by solving the linear advection equation
with the fluid velocities ui convecting φ. A reinitialisation step has to be incorporated after
each time step to preserve the Eikonal equation. In the given framework, the reinitialization
equation of Sussman et al. [35] is solved with an artificial time-stepping for this purpose.

Numerical solutions of the equations are sought using finite difference methods on rectilin-
ear grids. The coupling of pressure and velocity during the solution of the system (1) and (2)
is ensured by staggering the locations of velocity and pressure information. A fifth-order ac-
curate weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) scheme [16, 17] adapted to non-uniform
cell sizes is applied to convection terms. Diffusion terms are discretised using second-order
accurate central finite differences. The solution process follows the projection method for in-
compressible flows of Chorin [13]. In a first step, the momentum equations without pressure

gradients are solved for predicting the velocities u
(∗)
i :

u
(∗)
i − u

(n)
i

∆t
= −uj

∂ui
∂xj

+
∂

∂xj

(
ν ·
(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

))
+ gi. (6)

In this study, the third-order accurate TVD Runge-Kutta scheme [34]

u
(1)
i = u

(n)
i + ∆t L

(
u
(n)
i

)
,

u
(2)
i =

3

4
u
(n)
i +

1

4
u
(1)
i +

1

4
∆t L

(
u
(1)
i

)
,

u
(∗)
i =

1

3
u
(n)
i +

2

3
u
(2)
i +

2

3
∆t L

(
u
(2)
i

)
, (7)
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is applied for solving Eq. (6) in time. In a second step, a Poisson equation is defined for the
pressure:

∂

∂xi

(
1

ρ

∂p(n+1)

∂xi

)
=

1

∆t

∂u
(∗)
i

∂xi
. (8)

It is solved using the fully parallelized BiCGStab solver with geometric multigrid precondi-
tioning of the HYPRE library [37]. Adaptive time stepping controls the time steps according
to the required CFL condition. A divergence free velocity field is finally found by correcting
the predicted velocities in accordance with

u
(n+1)
i = u

(∗)
i −

∆t

ρ

∂p(n+1)

∂xi
. (9)

An n-halo domain decomposition strategy is implemented in the CFD solver. Here, the
domain is split into several subdomains, and data is transferred to neighbouring subdomains
using several layers of ghost cells. Convection term containing equations require three layers
due to the application of the fifth-order accurate WENO scheme. Otherwise, one layer is
sufficient because at most second-order accurate spatial discretization schemes are applied.
High-performance computation is enabled by using the message passing interface (MPI) for
inter-processor communication.

3.2 Net model

The development of the quasi-static net model implemented in the fluid solver is thoroughly
described in [26]. The initialisation process of the net model is applied in this study to
calculate hydrodynamic forces on the fixed net. Thus, a discrete representation of the net
is assumed. It consists of several knots connected with elastic bars. Each macro element is
defined by four knots and four bars. It can represent several meshes depending on the solidity
of the net. Assuming square meshes, the solidity S can be approximated as in [15]:

S =
2dt
lt
−
(
dt
lt

)2

, (10)

with dt the diameter and lt the length of each twine. An example of a discrete net is shown
in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Illustration of a discrete representation of a physical net (thin lines): black dots
represent knots, thick black lines represent bars. Dashed lines show the distribution of the
screens for the force calculation. For example, the blue areas correspond to the blue knot.

3.3 Hydrodynamic force model

In contrast to previous research on this subject, the proposed model includes the dependency
on all important properties for calculating hydrodynamic forces. Following the screen force
model of Kristiansen and Faltinsen [20], the net area is distributed on adjoint knots as in-
dicated in Fig. 2. Thus, the contributions of up to four panel parts (screens) add up to the
hydrodynamic forces corresponding to a single knot. The surface integral of each screen is
approximated by a second-order accurate quadrature rule using its geometrical centre as the
integration point. On each screen, two force vectors ~FD and ~FL are defined in the normal
and tangential direction to the inflow velocity vector, which can be identified as drag and lift
force directions ~nd and ~nl:

~FD =
ρ

2
CDAu

2
rel~nd, (11)

~FL =
ρ

2
CLAu

2
rel~nl, . (12)

Here, A is the area of the screen given as

A =
l1l2
4
· |~b1 ×~b2|, (13)

with indices 1 and 2 referring to the two bars spanning the area and ~b the unit bar vectors.
Further, urel represents the magnitude of the relative velocity vector ~urel between the inflow
velocity u∞ and the velocity of the panel which is zero in this paper. The two necessary
directions are determined as follows

~nd =
~urel
|~urel|

, (14)

~nl =
(~urel × ~ns)× ~ns
|(~urel × ~ns)× ~ns|

, (15)
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where ~ns is the unit normal vector of the screen pointing in the same direction as ~urel. The
unknown force coefficients CD and CL are calculated from a truncated Fourier series expanded
for their dependency on the angle of attack α

CD(α) = CD,0

∞∑

n=1

a2n−1 cos ((2n− 1)α) , (16)

CL(α) = CL,π
4

∞∑

n=1

b2n cos (2nα) . (17)

In [20], details about the calculation of the constants CD,0 in Eq. (16) and CL,π
4

in Eq. (17)
are given. However, they kept the determination of the Fourier coefficients a and b open for
discussion. In accordance with the idea of Yao et al. [38], optimum coefficients are found
by fitting them to experimental data. Currently, the available amount of measurements for
drag and lift forces on nets is rather small and specific for nets with low solidity. High
solidity measurements as provided in [4] are important contributions for future adjustments,
in particular with regards to bio-fouled nets.

The chosen fitting data is taken from the measurements and data provided by Patursson
et al. [29]. Additionally, data from Zhan et al. [39] is included for the drag force prediction.
In total, the data set spans solidities between 0.128 and 0.317 and inflow velocities between
0.159 m/s and 1.0 m/s. It also includes the whole range of possible angles of attack (0◦−90◦).
Non-linear fitting is accomplished using the downhill simplex method [27] with constraints
to keep the results physically bounded and fulfil the condition CD(α = 0) = CD,0. Solidity,
twine diameter, inflow velocity and angle of attack are defined as fitting parameters. The
optimum is sought and compared for up to four Fourier coefficients for CD and three Fourier
coefficients for CL. Tab. 1 shows the resulting coefficients for the best fit. The mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE) for the CD fitting problem is 17.3%, 8.5% and 35.1% for the two
data sets in [29] and the data in [39] if three coefficients are used. However, the fit would
be just slightly worse if just two coefficients, as proposed in [20], are used. For CL, the best
MAPE is 20.9% and 14.2% for the data in [29] if the series is truncated after two coefficients.
As indicated in [38], a better fit can be achieved if b2 is set larger than one. Thus, the applied
Fourier series is

CD(α) = CD,0 · [0.9725 cos (α) + 0.0139 cos (3α) + 0.0136 cos (5α)] , (18)

CL(α) = CL,π
4
· [1.2291 cos (2α) + 0.1116 cos (4α)] . (19)

Table 1: Calculated Fourier coefficients using a multidimensional optimisation method with
bounded constraints.

a1 a3 a5 a7 b2 b4 b6
0.9725 0.0139 0.0136 0.0 1.2291 0.1116 0.0

4 New Lagrangian-Eulerian coupling algorithm

A new methodology for modelling the interaction of net and fluid is proposed in this section.
This method aims to provide better physical representation, higher modelling flexibility and
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lower computational cost in comparison to porous media representations. It is based on a
Lagrangian-Eulerian approach as it is originally developed for impermeable membranes [30]
and applied to e.g. parachute modelling [3]. In section 4.1, a Lagrangian model to represent the
net is described, followed by the coupling process to the fluid in section 4.2. A general problem
from this coupling is the modified velocity near the net. In contrast to previous research, this
paper proposes a physical correction for this problem in section 4.3. The resulting model
creates a free parameter which is used for adapting the correct velocity reduction behind the
net. Section 4.4 is devoted to provide details about it.

4.1 Lagrangian representation of the net

A Lagrangian representation of the net is found as a first step. In order to keep flexibility, no
assumption about the ratio between the Eulerian cell size of the fluid and the macro element
size representing the net is stated. The disturbance of the fluid by the net should be nearly
equally distributed over the area of the net. Hence, the distance between Lagrangian points
is connected to the cell size of the surrounding Eulerian grid. In case the grid is rather coarse,
the numerical representation of the net as macro elements is sufficient. However, the macro
elements should be refined if the grid is refined. The most efficient way of automating this
process is to divide the net elements into triangles and compare their average length with
a reference cell size (see Fig. 3). If the length exceeds the reference length, the triangle is
split into four smaller triangles using the centre of each side as an additional vertex. Further
iterations are executed until the criterium is fulfilled. The Lagrangian points are then set in
the geometrical centre of each triangle.

Figure 3: Illustration of the procedure for obtaining a Lagrangian representation of one half
of a net element (thick lines and points) in a Eulerian fluid domain (thin grey lines). Red
lines and dots indicate the triangles after the first triangulation loop, green lines and dots
result from the second loop. The resulting Lagrangian points are shown in blue.
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4.2 Coupling process

A coupling condition can be enforced starting from the Eulerian grid for the fluid and the
Lagrangian points representing the net. Conservation of momentum is assumed for any control
volume enclosing the net. It results in the condition that the energy transfer from the fluid
to the net corresponds to the loss of the fluid momentum due to the disturbance of the net.
This momentum loss can be physically identified as a pressure jump over an infinitesimally
small distance through the net. Looking into the procedure of the projection method from
above, a modification of Eq. (8) can incorporate this change. It leads to the updated Poisson
equation

∂

∂xi

(
1

ρ

∂p(n+1)

∂xi

)
=

1

∆t

∂

∂xi

(
u
(∗)
i − Fi

)
, (20)

and the new velocity correction step

u
(n+1)
i = u

(∗)
i − Fi −

∆t

ρ

∂p(n+1)

∂xi
, (21)

with Fi = F (~xe)i being one component of the momentum loss vector due to the presence of
the net at point ~xe of the Eulerian grid. Following the idea of Peskin [30], it can be calculated
from

F (~xe)i =
L∑

l=1

D(~xe, ~xl) · f(~xl)i, (22)

where f(~xl)i is the i-th component of the hydrodynamic screen force vector at the Lagrangian
point ~xl and L is the number of Lagrangian points within a defined Kernel D around ~xe. A
modification of Eq. (22) is proposed to have a more flexible choice for the diameter of the
kernel. For this purpose, F (~xe)i is calculated using the inverse distance weighting

F (~xe)i =

∑L
l=1we,l · f(~xl)i∑L

l=1we,l
, (23)

with the dimensionless weights

we,l =
1

|~xe − ~xl|2
. (24)

The chosen distribution of F over a certain volume of the fluid grid is illustrated in 2D in
Fig. 4. Special attention has to be given to the staggered grid arrangement. For example, the
x-component of the force is distributed only on the grid of the x-velocity component.

Finally, the forces at each Lagrangian point ~f(~xl) in the principal direction of the Eulerian
grid are calculated. By comparing to the described screen forces in Eq. (11) and Eq. (12),
they can be expressed as the integrand of the surface integral:

f(~xl)i = FD,i(~xl) + FL,i(~xl) =
ρ

2
u2rel · (CDnd,i + CLnl,i) . (25)
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A dimensional analysis of Eq. (23), Eq. (25) and Eq. (20) shows equality only if ~f(~xl) is divided
by a length. The necessary parameter κ with dimension [1/m] arises from the transition from
a surface force to a volume force and is the diameter of the influence sphere of each Lagrangian
point. In subsection 4.4, κ is determined to represent the correct velocity reduction behind
the net. The momentum loss vector is finally calculated as

F (~xe)i =
1

κ
·
∑L

l=1we,l · f(~xl)i∑L
l=1we,l

. (26)

It is noticed that the new coupling algorithm theoretically does not fulfil the law of mo-
mentum conservation because the net forces are calculated on the original macro elements but
the disturbances on the fluid are determined from a usually finer triangulated surface. This
choice is made for efficiency reasons and motivated by the valid assumption of small velocity
changes within one net screen. It is in particular reasonable if in both steps the velocities are
interpolated using the same inverse distance weighting algorithm.

~xl

Figure 4: Distribution of the force ~F (~xl) of point ~xl (blue) on the Eulerian grid points (white
dots and rectangles). Blue shading illustrates inverse weighting for surrounding fluid points.
The influenced velocity nodes are coloured in grey.

4.3 Improving the velocity prediction

A challenge arising from the numerical representation of the net within the fluid domain is
the disturbed velocity field around the net. As shown in Fig. 5, the velocity at the net differs
from the undisturbed inflow velocity due to the discrete interpolation (Eq. (23)). In previous
research [29], this was overcome by fitting the porous medium coefficients numerically which
implicitly respects this difference in velocity. In the current model, the force coefficients are
determined based on the assumption of undisturbed velocities in front of the net in accordance
with most force models. Thus, a relationship between the numerically interpolated velocity
at the net and the undisturbed inflow velocity has to be derived.
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uw = u∞ − uind,w

u∞

us = u∞ − uind,s

Figure 5: Illustration of velocity definitions in front and behind the net. Cross section shows
the x-velocity distribution with velocity reduction behind the net.

One possibility is the approach of Løland [25] which is based on the linearised turbulent
wake equations of Schlichting [33]. A more proven concept is based on Froude’s momentum
theory [10]. In the research area of hydrodynamics, it is applied to include the discrete
disturbance of a propeller disk in a fluid domain. Here, the balance of momentum before
and behind an infinitesimally thin rotating screen has to be calculated. In the following, this
approach is elaborated for net applications. Besides the assumptions valid for potential flows,
it is assumed that the induced velocities from the screen uind,s and in the wake uind,w are
much smaller than the inflow velocity u∞ and no rotational velocities are induced (see Fig. 5
for definitions). Then, two Bernoulli equations can be stated:

p∞ +
ρ

2
u2∞ = ps,1 +

ρ

2
(u∞ − uind,s)2, (27)

ps,2 +
ρ

2
(u∞ − uind,s)2 = pw +

ρ

2
(u∞ − uind,w)2. (28)

Eq. (27) is valid in front of the screen and Eq. (28) describes the fluid behind the screen. By
combining these equations, the pressure jump at the screen is defined as

∆p = ps,2 − ps,1 = pw − p∞ + ρ uind,w ·
(
−u∞ +

uind,w
2

)
. (29)

It can be assumed that pw = p∞ if start and end point are far away from the disturbance.
Thus, Eq. (29) expresses the pressure jump in terms of inflow and induced velocities. Lineari-
sation of the equation yields

∆p ≈ −ρ uind,w u∞. (30)

In addition, Eq. (27) can be used to approximate the pressure jump in front of the screen.
The linearised expression is

ps,1 − p∞ = ρ u∞ uind,s. (31)
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Froude’s hypothesis arises from Eq. (31) if the assumption is made that half of the pressure
jump is in front and the other half behind the screen,

uind,w = 2uind,s, (32)

i.e. the velocity at the screen is half the velocity between inflow and wake velocity (see Fig. 6).
By inserting this result in Eq. (30) and using the definition of the screen velocity, it yields a
new formula for us:

us = u∞ −
∆p

2ρu∞
. (33)

The pressure jump ∆p is due to the disturbance forces from Eq. (25) normal to the screen.
Using the fluid velocity at the screen and the inflow velocity for the coefficient calculation,
the jump can be expressed as

∆p =
ρ

2
CD(u∞)u2s. (34)

In combination with Eq. (33), the inflow velocity can finally be approximated from the known
screen velocity as

u∞ =
CD(u∞)

2 ·
(√

1 + CD(u∞)− 1
) · us. (35)

In the later validation process, Eq. (35) is solved using the Newton-Raphson method with
u∞ = us as an initial guess.

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5
distance [m]

Screen

u

Pressure Velocity

Figure 6: Illustration of velocity and pressure distribution in front and behind the net.

4.4 Estimating the velocity reduction through the net

The derivation of the new coupling algorithm in section 4.2 leads to a free parameter κ to fulfil
dimensional equality. It arises numerically with the transition from the hydrodynamic surface
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force at the screens to a volume force representation in the Eulerian grid. The parameter
corresponds physically to the influence range of the net disturbance on the fluid and is linked
to the deceleration of the flow behind the net. In porous medium models, the parameter
was determined implicitly through coupling it to the resistance coefficients. Thus, a single
fitting was used for both, the velocity reduction and the force calculation. In the new proposed
model, these two effects can be investigated separately through the introduction of the velocity
reduction correction in the previous section.

A physical determination of κ for approximating the correct velocity reduction behind nets
is preferable. However, the available measurements are not sufficient for conclusions at this
stage of research. Rudi et al. [32] performed measurements of the velocity reduction behind
vertical net sheets, but the data is not publicly available. Patursson et al. [29] measured the
same effect but only for a single net solidity. Their results indicate that the dependency of
the reduction on the inflow velocity is marginal. The dependency on the angle of attack is
also less significant for angles larger than 30◦. For smaller angles, the frame of the net wall
modifies the solidity of the actual sheet, and the reduction increases disproportionally. The
highest influence is expected due to changing net solidity, but more numerical and physical
experiments have to be conducted to find correlations. In general, the velocity reduction is
documented using the velocity reduction factor Ur which is given as

Ur = 1.0− uw
u∞

. (36)

As pointed out by Løland [25], this parameter is very sensitive with respect to the measured
wake velocity. This further complicates the accurate prediction of the velocity reduction
numerically. As a starting point and unless stated otherwise, the validation cases are computed
using κ = 0.07 which is determined from comparing Ur with the data in [29].

5 Summary of the proposed model

A flowchart illustrating the proposed Lagrangian-Eulerian fluid-structure interaction (FSI)
algorithm is provided in Fig. 7. Three steps are executed in addition to the original fluid
solution algorithm [8]. Each time step starts with the calculation of the free surface using the
level set method, and material properties are updated as given in Eq. (3) - Eq. (5). These
steps can be omitted in a one-phase simulation. The projection method initially performs
the predictor step (Eq. (6)) for the velocities. The hydrodynamic loads on the discrete net
structure are computed using Eq. (11) and Eq. (12). In case of a moving net algorithm, the net
is then advanced in time. Based on the new position of the net, the position of the Lagrangian
points describing the net in the fluid are corrected, and disturbances are distributed on the
Eulerian grid by applying Eq. (23). Finally, the modified Poisson equation (20) is solved, and
the velocity field is corrected to be divergence-free.

The choice of the kernel radius remains from the previous sections. In the given implemen-
tation, it has a minor influence on the results as long as the recommended distance between
the Lagrangian points is used. In case of a ghost cell approach as described above, the given
number of additional cell layers needed for solving the RANS equations is adequate to store all
information needed for the local kernel interpolations. Thus, the only inter-processor commu-
nication is the distribution of the disturbance field before the solution of the Poisson equation.
This reduces the computational costs significantly and simplifies the parallelisation process.
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Update free surface location

Update material properties with (3) - (5)

Predictor step (6) for fluid velocities

Calculate net drag and lift forces with (11) and (12)

Determine Lagrangian point locations

Distribute disturbances on Eulerian grid using (23)

Solving (20) for pressure

Correct velocity field with (21)

Advance in time

Figure 7: Flowchart of the presented Lagrangian-Eulerian FSI algorithm.

Regarding turbulence modelling, the proposed model consisting of macro elements pre-
vents the resolution of turbulence interactions between net and fluid. Chen and Christensen
[12] hypothesised that vortices smaller than the mesh size convect freely through the net,
whereas larger vortices are split. Simultaneously, the wake of the individual twines and knots
is characterised by separated vortices and strong interaction between them. It is in the in-
terest of the research community to investigate these effects more thoroughly [23] because
the turbulence influences the flow transported to the back part of the net cage and the fish
inside the cage. The most promising approach for incorporating these effects into a RANS
model is their expression as additional generation and dissipation terms in the equation for
the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE). This requires an extensive study on TKE changes due
to inflow turbulence intensity, angles of attack and net geometry, and is not restricted only
to numerical investigations since experimental validation data has to be available as well. It
exceeds the scope of this paper to include such investigations. Instead, the indications in [12],
that the turbulence might have minor effects on integral quantities like the total load on a
net in practice, are taken into account. Further, the incorporation of experimental data into
the derivation of the numerical model presumably includes the influence of turbulent effects
for the loads. Hence, turbulence modelling is neglected in the following validation section.

6 Validation process

Results from the new solver are compared to available experimental data for total forces on
fixed net sheets and cages. The numerical forces on the net are determined by integrating the
discrete forces from Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) over the whole net area. The quantitative validation
of the results is performed by calculating the percent deviation between the numerical result
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Φnum and the measured value Φexp:

Deviation =
Φexp − Φnum

Φexp
· 100. (37)

The sign of the deviation is kept for analysing the over- and under-predictions of the model.

6.1 Forces and velocity reduction for a fixed net panel in steady current
flow

A fixed net panel is compared to the experimental data of Patursson et al. [29] in a steady
current of different velocities and under several angles of attack α. Here, the drag and lift force
coefficients and the velocity reduction factor behind the net as given in Eq. (36) are considered.
For the latter, the wake velocity is measured 2.5 m behind the net. The comparability of the
velocity at that specific point is not valid because of the continuous numerical representation
of the net in the fluid domain. Therefore, velocity probes are arranged in the form of a disc
around the measured point and the average value is compared with that from the experiment.
This should provide a better impression of the numerical accuracy because it takes the discrete
approach of macro elements into account.

4.5m

3.66m
1m

1.5m x
y

2.44m
1m

x
z

Figure 8: Computational domain for the simulation of a fixed net panel in steady current
flow. Top view is shown on the left, side view is shown on the right.

The net is fixed in a frame of 1.0 m × 1.0 m and has a solidity of 0.184. The frame
is not considered in this study due to missing geometrical data. This is in accordance with
previous calculations [12, 29]. Four different angles of attack, i.e. α = 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 90◦ and
four different inflow velocities between 0.125 m/s and 0.75 m/s are investigated. Here, 90◦

corresponds to perpendicular inflow conditions. The computational domain is 4.5 m × 3.66 m
× 2.44 m, and the geometrical centre of the net is kept at (1.5 m, 1.83 m, 1.22 m) for all angles
of attack (see also Fig. 8).

A spatial convergence test is conducted for the configuration α = 45◦ and u∞ = 0.5 m/s.
The validation process as given in [31] is applied to check convergence. For this purpose,
three grids with 0.423 million, 1.22 million and 3.45 million cells with a gradual refinement
towards the net are considered. The deviation for CD and CL are oscillatory converging, and
the deviation of Ur is monotonically converging. As can be seen in Tab. 2, the differences
between the results on the different grids are generally small. Therefore, it is decided to utilise
the coarsest grid for the following computations. Temporal convergence is not investigated
because the simulations result in steady-state conditions.

A slice of the domain through the middle plane is shown for α = 45◦ and 90◦ and u∞ =
0.5 m/s in Fig. 9. The wake of the net is visible and has approximately the same width as
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Table 2: Convergence test for the fixed net wall in steady current flow. Table shows the
deviations [%] for the drag and lift coefficients and the velocity reduction for the three different
grids.

Coarse Medium Fine

CD −6.48 −4.90 −6.41

CL −17.16 −14.52 −15.57

Ur 7.64 7.09 6.86

the net panel. The fluid is accelerated around the panel. As the angle of attack increases,
the fluid slows down in front of the net which leads to a decreasing velocity at the net itself.
Behind the net, a nearly steady velocity field can be observed for both angles of attack.

(a) α = 45◦. (b) α = 90◦.

Figure 9: Velocity field for the fixed net panel in steady current flow of u∞ = 0.5 m/s.

Fig. 10 presents the numerical and experimental force coefficients for the different inflow
velocities as a function of α. The computed drag coefficients (Fig. 10a) increase with de-
creasing inflow velocity and increasing angle of attack. This agrees qualitatively with the
measurements. The predicted lift coefficients in Fig. 10b indicate maximum lift forces for
α = 45◦. At larger angles of attack, the flow separates at the frame, and the lift forces reduce.
In general, the lift forces are smaller than the drag forces. The velocity reduction behind the
net is predicted well by the numerical model for α ≥ 30◦ as can be seen in Fig. 10c. At smaller
angles of attack, the deviations are as expected due to the choice of κ in section 4.4.
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(a) Drag coefficient CD.
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(b) Lift coefficient CL.
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(c) Velocity reduction factor Ur.

Figure 10: Comparison of the numerical and experimental results for the fixed net panel in
steady current flow.

The quantitative determination of the numerical results is presented in the Tabs. 3, 4 and
5. They present the deviations for all three properties at different fluid velocities and angles
of attack. The maximum deviation in computing CD is 25% for α = 15◦ which might be
due to neglecting the influence of the frame. For larger angles, the maximum deviation is
reduced to 15%. The L2 norms of the deviation for the four different inflow velocities are
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0.05, 0.04, 0.02 and 0.03, which indicates a good approximation of the model over the whole
range of Reynolds numbers. Similar behaviour can be seen for CL, where the L2 norms of
deviation are 0.01, 0.02, 0.02 and 0.02. However, the deviations are slightly larger than for the
prediction for CD with a maximum derivation of 27% for angles larger than 15◦. These results
describe an improvement over existing porous medium models [12] where deviations larger
than 50% for CL were reported. The maximum deviations for Ur are in a similar range as the
deviations for CL. The chosen constant κ seems to approximate the velocity reduction well
over the considered range of angles of attack and Reynolds numbers. A tendency to better
agreement to experiments can be observed for the larger angles of attack which coincides with
the comments in section 4.4.

Table 3: Deviations [%] for the drag force coefficients between numerical simulation and
experimental data of Patursson et al. [29].

α [◦]
u∞ [m/s]

0.125 0.25 0.5 0.75

15 16.53 21.40 25.09 6.49

30 9.39 −5.52 −4.60 −15.46

45 −11.76 −8.79 −2.71 −2.18

60 −7.06 −12.34 2.42 0.59

90 −15.47 −0.98 3.44 9.41

Table 4: Deviations [%] for the lift force coefficients between numerical simulation and exper-
imental data of Patursson et al. [29].

α [◦]
u∞ [m/s]

0.125 0.25 0.5 0.75

15 −0.36 3.38 30.11 36.95

30 0.23 19.22 26.92 25.13

45 1.35 13.0 14.20 −12.33

60 12.63 −19.22 3.05 −3.61

Table 5: Deviations [%] for the velocity reduction factors between numerical simulation and
experimental data of Patursson et al. [29].

α [◦]
u∞ [m/s]

0.125 0.25 0.5 0.75

15 56.32 57.16 61.55 60.04

30 5.63 18.18 27.16 22.65

45 −3.45 20.49 24.43 11.45

60 −16.87 15.05 24.45 15.75

90 −17.30 −12.20 0.34 −8.59
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6.2 Drag forces on a fixed net panel in steady current flows

Further experiments on fixed net panels in current are presented by Zhan et al. [39]. Several
net geometries with square meshes are investigated. This gives a better understanding of the
proposed model for a variety of net solidities.

The net panel has a width of 1.3 m and a height of 0.7 m. Three angles of attack,
i.e. α = 30◦, 60◦, 90◦ and four different inflow velocities between 0.25 m/s and 1.0 m/s are
considered. The solidities of the net Sn are 0.128, 0.215 and 0.223. The same computational
domain, net position and grid as given in section 6.1 is used for the simulations.

The measurements are limited to drag forces. Fig. 11 presents the numerical and experi-
mental drag force coefficients as a function of α. As observed before, the forces increase with
decreasing inflow velocity and increasing angle of attack. The forces also rise with increasing
solidity due to a growing number of twines or increase of twine diameter. The quantification
of the results are presented in the Tabs. 6, 7 and 8. The largest deviations are calculated for
α = 30◦ irrespective of the solidity and for all angles at u∞ = 0.25 m/s, with a maximum de-
viation of 31%. A general trend of under- or over-prediction cannot be stated. This indicates
the appropriate capturing of the physics by the proposed approach in the applied range of
Reynolds numbers, angles of attack and net geometries. This impression is strengthened by
considering the similarity of the L2 norms of the deviation, which are 0.12, 0.09 and 0.10.
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(b) Sn = 0.215.
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(c) Sn = 0.223.

Figure 11: Comparison of numerical and experimental drag coefficients for the fixed net panel
in steady current flow.
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Table 6: Deviations [%] for the drag force coefficients between numerical simulation and
experimental data of Zhan et al. [39] for a net wall with Sn = 0.128.

α [◦]
u∞ [m/s]

0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0

30 23.40 −20.32 −1.57 15.35

60 26.39 −13.35 −23.32 0.66

90 31.02 −4.33 0.67 5.25

Table 7: Deviations [%] for the drag force coefficients between numerical simulation and
experimental data of Zhan et al. [39] for a net wall with Sn = 0.215.

α [◦]
u∞ [m/s]

0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0

30 −18.34 −26.54 22.81 5.43

60 6.23 −16.91 −22.91 −4.49

90 2.10 −7.24 −6.83 −2.11

Table 8: Deviations [%] for the drag force coefficients between numerical simulation and
experimental data of Zhan et al. [39] for a net wall with Sn = 0.223.

α [◦]
u∞ [m/s]

0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0

30 21.06 14.77 22.81 27.29

60 8.84 1.10 −2.43 4.97

90 11.04 2.64 5.43 6.06

6.3 Drag forces on a fixed net cage in steady current flows

A validation case with more complicated geometry is conducted in this section. In [39], the
drag forces on fully submerged fixed circular net structures are measured for different inflow
velocities and net geometries. The cage has a height of 0.7 m and a diameter of 0.414 m. The
inflow velocities vary from 0.25 m/s to 1.0 m/s, and solidities of 0.128, 0.215 and 0.223 are
considered. The dimensions of the computational domain are illustrated in Fig. 12.

4.5m

3.0m0.414m

1.0m
x

y

1.4m

0.7m
x

z

Figure 12: Computational domain for the simulation of a fixed net cage in steady current
flow. The top view is shown on the left, the side view is shown on the right.
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The predicted drag forces are compared to the experimental results in Fig. 13 and Tab. 9.
In the experiments, the forces increase with the solidity and inflow velocity. In contrast, the
numerical model computes slightly larger drag forces for Sn = 0.215 than for Sn = 0.223.
The difference in solidity between the two nets seems to be small. However, the net with
Sn = 0.215 contains meshes with half the length and half the diameter compared to the
net with Sn = 0.223. Thus, the interaction between the twines increases for the net with
Sn = 0.215. This effect is apparently not captured well by the screen force model because
the deviations to the experiments are the largest for this net (up to 23% in deviation). The
other net configurations are modelled within a range of a 20% deviation band, and the L2

norms of deviation are 1.94 N and 3.15 N. This indicates a good capturing of the physics for
the investigated range of inflow velocities and improvement over the results reported in [12].
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Figure 13: Comparison of the numerical and experimental drag forces on fixed net cage in
steady current flow.

Table 9: Deviations [%] for the drag forces between numerical simulation and experimental
data of Zhan et al. [39] for a net cage in current.

Sn
u∞ [m/s]

0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0

0.128 −19.54 −14.68 −4.24 −0.94

0.215 −16.10 −21.14 −23.50 −20.58

0.223 16.86 −0.42 −1.54 −4.06

The considered experiments do not include measurements of the velocity reduction in and
behind the cage. A typical velocity distribution is shown in Fig. 14 for Sn = 0.128 and
u∞ = 0.5 m/s. A gradual deceleration of the flow through the net cage is observed, whereas
parts of the flow are accelerated along the sides of the cylindrical structure which leads to
larger velocities than the inflow velocity outside the wake of the net cage.
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Figure 14: Numerical result for the x-velocity profile in the middle slice for the fixed net cage
with Sn = 0.128 in steady current flow of u∞ = 0.5 m/s.

6.4 Drag forces on a fixed net panel in regular waves

Lader et al. [24] presented an experimental study on the interaction of regular waves and net
panels of different geometries. This allows testing of the proposed model in a space- and time-
varying velocity field including a free surface. As pointed out by Kristiansen and Faltinsen
[20], the screen force model is also applicable to wave cases because the KC number is large,
i.e. quasi-steady flow conditions.

3.5
m

1 m

0.5 m

6.5
m

2.1m

Figure 15: Computational domain for the simulation of a fixed net panel in regular waves.
Colours show velocities in x-direction.

Table 10: Wave input parameters for the simulation of fixed net panels in waves (taken from
[24]).

Wave case 1 2 3 4 5

Wave frequency f [Hz] 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.25 1.0

Wave height H [m] 0.045 0.064 0.084 0.104 0.167
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The numerical wave tank is defined as shown in Fig. 15. It has a length of 10 m, a height
of 1.0 m and a width of 0.5 m. The water depth is set to 0.62 m. The tank is shortened in
comparison to the experimental wave flume to save computational time. A two wavelength
long numerical beach is placed at the end of the tank to absorb the wave energy. A wave
relaxation zone of one wavelength is defined at the inlet to generate waves. The numerical
wave tank was thoroughly described in [8] and successfully validated for regular [18], irregular
[2] and breaking waves [1]. In the experiments, five different regular waves of different length,
height and steepness are generated using a vertical piston wavemaker. Fifth-order Stokes
wave theory is used to model these waves because the wavemaker signal is not available and
the Ursell numbers are small. The input wave frequencies and heights are given in Tab. 10.
The investigated net panels have the same width and height as the tank and solidities of
0.095, 0.22 and 0.288. They are referred as net case 1-3 in the following. The panel is placed
3.5 m in the tank. The time series for the drag forces and the wave elevation 1.4 m in front of
the net are recorded for further analyses. A section of the series is compared to the measured
time series in the Figs. 16 - 20.
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Figure 16: Numerical and experimental time series of surface elevation η and drag forces for
wave case 1 with f = 1.42 Hz and H = 0.045 m.
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Figure 17: Numerical and experimental time series of surface elevation η and drag forces for
wave case 2 with f = 1.42 Hz and H = 0.064 m.
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Figure 18: Numerical and experimental time series of surface elevation η and drag forces for
wave case 3 with f = 1.42 Hz and H = 0.084 m.
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Figure 19: Numerical and experimental time series of surface elevation η and drag forces for
wave case 4 with f = 1.25 Hz and H = 0.104 m.
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Figure 20: Numerical and experimental time series of surface elevation η and drag forces for
wave case 5 with f = 1.0 Hz and H = 0.167 m.

In general, the numerically predicted wave propagation matches well with the experiments
(Figs. 16a - 20a). Lader et al. [24] suggest evaluating the wave energy by calculating the zeroth-
order moment of the power spectrum due to the non-linearity of the wave. Fig. 21 shows the
amplitude spectra of the five simulated wave signals into their frequency components. They
indicate the adequate representation of the low-order component (Stokes drift) and several
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high-order components with multiple times the leading wave frequency. However, all these
amplitude components are at most 1/5 of the leading wave frequency component. Thus, their
contribution to the total wave energy is of minor interest, and it is justified to simplify the
analysis to a comparison of the wave amplitudes. Following Lader et al. [24], a distinction
between positive and negative amplitudes is made because of the asymmetry of the waves
with higher crests and shallower troughs. As illustrated in Fig. 22b, the higher wave crests
result in higher particle velocities and larger submerged net area. This corresponds to larger
drag forces on the net in the wave propagation direction. In contrast, the load changes sign
in a wave trough situation (Fig. 22a), and a smaller net area is wetted.

The most important components of the total wave forces act on the net with the regular
wave frequency as shown in the Figs. 23a - 23e. Therefore, it is sufficient to compare the
drag force amplitudes when the total wave forces are of interest. It is also noticed from these
figures that the magnitude of the forces increases with the net solidity and wave amplitude.
Both phenomena are expected from the validation cases.
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Figure 21: Amplitude spectra of the numerical wave elevation time series for the five different
wave cases.
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(a) Wave trough situation. (b) Wave crest situation.

Figure 22: Distribution of the drag force magnitudes on net panel with Sn = 0.288 in wave
5.
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Figure 23: Amplitude spectra of the numerical drag force time series for the five different
wave cases.

The quantification of the predicted wave and force amplitudes is performed considering the
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deviation for the positive and negative side separately. For the wave propagation, this corre-
sponds to values of less than 13% for all wave crest amplitudes and less than 12% for all wave
trough amplitudes. The deviations for the drag forces are presented in Tab. 11. The forces
are mostly under-predicted by up to 25% for the first net with Sn = 0.095. In comparison,
the model over-predicts the forces for the nets with higher solidities. The positive forces on
the net with the highest solidity are generally predicted with high accuracy (12% and less)
whereas the negative forces show larger discrepancies (up to 30%). The intermediate solidity
is generally predicted the least accurate with most deviations between 20% and 40%. Chen
and Christensen [12] noticed similar challenges with their porous medium model and pointed
to uncertainties in the experimental data. In addition, it is noticeable that the second net
geometry consists of the shortest twines. This confirms the observation in section 6.3 where
the net cage in steady current with the shortest twines was most challenging for the model.

Table 11: Deviations [%] between numerical simulation and experimental data of Lader et al.
[24] for the averaged positive (+) and negative (−) drag force amplitudes.

Sn
Wave case

1 2 3 4 5
+ - + - + - + - + -

0.095 11.4 19.1 25.1 −17.6 23.2 1.9 10.9 21.7 17.9 0.5

0.22 −80.5 −21.4 −31.2 −30.6 −29.2 −49.1 −59.8 −29.2 −41.1 −21.7

0.288 −12.4 −30.3 −3.2 −9.8 −3.2 −20.2 4.3 −30.4 −3.2 −55.8

6.5 Velocity reduction behind multiple net panels in steady current flows

A final validation case is the comparison to the experiments of Bi et al. [5]. They conducted
PIV measurements of the fluid around a single and multiple fixed net panels in varying
currents. They were carried out in a wave-current flume at the State Key Laboratory of
Coastal and Offshore Engineering at the Dalian University of Technology, China. The flume
has the dimensions 22 m × 0.45 m × 0.6 m and a water depth of 0.4 m. The net panel is
L = 0.3 m long and wide. It is placed in the centre of the flume normal to the flow direction.
A knotless net with square meshes and Sn = 0.243 is used. The inflow velocities u∞ are
0.056 m/s, 0.113 m/s, 0.17 m/s and 0.226 m/s. In a first measurement series, up to three
additional panels of the same size and geometry are placed in the wake of the first panel.
The distance between each panel is one panel length. The velocity is measured one panel
length behind the last panel for each configuration. In a second series, the wake velocities are
measured at different locations between and behind up to N = 4 net panels for u∞ = 0.17 m/s.
An illustration of the computational domain is shown in Fig. 24. The length of the domain
is 3.8 m which is long enough to avoid eventual reflections from the outlet. All probe points
are taken from the experiment at which the origin is located in the middle of the first panel.
The same argument as given in section 6.1 is used for the calculation of the wake velocity.
Therefore, several probes with the same x location are computed, averaged and compared to
the experiment. In contrast to the previous cases, κ = 0.05 is applied. Thus, the influence of
the net is higher than in section 6.1 which is physically linked to a higher solidity. As the main
results, Fig. 25 and the Tabs. 12 and 13 show the qualitative and quantitative comparisons
for the velocity reduction factor Ur with the experiments. Further, the variation of the drag
forces on the different net panels for different inflow velocities is provided in Fig. 26.
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Figure 24: Computational domain for the simulation of multiple fixed net panels in steady
current flow. Top view is shown on the left, side view is shown on the right. Origin of the
coordinate system is on the intersection of the middle line and the first panel.
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(b) Distribution of Ur over x/L for u∞ = 0.17 m/s.

Figure 25: Comparison of the numerical and experimental velocity reduction factors for N
fixed net panels in steady current flow.

As can be seen in Fig. 25a, the velocity reduction increases with the number of panels due
to an increased resistance over the same distance. At the same time, Ur tends to decrease
slightly if the inflow velocity is increased as can also be seen in the previous results (Fig. 10c).
The quantitative analysis in Tab. 12 indicates a maximum deviation of 27%, but most devi-
ations are well below 10%. Generally, the deviations are the largest for the single net case.
However, N = 1 also results in the smallest reduction factors which correspond to the highest
sensitivity to errors. If the L2 norms of deviation, which are 0.033, 0.044, 0.044 and 0.026 for
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N = 1− 4, are considered, it can be seen that the modelling deviation is similar for all cases.
A further explanation can be obtained from Fig. 25b which presents the Ur distribution over
x/L = 0 to x/L = 4 for u∞ = 0.17 m/s and N = 1− 4. In comparison to the velocity in the
vicinity of the net, Ur slightly decreases over x. This effect implies an acceleration of the fluid
which might be due to enhanced turbulence in the wake-field. In the numerical model, this
would have to be incorporated by increasing the turbulence production through the net in the
turbulence model. If multiple panels are arranged in such a way that the wake cannot evolve
freely, as given in these computations, an increase of Ur can be observed (see also Fig. 27).
As reported in [5], downstream panels slightly influence the flow through upstream panels
which is also captured by the numerical model. This is confirmed by reporting the deviations
in Tab. 13. All deviations are within a 10% deviation band for N > 1, and the L2 norms of
deviations are 0.034, 0.008, 0.003 and 0.022 for N = 1− 4.
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Figure 26: Numerical drag forces on four fixed net panels for varying steady inflow velocities.

The numerically predicted drag forces on the panels for different u∞ and N = 4 are shown
in Fig. 26. No measurements are available for comparison. The forces increase quadratically
as a function of u∞ for all nets as expected. Further, they decrease with the position of the
corresponding net because of a decreased inflow velocity. It is also interesting to note that the
difference in the calculated FD between the first and the last net increases with u∞. Thus,
the importance of incorporating the velocity reduction behind a net increases with the inflow
velocity.

Table 12: Deviations [%] for the velocity reduction factors measured 1.0 L behind the last
net for different inflow velocities and varying number of panels N . The numerical results are
compared to the experimental data of Bi et al. [5].

N
u∞ [m/s]

0.058 0.113 0.17 0.226

1 −19.19 −19.94 −19.01 −9.71

2 −4.21 −26.90 −0.75 −3.10

3 12.41 3.97 1.18 −5.26

4 6.53 0.65 2.76 −0.88
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Figure 27: Numerical result for the x-velocity profile in the middle slice for 4 nets with
Sn = 0.243 in steady current flow of u∞ = 0.17 m/s.

Table 13: Deviations [%] for the velocity reduction factors at different x/L positions and
varying number of panels N . The numerical results are compared to the experimental data
of Bi et al. [5].

N
x/L [−]

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 4.0

1 3.80 −19.01 - −39.47 - - -

2 6.75 - - −0.75 - - -

3 0.29 - −0.29 - - 1.18 -

4 0.29 - 9.60 - 1.04 - 2.76

7 Conclusions

The presented paper introduces a new method for modelling the flow through fish nets. The
new approach is based on momentum disturbances incorporated into the Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations. The procedure is derived and discussed extensively. All necessary
forces are calculated using the screen force model for plane net panels. This model has advan-
tages over Morison type force models due to the incorporation of the angle between fluid and
net into its formulation. The unknown force coefficients are determined from experimental
data and a non-linear fitting algorithm. The new method represents the net as Lagrangian
points in a Eulerian fluid domain. This simplifies the overall numerical procedure in compar-
ison to porous medium models. Further, the disturbances are extrapolated on surrounding
fluid cells but their origins are kept at the net itself. This is in contrast to a porous medium
representation where the net is non-physically thickened. The transition from a surface force
to a volume force leads to the introduction of a new parameter which has to be determined to
account for the correct velocity reduction behind the net. The issue of transferring existing
force models to coupled numerical simulations is discussed for the first time. The coupling
process influences the flow velocity at the net which has to be corrected to match the undis-
turbed velocity used for computing force coefficients. An intrinsic formula is derived to couple
these velocities using Froude’s momentum theory. The numerical model is extensively vali-
dated against existing experiments for fixed net panels, multiple panels and cages with varying
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geometries and solidities in current and regular waves. For all cases, both a qualitative and
quantitative analysis is performed. Overall, the proposed model performs reasonably for all
presented cases because deviation bands of less than 10% can be achieved regularly and phys-
ical explanations can be given elsewhere. This is true for both force coefficients and the
velocity reductions in the wake.

The validation process indicates a possible limitation of the screen force model for nets
with small twine lengths due to its assumptions. In particular, the applicability of the strip
theory on each twine and the derived formula for the characteristic cross-flow velocity at
the twines (see [14]) might have a constraint which is not discussed so far. Further, the
presented computations indicate a dependency of κ on the net solidity but a low influence
from varying inflow velocities or angles of attack. This simplifies the future work of finding
a generally applicable formula for this parameter. The neglect of turbulence throughout
the validation process indicates that this effect is not important for the correct modelling of
loads. However, it plays a crucial role for investigations of the flow within net cages including
fish and, therefore, turbulence modelling should be considered in the future. Besides, more
validation for complex wave and current-wave conditions and the inclusion of net deformation
will be considered.
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Abstract

A new model for the simulation of large motions of porous tensile structures and their in-
teraction with the surrounding fluid is developed in this paper. The discrete structure is
represented by several non-linear elastic bars and knots connecting up to four bars. An im-
plicit system of equations is derived from the fundamental relations of dynamics, kinematics
and material and solved using an improved Newton’s method. The Navier-Stokes equations
are solved in a numerical domain to account for the interaction with the fluid. The presence
of the porous structure is respected in these equations through an additional forcing term
based on a modified Lagrangian-Eulerian coupling algorithm. Here, the forces on the struc-
ture are distributed on multiple Lagrangian points embedded in the fluid domain. Integration
over a suitable Kernel function is applied to distribute these forces on the surrounding fluid.
The derived numerical model is suitable for simulating the interaction of porous tensile struc-
tures of arbitrary geometry, non-linear material and under large motion with fluids including
complex free surfaces. This is in contrast to existing models which either neglect important
non-linearities, the physical interaction with the fluid or rely on explicit time integration. The
validation process shows excellent agreement between the numerical simulations and existing
experimental data and demonstrates the applicability of the new methodology for a wide
range of applications.
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1 Introduction

Offshore aquaculture has seen growing interest recently because of increasing size of the sites
and greater concern over traditional aquaculture due to their environmental impact on coastal
regions. The change of environment significantly increases the importance of the accurate pre-
diction of the expected loads and the structural response due to an increased fluid-structure
interaction (FSI). A major part of the structure is covered by flexible membranes. These are
characterised as spatially intrinsically two-dimensional structures with tensile stress resistance
but neglectable bending stiffness. In the case of aquaculture cages, the membranes have high
porosity and two dominant stress directions. In the past, segregated approaches considered
the motion of these nets without incorporating interaction with the fluid [22] or assuming the
validity of potential theory [16]. These studies cannot be regarded as appropriate for offshore
conditions due to the non-linearly increasing importance of the FSI for the accurate prediction
of the structural and fluid dynamics. In contrast, numerical simulations using computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) can be applied to understand the structural and environmental chal-
lenges by modelling the forces on and the fluid dynamics in and around the cage. Amongst
others, Lewandowski and Pichot [21] simulated the flow around and inside a rigid net using
the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations without considering the net motion.

The significant length scale difference between the flow around the whole structure and the
flow through each of its voids prevents the resolution of the complete porous structure within
the discrete fluid domain. Therefore, a more elaborated approach separates the calculation
of the structural and fluid dynamics while respecting their interaction by an appropriate
coupling algorithm. The most dominant coupling algorithm is based on a porous medium
representation of the porous sheet. For this purpose, a porous volume is defined around
the membrane and the governing volume- and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations
are solved using a finite volume method [3, 28, 38]. Recently, Chen and Christensen [8,
9] improved the idea by utilising a less restricted model for the proper definition of the
porous resistance coefficients. Martin et al. [24] analysed this approach and revealed several
limitations which prevent the applicability of the porous volume analogy for arbitrary shapes
and large deformations. They overcame this issue by proposing a new coupling model based
on Lagrangian-Eulerian considerations which are generally efficient and broadly applicable.
The main idea is built on the developments of Ryzhakov and Oñat [30] for closed membranes
and Aquelet and Wang [1] for air-parachute interaction. Here, disturbances from the solid
parts on the surrounding fluid are distributed using Lagrangian points. In comparison, the
porosity of the structure led to several modifications of the original approach and the usage
of the screen force model of Kristiansen and Faltinsen [17] to approximate the hydrodynamic
forces from the fluid on the porous membrane. The coupling model of Martin et al. [24] is
improved and extended for dynamic problems within the presented work.

Several approaches for modelling the dynamics of tensile structures were presented in the
past. Tsukrov et al. [34] established a finite element modelling using perpendicular one-
dimensional two-node elements with three degrees of freedom. Lader and Fredheim [19]
introduced the lumped mass method which represents the discrete structure as massless bars
connected by mass knots. The solution of the dynamics of the knots was found in terms of
their acceleration from Newton’s second law, and Runge-Kutta time integration was applied to
calculate the knot velocities and positions from the accelerations. The constitutive equations
are not automatically satisfied as no iterations are performed which can lead to stability
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issues and very small time steps in comparison to the fluid solver. The time step restriction is
also necessary due to the explicit time integration. A minor modified version of the original
approach was successfully coupled to a porous medium model to simulate flexible porous sheets
[3] and cylinders [2] in steady flow conditions. In order to overcome the issue of small time
steps, implicit methods were proposed. The development of an implicit quasi-static net model
was presented in [25]. The missing time step restriction increases the efficiency of the model,
but the approach lacks justification for applications including large motions and snap loads.
LeBris and Marichal [20] introduced an implicit dynamic net model based on the satisfaction
of the kinematic relation between knot position and bar length. The original approach was
based on inelastic material which leads to very high condition numbers due to missing elements
on the main diagonal of the system matrix. Vincent [35] successfully overcame this drawback
by including elastic material into the model. However, their derivation relied on a linear
material assumption and linearised equations. This is a severe drawback considering the non-
linearity of net material [19]. Thus, the need for an implicit non-linear dynamic net model
arises to accurately model the motion of these distinct types of porous tensile structures. In
this paper, such an approach is presented by taking Newton’s second law as the basis. The
external forces due to gravity, inertia and drag are calculated by extending the idea of the
screen force model. A non-linear system of equations for the unknown tension forces is derived
using high-order finite differences. The system is solved using an improved Newton’s method
leading to convergence within three to ten iterations for the considered validation cases.

The emerging numerical FSI algorithm is coupled to a numerical wave tank modelling the
transport of the interface between two phases. Hence, the model is suitable for simulating the
interaction of porous tensile structures of arbitrary geometry, non-linear material and under
large motion with fluids including complex free surfaces. This is in contrast to existing models
which either neglect important non-linearities, the physical interaction with the fluid or rely
on explicit time integration.

The remaining paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the derivation of the new
implicit non-linear structural model, whereas section 3 provides details about the numerical
fluid solver and the coupling algorithm. In section 4, the model is verified, and sections 5 and 6
are devoted to several validation cases of porous rigid and flexible sheets and cages in varying
wave and current conditions. A possible application of the proposed model is presented in
section 7. Conclusions arising from the previous sections are given in section 8.

2 Non-linear dynamic numerical model for tensile structures

The considered tensile structure is assumed to consists of a large number of square or rhombic
meshes forming a porous cylinder or sheet with two distinct stress directions. Thus, an
appropriate discrete representation of the structure consists of multiple knots and connecting
elastic bars in the principal directions of the meshes. The definition of so-called macro elements
is needed for the coupling to the fluid dynamic solution. Each macro element contains four
knots and four bars and, depending on the porosity of the structure, represents multiple
physical meshes. Instead of the porosity, the solidity S is considered below. The solidity of a
porous sheet is defined as the ratio of solid front area to the total area and therefore, equals
one minus the porosity. Using the information about the physical twine diameter dt and twine
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length lt, S is calculated from [12]

S =
2dt
lt
−
(
dt
lt

)2

. (1)

Each structural element is further split into four screens as shown in Fig. 1. Thus, each knot
is related to up to four screens. As the screens are not explicitly resolved in the fluid grid,
an approximation of the forces on the structure is introduced. Following the assumptions of
Morison et al. [26] for hydrodynamic transparent structures, the mass of the Si screens is
lumped at knot xi so that the total mass at that knot mi can be approximated from

mi =

Si∑

s=1



mair +manx 0 0

0 mair +many 0
0 0 mair +manz



s

, (2)

with mair,s the mass of the screen in air and ns the unit normal vector of the screen pointing
in relative velocity direction. The added mass ma,s is approximated as the mass of the water
volume occupied by the screen under the assumption that the net is a mesh of multiple
cylinders only. Here, the added mass is only applied in the normal direction of the structure.

Figure 1: Discrete structure representation: the thin lines show the physical structure; the
structural (macro) elements are represented by black dots connected with thick black lines;
the dashed lines present the discretisation into several screens. The red area is related to the
red dot for the force calculations.

The dynamic equilibrium equations are formulated for each xi with Ni neighbouring knots
under consideration of Fig. 2:

mi ai =

Ni∑

k=1

Tik + Gi + Hi. (3)

Here, Gi represents the sum of the static gravity and buoyancy force and Hi the external
hydrodynamic forces consisting of inertia forces Ii due to the fluid acceleration af ,

Ii =

Si∑

s=1



ma +manx 0 0

0 ma +many 0
0 0 ma +manz



s

af,s, (4)
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and drag and lift forces Di whose calculation are described below. The tension force vectors
Tij are defined as the unknown tension force magnitude Tij times the unit vector bij of the
corresponding bar

Tij = Tij bij = Tij ·
(

xj − xi
|xj − xi|

)
. (5)

Assuming non-linear material, a constitutive equation is formulated as

Tij = C1ε+ C2ε
2 = C1

(
lij
l0,ij
− 1

)
+ C2

(
lij
l0,ij
− 1

)2

, (6)

with lij the current length of the bar and l0,ij its original length. Lader and Fredheim [19]
found this relation to be valid with C1 = 1160 N and C2 = 37300 N for nylon nets with
squared meshes, which is used in the validation section below. Eq. (6) is reformulated for lij
by eliminating the non-physical solution:

lij =
l0

2C2
·
(
−C1 + 2 C2 +

√
C2
1 + 4 C2 Tij

)
. (7)

x
z

y

xj

xi
Tij Tji

Tj1

Tj2

Tj3

Ti1

Ti2

Ti3
Gj

Hj

Gi

Hi

aj

ai

Figure 2: Illustration of the dynamic force equilibrium at the knots xi and xj showing only
structural quantities.

At each new time step (n+1), the unknown position of the knots is related to the unknown
tension forces using the kinematic compatibility equation

(
xj

(n+1) − xi
(n+1)

)2
=
(
l
(n+1)
ij

)2
. (8)

Inserting the constitutive relation (7) in (8) yields

(
xj

(n+1) − xi
(n+1)

)2
=

l20
4C2

2

·
(
−C1 + 2C2 +

√
C2
1 + 4C2T

(n+1)
ij

)2

. (9)

The fulfilment of the dynamic equilibria (3) is ensured by replacing x(n+1) in (9) with
accelerations using high-order backward finite differences in time. The weight of each point
included in the approximation is found iteratively using the algorithm of Fornberg [11] because
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of variable time steps in the coupled simulations. In doing so, the first derivative of x(n+1) is
expressed as

dx(n+1)

dt
= v(n+1) =

P∑

p=0

cpx
(n+1−p), (10)

and then reformulated for the position vector:

x(n+1) =
1

c0
v(n+1) −

P∑

p=1

cp
c0
x(n+1−p). (11)

The now arising unknown velocity vectors v(n+1) are approximated using the same procedure,
so that

v(n+1) =
1

c0
a(n+1) −

P∑

p=1

cp
c0
v(n+1−p). (12)

In the scope of the paper, third-order accurate polynomials are chosen by setting P = 3. By
inserting (12) in (11), the left-hand side in (9) is approximated as

(
xj

(n+1) − xi
(n+1)

)2

=




(
a
(n+1)
j − a

(n+1)
i

)

c20
−

P∑

p=1

cp
c20

(
v
(n+1−p)
j − v

(n+1−p)
i

)

−
P∑

p=1

cp
c0

(
x
(n+1−p)
j − x

(n+1−p)
i

)


2

=
1

c40

[(
a
(n+1)
j − a

(n+1)
i

)
+ Vij + Xij

]2
, (13)

with the definitions

Xij = −c0
P∑

p=1

cp

(
x
(n+1−p)
j − x

(n+1−p)
i

)
, (14)

Vij = −
P∑

p=1

cp

(
v
(n+1−p)
j − v

(n+1−p)
i

)
. (15)

Under consideration of definition (3), the substitution of (13) in (9) yields a non-linear
function F for each bar bij :

Fij

(
T (n+1)

)
=




Nj∑

k=1

m−1j T
(n+1)
jk −

Ni∑

k=1

m−1i T
(n+1)
ik + Aij + Vij + Xij




2

− c40 l
2
0

4 C2
2

·
(
−C1 + 2C2 +

√
C2
1 + 4C2T

(n+1)
ij

)2

= 0, (16)
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with T the global vector of tension force magnitudes and

Aij = m−1j (G
(n)
j + H

(n)
j )−m−1i (G

(n)
i + H

(n)
i ). (17)

The solution for T is found from (16) using a Newton’s method. The improved iterative
procedure

T (∗) = T (n) −
[
J
(
T (n)

)]−1
F
(
T (n)

)
,

T (n+1) = T (∗) −
[
J
(
T (n)

)]−1
F
(
T (∗)

)
, (18)

is implemented for this purpose. Here, F represents the vector of the functions (16) and J
is its Jacobian matrix. It is shown by Chun [10] that (18) converges with third-order. The
derivatives of (16) are found separately for the joint bar bij and its adjoint bars (see A for
the expressions). An approximation of the solution has to be given as initial condition. It is
proposed to perform the first time step with the linearised version of this model. The solution
of the arising linear system only depends on an approximation of the initial position of the
structure. The derivation of this model follows the developments of Marichal [23] and can be
found in B. The pre-processing consists of preparing connectivity matrices and follows thereby
the concept described previously [25]. Once a converged result has been found for the tension
forces, acceleration, velocity and position of the knots are found from (3), (11) and (12).

The description of the structural model is completed by providing details about the cal-
culation of the velocity related forces Di from the fluid using the screen force model [17].
Considering the inertia system of the fluid, this force can be split into a drag and a lift force
component in normal (nd) and tangential (nl) direction of the local relative velocity vector
urel,s = us − vs:

Di =

Si∑

s=1

∫

∂As

ρ

2
u2rel,s(cdnd + clnl)s dx. (19)

The surface integral is approximated by a second-order accurate quadrature rule using the
geometrical centre as integration point. The drag and lift force directions are defined as

nd,s =
urel,s
|urel,s|

, (20)

nl,s =
(urel,s × ns)× ns
|(urel,s × ns)× ns|

, (21)

with ns the unit normal vector of the screen pointing in the relative velocity direction. The
coefficients cd and cl are calculated from a truncated Fourier series expanded for their de-
pendency on the angle of attack α between fluid velocity vector and normal vector of the
screen

cd(α) = cd,0

∞∑

k=1

a2k−1 cos ((2k − 1)α) , (22)

cl(α) = cl,π
4

∞∑

k=1

b2k cos (2kα) . (23)
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The definition of the constants cd,0 and cl,π
4

are given in [17]. The determination of the Fourier
coefficients is based on non-linear fitting to experimental data as described by the authors in
[24].

3 Direct coupling of the structural response to the fluid solu-
tion

3.1 Numerical model for solving the fluid dynamics

The conservation of mass and momentum for incompressible fluids arises in convective form
as

∇ · u = 0, (24)

∂u

∂t
+ u · ∇u = −1

ρ
∇p+∇ ·

(
ν
[
∇u +∇uT

])
+ g, (25)

with u the velocity vector, g the gravity acceleration vector, p the pressure and ν the kinematic
viscosity. The system is solved numerically using finite differences on rectilinear grids. The
convection term is discretised with the fifth-order accurate weighted essentially non-oscillatory
(WENO) scheme of Jiang and Shu [15] adapted to non-uniform point distances, and the
diffusion term is discretised using second-order accurate central differences. A staggered
grid approach is chosen to ensure a tight connection of the pressure and velocity field. The
solution process follows the incremental pressure-correction algorithm for incompressible flows
as proposed by Timmermans et al. [33]. In the predictor step, continuity violating velocities
u(∗) are calculated using pressure gradients from the previous time step:

u(∗) − u(n)

∆t
= −u(n) · ∇u(n) − 1

ρ
∇p(n) +∇ ·

(
ν
[
∇u +∇uT

])(∗)
+ g. (26)

The implicit handling of the diffusion term removes decisive restrictions from the CFL con-
dition [5]. A third-order accurate total variation diminishing Runge-Kutta scheme [31] is
applied to advance (26) in time. Here, the time step is determined from the CFL condition.
At each sub-step, the projection step solves a Poisson equation for the pressure correction
term pcorr

∇ ·
(

1

ρ
∇pcorr

)
=

1

∆t
∇ · u(∗). (27)

The total pressure is then found from the obtained pressure increment [6] using

p(n+1) = p(n) + pcorr − ρν ∇ · u i(∗). (28)

Subsequently, the predicted velocities are projected onto the space of divergence-free fields so
that

u(n+1) = u(∗) − ∆t

ρ
∇p(n+1). (29)
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The algorithm is implemented in the open-source CFD solver REEF3D [4, 5]. Full paral-
lelisation of the model is provided through an n-halo domain decomposition strategy and
the message passing interface (MPI) for inter-processor communication. The solver utilises
the fully parallelized BiCGStab algorithm with geometric multigrid preconditioning of the
HYPRE library [36] for solving the Poisson equation.

If a free surface is present, defined as the interface between water and air phase, the same
set of equations is solved. However, the material properties become space and time dependent
which is implicitly described by the zero level set of a smooth signed distance function Φ [27].
The linear advection equation

∂Φ

∂t
+ u · ∇Φ = 0, (30)

is solved for propagating Φ in space and time. The fifth-order accurate HJ-WENO scheme of
Jiang and Peng [14] is applied for the spatial discretisation and the temporal discretisation is
performed by a Runge-Kutta method. The level set function has to be reinitialized regularly
to keep its signed distance property. For this purpose, the reinitialisation equation [32]

∂Φ

∂τ
+ sign(Φ) (|∇Φ| − 1) = 0, (31)

is solved in pseudo time τ so that Φ converges to a valid solution of the Eikonal equation
|∇φ| = 1.

3.2 Lagrangian-Eulerian coupling algorithm

The development of a new coupling algorithm for the simulation of fluid dynamics around
static porous structures was the subject of previous research [24]. Therefore, only the main
concepts and modifications for dynamic calculations are provided in this section. The main
idea is built on a Lagrangian-Eulerian approach where the hydrodynamic forces are calculated
from interpolated fluid velocities, and the disturbances of the fluid through the solid parts of
the structure are incorporated using forcing terms in the Navier-Stokes equations. A flowchart
of the complete FSI algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.

An example of the distribution of the Lagrangian points on the discrete structure is shown
in Fig. 4. They are defined so that the disturbances are nearly equally distributed over the
area with distances similar to the surrounding cell sizes. This is achieved by splitting the
macro elements into triangles and refine these according to the stationary grid size in their
vicinity. The Lagrangian points are then defined in the geometrical centres of each triangle.
A momentum loss vector F is defined at each fluid point xe = (xe, ye, ze) of the Eulerian grid
and added to the predicted velocity before solving the Poisson equation. In comparison to
[24], the vector is calculated using

F(xe) =

Le∑

L=1

f(xL)

∆xL∆yL∆zL
D

(
xe − xL

∆x

)
D

(
ye − yL

∆y

)
D

(
ze − zL

∆z

)
, (32)

with f(xL) the hydrodynamic force vector on the screen corresponding to the Lagrangian
point xL = (xL, yL, zL), Le the number of Lagrangian points within a defined Kernel around
xe chosen as the interpolation kernel of Peskin [29]
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Advance and reinitialise free surface using (30) and (31)

Predictor step (26) for fluid velocities

Calculate coupling forces on net with (19)

Solve net dynamics

Determine Lagrangian point locations

Distribute disturbances on Eulerian grid using (32)

Solve (27) for pressure correction

Correct pressure and velocity field with (28) and (29)

n
=

n
+
1

Figure 3: Flowchart of the proposed FSI solver for one time step n.

D(r) =

{
1
4

(
1 + cos

(
πr
2

))
if |r| < 2.0

0.0 else.
(33)

The forces f(xL) are represented by the integral of the external forces from (3) over the
triangle area AL

f(xL) =
[ρ

2
u2rel · (cdnd + clnl) +ma (af + diag(nx, ny, nz) · (af − a)) + G

]
L
·AL. (34)

The chosen definition (32) removes effectively the free parameter which arose previously due
to the usage of an inverse distance weighting.

A final remark applies to the necessity of correcting the fluid velocity around the structure
within the determination of cd and cl in (19). Based on experimental data, these coefficients
are determined as a function of the inflow velocity u∞, whereas the given velocity information
at the structure in the numerical domain is influenced by the pressure jump ∆p caused by
the porosity. To overcome this mismatch, a virtual inflow velocity is approximated using
Froude’s momentum theory [7], which is based on the momentum balance in front and behind
an infinitesimally thin screen. This theory can be utilised to relate the velocity at the screen
us to ∆p:

us = u∞ −
∆p

2ρu∞
. (35)

A detailed derivation can be found in [24]. The pressure jump arises from the disturbances
in (34) normal to the screen and is defined as

∆p =
ρ

2
cd(u∞)u2s. (36)
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Figure 4: Illustration of the algorithm for calculating Lagrangian points (green dots) of one
half of a structural element (thick black lines and points) in a Eulerian fluid domain (thin
grey lines): the first triangulation loop results in the blue lines and dots, the second loop
results in the red lines and dots.

In combination with (35), u∞ can be approximated from us by solving the intrinsic equation

u∞ =
cd(u∞)

−1 +
√

1 + cd(u∞)
· us

2
, (37)

with a Newton-Raphson method and u∞ = us as initial value.

4 Verification of the FSI solver

First, the proper reproduction of the geometrical properties of the structural material is veri-
fied using the experimental setup proposed in [19]. A 68 meshes long and 4 meshes wide sheet
with dt = 1.8 mm and lt = 16 mm is stretched in longitudinal direction using attached weights.
The steady state elongation is measured over increasing forces, and the theoretical result is
expected to follow (6). Fig. 5a exemplifies the convergence of the elongation of the numerical
structural model presented in section 2. Under-relaxation techniques are used to accelerate
the convergence and damp the initial shock of the applied force. As can be seen in Fig. 5b,
the numerical model follows the theoretical results as expected. Further, the chosen material
coefficients show a good approximation of the experimental results. Additionally, a linear
material is tested and shown in the same figure. The results indicate proper representation
of the elongation for ε < 0.02 but large deviations from physics for ε > 0.08.

In a second step, the convergence of the numerical simulation for the validation case of
section 6.1 is shown in Fig. 6. Here, a porous sheet is fixed at the top and deformed from a
steady inflow of u∞ = 0.226 m/s. The global forces in x- and z- direction, the velocity at three
different locations behind the sheet and the centre line of the deformed sheet are calculated.
The convergence of the fluid solver is presented under usage of the finest possible sheet of
N = 15 elements in both principal directions. As can be seen in the Figs. 6a, 6c and 6e, the
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(a) Example for the convergence of the elongation
ε over time t.
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(b) Comparison of experimental, theoretical and
numerical steady state elongations over applied
forces T .

Figure 5: Verification test of the non-linear material properties using the elongation of a sheet
for different weights.

numerical results converge fast after reaching cell sizes smaller than 0.05 m. The convergence
of the structural solver is then shown using ∆x = 0.02 m in the Figs. 6b, 6d and 6f. Both,
forces and velocities are changing insignificantly for the different element sizes.

The deformed centre line reaches a steady state if at least 9 × 9 elements are used. The
reason for the observed fast convergence is the coupling algorithm’s mechanism to distribute
the screen forces to the fluid domain by splitting the structural elements according to the cell
size of the fluid grid. Hence, the chosen number of elements is mostly related to the accuracy
of the structural deformation but less influential for load and momentum loss calculations.

Similar studies were conducted to find appropriate grid and structural element sizes for
the following validation, showing only the converged results.
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Figure 6: Convergence test for a porous sheet in steady current. The left column shows the
convergence for changing grid sizes using N = 15× 15 elements. The right column shows the
convergence for changing number of structural elements N ×N using ∆x = 0.02 m.
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5 Validation of the fluid-structure coupling algorithm

As the first step of the validation process, the coupling algorithm of section 3.2 is validated
against measurements of rigid porous sheets in steady current and waves. Hence, the structural
solver is not used. The deviation ε between the numerical result Φnum and the experimental
result Φexp is calculated using

ε =
Φexp − Φnum

Φexp
· 100. (38)

5.1 Rigid porous sheet in steady current flow

Following the experiments of Patursson et al. [28], a rigid sheet of 1.0 m × 1.0 m with
dt = 0.0028 m and lt = 0.029 m is placed in a domain of 8.0 m × 3.66 m × 2.44 m. The
domain is discretised using a uniform grid with ∆x = 0.06 m. As shown in Fig. 7, the
top bar of the sheet is kept at (x, z) = (3, 0.81) m and different angles of attack α are
investigated by rotating the structure counter-clockwise. Four different angles of attack, i.e.
α = 0◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, and four different inflow velocities of 0.125 m/s, 0.25 m/s, 0.5 m/s and
0.75 m/s are taken into account. For each configuration, the global drag and lift forces are
calculated using (19), and the velocity in the wake of the sheet is measured to validate the
velocity reduction.

8.0 m

2.44 m

1.83 m

0.81m

3.0m

α

Figure 7: Half of the computational domain for the simulation of a rigid sheet in steady
current. The complete domain is twice as wide. The flow direction is in positive x-direction.
The colours show the velocity in x-direction for the case with u∞ = 0.5 m/s and α = 45◦.

The results are shown in Fig. 8. The drag forces increase with increasing inflow velocity
and decreasing angle of attack, whereas the lift forces increase with increasing inflow velocity
and show a peak for α = 45◦. The velocity behind the sheet decreases due to the presence
of the structure. This effect increases with higher inflow velocity but is not influenced by the
angle of attack. The distributions of wake velocities in Fig. 8c show the correct behaviour
for the numerical model. The deviations between the simulation and the measurements are
presented in Tab. 1. Most errors are well below 10%, and the largest deviations are given for
the predicted drag and lift forces at large inflow velocities and angles of attack.
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Table 1: Deviations [%] between the numerical results and experimental data of Patursson
et al. [28].

α [◦]
u∞ [m/s]

0.125 0.25 0.5 0.75

FD FL uw FD FL uw FD FL uw FD FL uw

0 -6.83 - 4.59 8.91 - -1.31 8.89 - -1.82 7.52 - -0.24

30 1.32 9.61 1.94 -0.98 -19.2 -1.75 8.29 -1.49 -2.18 1.92 -13.9 -0.41

45 -4.49 -7.04 -0.01 1.07 8.06 -3.39 2.61 5.25 -2.94 -1.61 -17.3 -0.49

60 14.6 -14.81 -2.07 3.44 9.54 -4.18 0.49 9.92 -4.71 -7.35 8.30 -3.21
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(c) Wake velocities 2.5 m behind the sheet over in-
flow velocity. The red line indicates the wake veloc-
ity without structure.

Figure 8: Comparison of the numerical and experimental results for a rigid porous sheet in
steady current flow.
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5.2 Rigid porous sheet in regular waves

A similar experiment was conducted in [37] to investigate the drag forces on a rigid sheet in
regular waves. Here, two rigid sheets of 1.0 m × 0.5 m with dt = 0.002 m and lt = 0.03 m and
lt = 0.06 m are placed in a wave tank of 30.0 m × 2.0 m × 2.0 m with a water depth of 1 m.
The centre of the sheet is at (x, y, z) = (10, 1.0, 0.6) m. Five different waves with wave heights
between H = 0.1 m and H = 0.2 m and a wave period of T = 1.4 s are investigated. They are
modelled using Stokes’ second-order theory. The computational domain is discretised using a
uniform grid with ∆x = 0.05 m.

The time series of the numerically calculated global drag forces on the two sheets are
presented in Fig. 9. For comparison, the measured forces are indicated in red. Spectral
analysis is conducted to quantify the period and amplitude of the forces, and the results are
shown in Tab. 2 in comparison to the experimental data. Here, the positive and negative force
amplitudes are considered separately due to the asymmetry of Stokes waves. In general, the
forces increase with increasing wave height due to larger particle velocities below the wave
and increasing solidity due to a larger surface passed by the fluid. A good agreement between
simulation and experiment can be stated as the deviations are mostly well below 10%. As
the measured forces are just provided over two wave periods, increased uncertainties for the
experimental data have to be kept in mind.

Table 2: Numerical and experimental results and deviations ε [%] for the rigid porous sheet
in waves [37].

H [m] lt [m] T [s] F+ [N] F− [N] Texp [s] F+
exp [N] F−exp [N] εT εF+ εF−

0.10 0.03 1.420 1.157 1.240 1.4 1.247 1.241 -1.43 0.18 0.16

0.12 0.03 1.420 1.590 1.750 1.4 1.522 1.786 -1.43 4.43 2.01

0.15 0.03 1.420 2.260 2.480 1.4 2.460 2.679 -1.43 0.15 7.44

0.18 0.03 1.419 3.450 3.780 1.4 3.382 3.814 -1.42 1.98 0.89

0.20 0.03 1.414 4.200 4.960 1.4 3.893 5.214 -1.00 7.88 4.87

0.10 0.06 1.421 0.330 0.390 1.4 0.477 0.398 -1.50 0.81 2.17

0.12 0.06 1.421 0.501 0.588 1.4 0.467 0.695 -1.51 7.07 15.42

0.15 0.06 1.428 0.698 0.860 1.4 0.791 1.044 -2.00 1.78 17.67

0.18 0.06 1.419 1.068 1.364 1.4 1.180 1.497 -1.41 0.52 8.90

0.20 0.06 1.419 1.36 1.780 1.4 1.417 1.878 -1.41 0.04 5.26
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Figure 9: Comparison of the numerical and experimental time series of the drag forces on a
rigid porous sheet in different regular waves with wave height H and wave period T .

6 Validation of the complete FSI model

The previous section indicates the proper working of the fluid solver and the coupling algo-
rithm for both, constant inflow conditions and waves. In this section, the complexity of the
fluid-structure problem is increased by adding the structural solver and hence, the deforma-
tion of the structure. First, a single sheet and a cylindrical structure are investigated in steady
inflow conditions. Afterwards, the deformation of a porous sheet in waves is presented.

6.1 Deformation of a porous sheet in steady current flow

The deformation of a porous sheet in steady current flow is presented following the experi-
mental setup by Bi et al. [3]. The sheet has a size of 0.3 m × 0.3 m with solidity S = 0.243.
It is numerically represented by 9× 9 elements. The top is fixed during the experiments and
a steel bar with a mass of 73 g in air is attached to the bottom of the structure. In the nu-
merical model, the mass and inertia effects of the bar is added to the lowest row of structural
elements. The inertia effects are approximates as drag and added mass forces for a cylinder
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using Morison’s formula [26]. This procedure also holds for the validation cases below. A slice
of the computational domain is shown in Fig. 10. Following the experiments, the domain is
3.8 m long, 0.4 m wide and 0.4 m high. It is numerically resolved using ∆x = 0.02 m. The
centre of the sheet is initially placed at (x, y, z) = (1.0, 0.2, 0.25) m. The inflow velocities
u∞ are 0.056 m/s, 0.113 m/s, 0.17 m/s and 0.226 m/s. As the result, Fig. 11 shows the
distribution of the centre line of the sheet, the global drag forces and velocity distribution
through the structure for different inflow velocities.

x
z

1.0 m 2.8 m

0.4 m

Figure 10: Slice through the centre of the computational domain for the simulation of a porous
sheet in steady current incident from the left. The deformed sheet is shown in yellow. The
contours show the velocity in x-direction for the case with u∞ = 0.226 m/s.

The experimental results for the deformation are extracted from pictures of the whole structure
presented in their paper and therefore, prone to larger uncertainties. Based on that, the
qualitative comparison in Fig. 11c shows a satisfying performance of the numerical model. For
larger velocities, the model tends to predict a larger curvature in the middle part of the sheet.
This also affects the calculated global drag forces shown in Fig. 11a. Here, deviations below
10% are shown for the lower range of investigated inflow velocities, but a 20% under-prediction
is given for largest velocity. This is probably linked to the slightly different deformation
causing larger lift forces but smaller drag forces. Additionally, Fig. 11b shows the distribution
of the velocity through and behind the sheet for two inflow velocities. As the flow passes the
structure, a velocity drop is visible due to a loss of fluid momentum. The magnitude and
position of the velocity reduction are well presented by the proposed model irrespective of the
inflow velocity.
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Figure 11: Comparison of the numerical and experimental results for a porous sheet in steady
current flow.

6.2 Deformation of a porous sheet in regular waves

In the previously considered experiment of Zhao et al. [37], additional measurements of the
deformation of a porous sheet in regular waves were presented. The sheet is 0.78 m wide,
0.6 m high and consists of squared meshes with dt = 0.0018 m and lt = 0.06 m. The solidity
ratio is approximated as 0.06. The numerical equivalent is modelled using 8 × 8 elements.
The top is fixed during the experiments and an iron bar with a mass of 82 g in air is attached
to the bottom of the structure. The same wave tank of 30.0 m × 2.0 m × 2.0 m with a water
depth of 1 m is used (see Fig. 12). The centre of the sheet is at (x, y, z) = (10, 1.0, 0.6) m. The
same waves as given above are investigated. Additionally, results for waves with wave height
H = 0.15 m and wave periods between 1.1 s and 1.5 s are reported. All waves are numerically
modelled using second-order Stokes theory. The computational domain is discretised using a
uniform grid with ∆x = 0.04 m.
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10.0 m

20.0 m1.0 m

2.0 m

0.3 m

Figure 12: Computational domain of the water phase for the simulation of a porous sheet in
regular waves. The waves propagate from the left to the right. The colours show the velocity
in x-direction.

Fig. 13 presents three time instances showing typical flow situations encountered by the
sheet. If the structure is under a wave crest, as shown in Fig. 13a, the flow pushes the
structure in the positive x-direction. Here, the centre of the sheet deforms first because of
the increased inertia of the lower part of the sheet due to the additional weight and higher
velocities near the free surface. After the wave crest passes the structure, reduced velocities
lead to a flattened profile rotated counter-clockwise. When the wave trough approaches as
shown in Fig. 13c, the structure is pulled back and starts to rotate clockwise.

The amplitude and speed of this cycling motion depend on both, wave height and period,
as it can also be seen in Fig. 14. It shows the maximum deformation of two probe points
P1 = (10, 1, 0.3) m (bottom position) and P2 = (10, 1, 0.6) m (centre position) following the
structural deformation. The deformation increases with the wave height. For both locations,
doubling of the amplitudes is given for almost doubling the wave height. Similarly, the
increase of the wave period increases the amplitude of the motion due to longer periods of
almost unidirectional incident flow velocities. The centre point generally moves less than
the bottom point in the numerical model, whereas the measurements indicate larger motion
of the centre point for higher and longer waves. Tab. 3 provides the deviations between
numerics and experiments for all considered cases. The motion of the lower part of the sheet
is represented well as the error is below 10%. In contrast, the centre part deforms insufficient in
the simulations for large waves showing under-predictions of up to 18%. These deviations can
be linked to the wave representation or the calculated forces on the structure. Unfortunately,
both are not reported in [37] so that further analysis of the errors cannot be given.
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(a) Wave crest situation. (b) Situation between crest and
trough.

(c) Wave trough situation.

Figure 13: Deformation of the porous sheet (yellow) in different wave situations. The waves
reach the sheet from the left. The green arrows indicate the directions of the streamlines.
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Figure 14: Comparison of the numerical and experimental results for a porous sheet in regular
waves.
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Table 3: Numerical and experimental results and deviations ε [%] for the maximum deforma-
tion of a porous sheet in regular waves [37].

H [m] T [s] A1,exp [cm] A2,exp [cm] A1 [cm] A2 [cm] ε1 ε2

0.10 1.4 4.52 3.78 4.94 3.56 9.25 -5.85
0.12 1.4 5.36 5.05 5.22 4.40 -2.61 -12.81
0.15 1.4 6.69 6.93 6.79 5.75 1.48 -16.98
0.18 1.4 7.71 8.23 8.16 6.76 5.81 -17.92
0.15 1.1 5.26 3.15 4.90 3.47 -6.79 10.16
0.15 1.2 5.48 4.16 4.95 4.26 -9.62 2.45
0.15 1.4 6.69 6.93 6.79 5.75 1.48 -16.98
0.15 1.5 8.02 8.35 7.73 7.64 -3.58 -8.50

6.3 Deformation of a porous cylindrical structure in steady current flow

As a final validation case, the deformation of a porous cylinder in steady current flow is
considered. The setup and measurements are taken from [18]. The cylinder has a diameter
of 1.435 m, a height of 1.44 m and consists of meshes with dt = 0.0018 m and lt = 0.018 m,
which corresponds to a solidity of S = 0.19. It is numerically represented by 17×10 structural
elements. The top is fixed during the experiments and 16 cylindrical weights of 0.4, 0.6 and
0.8 kg each are attached to the bottom row of the cylinder. The computational domain
together with the placement of the centre top position of the cylinder is shown in Fig. 15.
The domain is discretised using ∆x = 0.08 m. The inflow velocity u∞ varies between 0.13 m/s
and 0.56 m/s. As the results, Fig. 16 shows the global drag and lift forces and volume and area
reduction coefficients for the different inflow velocities and attached weights. The reduction
coefficients represent the ratio of the volume and area of the deformed structure to the initial
structure and are calculated as proposed in [18] to be consistent with the experiments. Their
accurate prediction demands a correct force calculation and proper velocity reduction through
the front part of the cylinder since both influence the deformed shape.

8.0 m

2.5 m

5.0
m

3.5 m 2.5 m
0.7 m

Figure 15: Computational domain for the simulation of a porous cylinder in steady current
flow. The current propagates in positive x-direction.
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The global forces on the structure, shown in Fig. 16a and Fig. 16b, increase with increasing
inflow velocity, and the influence of the changing weights is only of importance for velocities
larger than 0.33 m/s. For smaller velocities, the numerical model agrees well with the exper-
iments due to consistent deviations below 10%. For the largest inflow velocity, the lift force
is under-predicted. Here, the simulations show consistent results as the lift forces with the
largest additional weight is generally the lowest due to the smallest deformation. In contrast,
the experimental data shows the largest lift force for this configuration without providing a
physical explanation for this phenomenon. The volume and area reduction (Figs. 16c and 16d)
is negligible for inflow velocities smaller than 0.2 m/s. For larger velocities, the numerical
model accords well with the experiments by predicting increasing volume and area reduction
with increasing velocity. The largest deviation is observed for the predicted area reduction
coefficient for velocities between 0.23 m/s and 0.27 m/s. A possible explanation is a slightly
different deformation process of the numerical cage in comparison to the physical one. In the
experiment, the deformation at this velocity seems to be related to a bend of the cylinder,
whereas the cage also deforms through a reduced diameter numerically. However, a large
uncertainty associated with accessing the area reduction by tracking only three points has to
be considered. As expected, the largest deformation of the cylinder is predicted for the lowest
additional weight.
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Figure 16: Numerical and experimental results for the simulation of a porous cylinder in
steady current flow. WM1 corresponds to 16 × 0.4 kg additional weight, WM2 corresponds
to 16× 0.6 kg additional weight and WM3 corresponds to 16× 0.8 kg additional weight.
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7 Application to the simulation of fish cage arrays in current
flow

A possible application of the proposed model is the investigation of complex fish cage arrays
consisting of multiple cylindrical nets defined as elastic porous sheets. In the following, the
capabilities of the developed model are demonstrated by taking the previous case as the basis.
As shown in Fig. 17, six cylinders of the same dimensions and material as above are placed
in a 3× 2 array. The distance between the top centre points is 2 m in longitudinal direction
and d in lateral direction. The distance d is chosen as 3 m and 1.5 m to study the influence
of the cages on each other. Each cage has an additional weight of 16× 0.6 kg attached, and
the considered inflow velocity is 0.33 m/s.
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Figure 17: Computational domain for the simulation of fish cage arrays in current flow. The
current propagates in positive x-direction.

The time series of the forces on the left array of nets are shown in Fig. 18. The global
forces in x- and z-direction decrease for nets in the wake of another structure due to the
momentum loss through the porous sheets in front. The simulations indicate a slight increase
of these forces of the nets in the back if d is reduced. However, they are less influenced by
d than the forces in the y-direction. For the bigger distance, no influence between the two
arrays can be stated as the forces in the y-direction are close to zero. The decrease of the
distance results in an increase of lateral forces due to the direct influence of the accelerated
flow around the neighbouring structure.
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Figure 18: Time series of the numerically predicted forces in x-, y- and z-direction for the
simulation of fish cage arrays in current flow. The numbering of the nets is indicated in
Fig. 17. The results for d = 3 m (Orig) are shown in black, the results for d = 1.5 m (Narrow)
in red.
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Figure 19: Deformation of the backside centre lines of the nets. The numbering of the nets
is indicated in Fig. 17. The results for d = 3 m (Orig) are shown in black, the results for
d = 1.5 m (Narrow) in red.

The changing loading conditions also influence the deformation of the structures as can be
seen from Fig. 19. As expected, the reduction of velocity in the wake of the first structure
results in less rotation of the nets behind. Further, the deformation increases with decreasing
distance between the rows due to the increase of forces. In accordance with these observations,
the distribution of the tension forces (Fig. 20) can be explained. The largest tension forces
are to expected near the clamping on the top, and the strain reduces for the structures in the
back of the array. Generally, the strain is larger on the frontside than on the backside due to
the momentum loss of the fluid while passing the net.
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Figure 20: Tension force distribution [N] in the vertical twines of the different nets. The
numbering of the nets is indicated in Fig. 17.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, a new methodology for modelling the non-linear dynamics of porous tensile
structures and their interaction with the surrounding fluid was proposed.

An efficient structural model was derived for arbitrary deformations and non-linear mate-
rial. It bases on solving Newton’s second law for the unknown tension forces. A new approach
for calculating the fluid loading on the structure was proposed as the structure is not directly
resolved in the fluid. Here, fluid properties were interpolated on the structural domain using
a Kernel function, and the hydrodynamic forces were approximated using a Morison-type
approach. High-order backward finite differences were included to approximate the structural
motion. Finally, a single matrix-vector problem arose which was solved using an accelerated
Newton’s method. In contrast to existing explicit algorithms, the implicit time and deforma-
tion handling increase stability and effectively remove strong time step restrictions from the
fluid solver.

Two-way coupling was provided by including the loss of fluid momentum, due to passing a
porous sheet, in the Navier-Stokes equations as a source term. It was determined from a Kernel
integration of the hydrodynamic and body forces over multiple Lagrangian points which follow
the structural deformation. This represents an innovative extension of the classical forcing
approach for porous and hydrodynamic transparent structures. Hence, its application to
couple the fluid with slender elastic structures, such as mooring lines and floating beams, and
deforming porous media like vegetation is straightforward.

An extended verification and validation study was presented. The proposed model was
validated against existing experiments for rigid and elastic porous sheets and cylinders with
varying geometries and solidities in current and regular waves. Deviation bands of less than
10% were regularly achieved which indicate a proper calculation of the loads, the wake ve-
locity field and the structural response. Hence, the chosen kernel for the distribution of the
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momentum loss vector on the fluid domain is a valid alternative to the previous choice and
removes effectively additional parameters from the model. The application to the simulation
of the flow around multiple elastic net cages delivers insight into possible applications. Here,
the proposed numerical model provides the possibility to study fluid dynamics around and
inside the cages as well as the effects of waves and currents on the cage array deformations.
The resulting fluid disturbances have not been numerically resolved yet but can now be mod-
elled using the proposed approach. Within future work, the framework will also be extended
to floating cage systems with mooring systems attached.
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A Analytical expressions for the derivatives of Fij

The derivatives of (16) have to be calculated separately for the bar bij between knot xi and
xj and the adjoint bars bip and bjp:

• Derivative for the joint bar bij :

∂ Fij (T )

∂ Tij
=2




Nj∑

k=1

Tjk

mj
−

Ni∑

k=1

Tik

mi
+ Aij + Vij + Xij



(
bji
mj
− bij
mi

)

− c41
l20
C2
·
(
−C1 + 2C2 +

√
C2
1 + 4C2Tij√
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1 + 4C2Tij

)
(39)

• Derivative for the bars bip with i 6= j:

∂ Fij (T )

∂ Tip
= −2 bip

mi
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 (40)

• Derivative for the bars bjp with j 6= i:

∂ Fij (T )

∂ Tjp
=

2 bjp
mj




Nj∑

k=1

Tjk

mj
−

Ni∑

k=1

Tik

mi
+ Aij + Vij + Xij


 (41)

The resulting Jacobian is inverted using the partially pivoted LU decomposition of the C++
library Eigen [13].
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B Derivation of a linear system for solving the structural prob-
lem

The derivation of a linearised version of the proposed model is based on the kinematic relation

(
xj

(n+1) − xi
(n+1)

)2
=
(
l
(n+1)
ij

)2
. (42)

Under the assumption of linear elastic material, the length of the bar between knot xi and xj
is written as

l2ij = l20,ij · (1 + κ Tij)
2 , (43)

with l0,ij the original length and κ the elasticity constant. In each time step, the tension
force is subject to an incremental increase so that T (n+1) = T (n) + ∆T . Thus, the right-hand
side of (42) can be linearised with the argument of small elasticity (κ� 1) and small tension
fluctuations (∆T � 1):

(
l
(n+1)
ij

)2
= l20,ij ·

(
1 + 2κ T

(n)
ij

)
. (44)

The location and velocity of each knot is approximated using first-order backward finite
differences in time. Inserting them into (42) and linearising the left-hand side by neglecting
terms of higher-order, yields under consideration of (44)

l20,ij
2∆t

·
(

1 + 2κ T
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−
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x
(n)
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2∆t
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(
a
(n)
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(n)
i

))(
x
(n)
j − x

(n)
i

)
. (45)

Thus, a linear system of equations arises for the tension forces at the new time step using (5)
and proper rearrangement:
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The resulting system matrix is inverted using the partially pivoted LU decomposition of the
C++ library Eigen [13].
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Abstract

This paper presents a complete numerical framework for modelling open ocean aquaculture
structures in waves and current using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). A structural
dynamics model is incorporated to account for the motions and deformations of the net.
It is based on the lumped mass method, a non-linear material law and implicit time step
advancing. The presence of the porous net is considered in the momentum equations of
the fluid using a forcing term based on Lagrangian-Eulerian coupling and the acting forces
on the net. The proposed framework is suitable for simulating the interaction of nets of
arbitrary geometry and under large motion with fluids including complex free surfaces. This
is in contrast to existing models which either neglect important non-linearities, the physical
interaction with the fluid or are limited to certain net geometries. In addition, the fluid-
structure interaction of floating objects with mooring lines, nets and fluid is accounted for
in the model. A new floating algorithm is presented for the interaction of the fluid and the
rigid structure. It is based on a continuous direct forcing immersed boundary method and
a level set representation of the object in the Eulerian fluid domain. This effectively avoids
computationally expensive reconstruction processes of existing approaches and enables the
application to large three-dimensional structures. The complete numerical framework is first
validated against existing measurements for forces on rigid and flexible nets, net deformations
and moored-floating structures with and without a net in waves. Then, a semi-submersible
and a mobile floating open ocean aquaculture structure are investigated, and the possibilities
of the numerical approach are highlighted.

Keywords: Hydroelasticity, Fluid-structure interaction, CFD, Open ocean aquaculture, Ir-
regular waves
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1 Introduction

The demand for aquatic food products is expected to increase by thirty million tonnes until
2050 [15], and aquaculture production has to play a significant role in satisfying the demand
to avoid overfishing. In recent years, the traditional aquaculture industry has faced increas-
ing criticism for the environmental impacts of their near-coast structures on the surrounding
marine habitat [22]. This raises the need for alternative concepts in the aquaculture industry.
One of the most promising and economically valuable ideas involves the increase of the dimen-
sions of the structure in combination with the relocation of the structures offshore. However,
this implies larger loads on the structure and higher risk of fish loss due to the influence
of strong current and larger waves. Open ocean aquaculture (OOA) is concerned with the
adaptation of fish cages and the risks during operations to an environment with significant
exposure to wave action and severe sea conditions [15]. As a consequence, alternative design
choices adapted from offshore related fields of engineering arose during recent years [12]. This
includes semi-submerged and submerged fish cages [49] to reduce the loads as well as floating
rigid structures with one or multiple nets attached. These new types of structures require
more advanced tools in the design process to better understand the dominating factors for
eventual structural failure and fish loss. Numerical modelling is a relatively inexpensive and
flexible way of assessing these factors and reduce the risks if appropriate approaches are chosen
during establishing the frameworks for OOA structures.

Historically, computational methods developed for investigating aquaculture systems re-
lied on linear potential theory for load calculation and empirical formulae for estimating the
velocity reduction through the net. The most comprehensive study applying these methods
was performed by Kristiansen and Faltinsen [26]. They validated a lumped mass net model
coupled to a dynamic beam equation for the floater, linear wave theory to approximate the
excitation forces and the formula of Løland [31] to account for the shading effect of the net
against experiments of a traditional aquaculture structure. A reasonable agreement could be
achieved for small wave steepness and low current which is in accordance with linear theory.
For the same type of structure, Shen et al. [42] validated their numerical model, which is
based on the same assumptions, against measurements in both regular and irregular waves.
They concluded that in severe sea states, the deformation of the net is of a more limiting
factor in the design choices than the stresses in the floater. First numerical investigations of
OOA structures were presented in [19, 20] using a finite element method for the net and linear
potential theory for the excitation forces due to current and waves. The considered structure
was a spar buoy with an octagonal rim held together by tensioned stays woven into the net.
No shading effect was taken into account. The authors stressed the importance of non-linear
effects of extreme waves and fluid-structure interaction for the correct prediction of the struc-
tural dynamics. Xu et al. [49] compared a numerical model based on potential theory and
a rigid floater for submersible and moored floating net cages with physical model tests. The
authors highlighted that the lowering of the structure resulted in smaller deformations of the
net and reduced mooring line tension forces compared with the floating configuration. Also,
varying wave steepness have minor effects on the structural loads in this condition. More
recently, Li et al. [30] presented a numerical analysis of the concept of a vessel-shaped cage
system using a panel method and linear wave theory as the basis. No validation against mea-
surements was provided. However, it was concluded that a deformable net model is necessary
and non-linear effects have to be taken into account if offshore environmental conditions are to
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be investigated. These conditions are characterised by large loads on the structure and hence,
strong non-linear fluid-structure interaction. Thus, the existing numerical tools cannot be
regarded as appropriate for investigating OOA structures. In contrast, computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) offers a two-way coupled numerical approach that can be applied to un-
derstand the environmental loading and structural response by modelling the hydrodynamic
forces affecting the dynamics of the floating structure, the flexible net and mooring system,
and their effect on the surrounding fluid. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the only
numerical approach so far was the two-dimensional model presented by Chen and Christensen
[10]. They solved the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in a two-dimensional numerical
wave tank and coupled it to a lumped mass net model using a porous medium approach. They
validated their model against experiments for a net attached to a moored-floating cylinder in
waves and current and showed promising results. However, the approach was not tested for
three-dimensional structures such as OOA structures.

The complex problem of modelling the whole system can be split into the sub-problems of
solving the interaction between the fluid and a rigid moored-floating structure and the flexible
porous net, respectively. Several approaches exist to solve the fluid-structure interaction
(FSI) involving rigid bodies only. Moving mesh methods fit a Eulerian grid to the body
which is distorted by the changing position of the rigid body. Accurate results in the vicinity
of the body can be achieved, but the method faces problems for large body motion and
complicated structures. The grid distortion can be avoided effectively by applying the concept
of dynamic overset grids. Here, the grid around the body moves with the structure, and
the fluid information is transferred to a fixed background grid at a certain distance from
the body. Amongst others, Carrica et al. [7] and Chen et al. [11] successfully developed
numerical towing and wave tanks using dynamic overset grids. The drawback of this method
is the increase of computational costs due to the interpolations necessary in the overlapping
region of the grid, the parallelisation of the complete solver, and eventual instabilities due to
incomplete interpolation stencils. Alternative methods based on an implicit representation
of the structure in the Eulerian fluid grid have been developed to provide the computational
efficiency necessary for simulating large three-dimensional structures. The most important
implicit methods are based on the immersed boundary method by Peskin [41] for simulating
elastic membranes in fluid. Later, Fadlun et al. [14] introduced this idea to rigid bodies
as the direct forcing method. Here, the boundary conditions between fluid and solid are
respected by incorporating an additional source term in the momentum equations. The term
is calculated on fluid grid points near the surface using a reconstructed solution from the
fluid domain and the known velocity at the nearby solid surface. It was pointed out by
Uhlmann [47] that this reconstruction procedure can lead to spikes in the time series of the
forces because the reconstruction stencil changes as the body moves. Yang and Stern [50]
presented a solution to this problem by including an overset grid so that the reconstruction
stencils remain constant in time. This, however, brings along the aforementioned challenges
of these type of grids. Therefore, Uhlmann [47] proposed a continuous version of the direct
forcing method by calculating the forcing term on Lagrangian markers which discretise the
surface of the structure. The terms are then distributed on the Eulerian domain using the
interpolation procedure of the original immersed boundary method [41]. The introduced
smearing effectively removes force spikes but still keeps the nominal order of accuracy for the
FSI problem. Additional computational costs arise from the back- and forth-transformations
between the Eulerian grid and the Lagrangian markers. These costs can be avoided by using
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a completely Eulerian calculation as developed by e.g. Yang [51]. Here, the Eulerian grid is
split into a fluid and solid domain. The momentum equation is solved in the whole domain
including a forcing term. This additional term is calculated from the rigid body velocities
at each grid point and smeared over the fluid-solid interface using a smoothed Heaviside
step function. The author validated the solver against two-dimensional benchmark cases and
showed high stability and accuracy. Here, the author used markers moving with the body
for reconstructing the Heaviside step function in each time step. In the present paper, the
efficiency of this approach is further enhanced by utilising a ray-casting method and a level-set
function to distinguish between fluid and solid.

The second FSI problem is concerned with the interaction of the fluid and the net. The
net is an elastic structure with non-linear material properties [28] undergoing potentially
large motions and deformations. The lumped mass method was established as the most
common solution for solving net dynamics. Originally presented by Lader and Fredheim [28],
the lumped mass method discretises the net into massless bars with mass knots in between.
The dynamics of the knots are found by solving Newton’s second law and a Runge-Kutta
time integration. In [3, 4], the method was validated for flexible net sheets and cylinders
in steady current flow. However, the explicit time integration and missing fulfilment of the
constitutive equations within each time step lead to severe time step restrictions. Implicit
methods are therefore more suitable for FSI problems involving a coupled fluid solution. In
[36], an implicit quasi-static net model was proposed where the force equilibrium is solved
for each knot with additional constraints on the connectivity of the bars. The missing time-
stepping reduces the cost and simplifies the coupling to the fluid solver. However, the lack of
dynamic effects prevents the application to large deformation problems including snap loads.
A dynamic implicit net model based on the satisfaction of the kinematic relation between
knot position and bar length was introduced in [29]. The original approach assumed inelastic
material which can lead to ill-posed problems due to high condition numbers. Marichal [32]
successfully overcame this drawback by including elastic material into the model. However,
their derivation relied on a linear material assumption and linearised equations. This is a
severe drawback considering the non-linearity of net material [28]. Therefore, the authors of
this paper included non-linear material properties which led a non-linear system of equations
for the unknown tension forces [33]. The method was successfully validated against model
tests for top-fixed deforming net sheets and cages in waves and current. In the present paper,
this model is extended to dynamic problems involving moving mounting points.

In contrast to conventional membranes, nets have high porosity and consist of multiple
individual twines which are passed by the fluid. The length scale of the flow around each twine
is significantly smaller than the length scale of the flow around the whole floating structure.
This prevents the resolution of the net on the same numerical grid as the fluid domain, and an
alternative representation of the FSI between net and fluid has to be introduced. One possible
representation is the definition of a porous medium around the net. The fluid momentum
equation is solved in the whole domain including an additional resistance coefficient in the
porous zone (see [4, 8, 9, 40, 52] for various definitions of the coefficient). As shown in [34],
this approach is not appropriate for complex shapes and deformations and lacks a physical
basis. The authors of this paper proposed an alternative method based on the same principles
as the immersed boundary methods by Peskin [41] and Uhlmann [47]. Here, a forcing term is
calculated from the hydrodynamic loads on the net and distributed on the fluid domain using
an interpolation kernel. This method was successfully validated for rigid [34] and deforming
nets [33] and will be utilised in the present paper.
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Based on the review of existing approaches, this paper presents itself as the first attempt
to establish a numerical framework using CFD for OOA structures. All parts of the framework
are chosen or newly developed aiming to simulate large, three-dimensional structures including
fluid-structure, fluid-net and net-structure interaction in an efficient manner. The paper is
structured as follows: section 2 presents the different modules of the complete numerical
framework. Several validation cases are presented in section 3. The validated numerical
model is then applied to two typical OOA structures in section 4. The paper concludes with
final remarks in section 5.

2 Numerical framework

The different parts of the proposed numerical model are introduced in the following. The
framework includes a two-phase numerical wave tank, a floating algorithm for modelling the
interaction of rigid structures and fluid and an implicit solver for the net dynamics. Details
regarding the coupling of the net solver to the fluid solver and the rigid body solver are also
given. A flowchart at the end of the section (Fig. 4) provides an overview of the complete
framework.

2.1 Fluid dynamics solver

The dynamics of any incompressible fluid obeys the conservation of mass and momentum.
These conservation laws are described by the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations and
continuity equation which are written in the convective form as

∇ · u = 0, (1)

∂u

∂t
+ u · ∇u = −1

ρ
∇p+∇ ·

(
ν
[
∇u +∇uT

])
+ g. (2)

Here, u is the velocity vector, ρ is the density, p is the pressure, ν represents the kinematic
and turbulent viscosity and g is the gravitational acceleration vector. The effect of turbulence
is incorporated by adding turbulent viscosity to the diffusion term using the Boussinesq ap-
proximation and a modified k-ω turbulence model [5]. Following a one-fluid approach, the two
phases, air and water, are covered by a single set of equations but space and time dependent
material distributions. The transition between the phases is implicitly represented by the zero
level set of the smooth signed distance function Φ [39]. The linear advection equation

∂Φ

∂t
+ u · ∇Φ = 0, (3)

is solved for propagating Φ in space and time. After each propagation, the reinitialisation
equation of Sussman et al. [45] is solved to keep the signed distance properties of Φ. The
density and viscosity is then calculated using

ρ = ρwH(Φ) + ρa(1−H(Φ)), (4)

ν = νwH(Φ) + νa(1−H(Φ)), (5)
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with w indicating water and a air properties. Further, the smoothed Heaviside step function
H is given by

H(Φ) =





0 if Φ < −ε
1
2

(
1 + Φ

ε + 1
πsin(πΦ

ε )
)

if |Φ| ≤ ε
1 if Φ > ε,

(6)

with ε = 2.1∆x and ∆x the characteristic length of the discrete domain in the vicinity of each
evaluation point.

The set of equations (1) - (3) is solved on a staggered rectilinear grid using finite differences.
Fifth-order accurate weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) schemes [23, 24] adapted
to non-uniform point distances are applied for convection terms, and diffusion terms are
discretised with second-order accurate central differences. Convection and source terms are
treated explicitly with the third-order accurate TVD Runge-Kutta scheme of Shu and Osher
[44], and an implicit Euler method is applied for the temporal discretisation of the viscous
term. This effectively removes a quadratic reciprocal dependency on the cell size from the
CFL condition [5]. An incremental pressure-correction algorithm [46] is used for solving
system (1)-(2). In each k-th Runge-Kutta sub-step, a velocity field is predicted using the
pressure gradients of the previous step:

u(∗) − αku(n)

αk∆t
=
βk
αk

u(k−1) − u(k−1) · ∇u(k−1) − ∇p
(k−1)

ρ

+∇ ·
(
ν
[
∇u +∇uT

])(∗)
+ g, (7)

with αk = 1.0, 1/4, 2/3, βk = 0.0, 3/4, 1/3 and k = 1, 2, 3. Afterwards, the Poisson equation

∇ ·
(

1

ρ
∇pcorr

)
=

1

αk∆t
∇ · u(∗), (8)

is solved for the pressure correction term pcorr utilising a fully parallelized BiCGStab algorithm
with geometric multigrid preconditioning from the HYPRE library [48]. An n-halo decomposi-
tion strategy and the message passing interface (MPI) handles inter-processor communication.
The pressure and divergence free velocity fields are finally calculated from

p(k) = p(k−1) + pcorr − ρν ∇ · u(∗), (9)

u(k) = u(∗) − αk∆t

ρ
∇p(k). (10)

2.2 Including rigid body motion in the fluid solver

A new continuous direct forcing approach is implemented to account for the presence of rigid
floating objects in the fluid solver. The same level-set routines as for the free surface are
utilised. Hence, high efficiency through parallelised routines is ensured and simulations of
large three-dimensional structures are possible. This is in contrast to previous research on
continuous methods which mostly concentrated on two-dimensional benchmark cases.

The floating object is transferred to the solver as an STL geometry consisting of multiple
non-connected triangles. This information is sufficient to create a signed distance field Φs

representing the geometry in the Eulerian fluid domain by applying a ray casting algorithm
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[6] to receive inside-outside information near the body and the reinitialisation algorithm of
Sussman et al. [45]. An example of a complex STL geometry and its level set representation
is shown in Fig. 1. The generated level set function Φs is used for distinguishing between fluid
and solid domain by extending (4) and (5):

ρ = ρsH(Φs) + (1−H(Φs)) · (ρwH(Φ) + ρa(1−H(Φ))), (11)

ν = (1−H(Φs)) · (νwH(Φ) + νa(1−H(Φ))), (12)

with s indicating solid.

(a) Original STL representation. (b) Level set representation indicated by grey contour
lines in x-z plane. Yellow surface shows Φs = 0.

Figure 1: Illustration of the representation of a complex object as a reconstructed signed
distance function.

Following the derivation of Yang [51], the conservation laws

∇ · u = 0,

∂u

∂t
+ u · ∇u = −1

ρ
∇p+ g + f , (13)

with the forcing term

f =
∂P(u)

∂t
+ P(u) · ∇P(u) +

1

ρ
∇p− g, (14)

hold in the solid domain. Here, P(u) represents the operator for projecting the velocity field
into a divergence free rigid body velocity field. Comparing (13) with (1) and (2) reveals
that the only difference between these two sets of equations is the term f and the diffusion
term, respectively. Therefore, a single set of equations can be solved in the whole domain
using H(Φs) for representing the transition of fluid to solid and the additional term f for
incorporating the correct boundary conditions at the interface. At a discrete level, f reads at
the new time step n+ 1

f (n+1) = H(Φ(n+1)
s ) ·

(
P(u(n+1))−P(u(n))

∆t
+ P(u(n)) · ∇P(u(n)) +

1

ρ
∇p(n+1) − g

)
. (15)
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The velocity at the new time step is unknown a priori. To overcome this issue and avoid
expensive implicit calculations, the valid approximation P(u(n)) = u(n) is made and the
pressure is taken from the previous time step as a good approximation. Then,

f (n+1) = H(Φ(n+1)
s ) ·

(
P(u(n+1))− u(n)

∆t
+ u(n) · ∇u(n) +

1

ρ
∇p(n) − g

)
, (16)

and by comparing with (7), it can be identified that

f (n+1) = H(Φ(n+1)
s ) ·

(
P(u(n+1))− u(∗)

∆t

)
. (17)

A good approximation of the updated velocity field is u(∗) itself. Therefore, the predictor step
(7) is first executed without the forcing term. Then, f (∗) is calculated from

f (∗) = H(Φ(∗)
s ) ·

(
P(u(∗))− u(∗)

αk∆t

)
, (18)

and added to the predicted velocity field before solving the Poisson equation (8).
For the calculation of the rigid body velocity field, the translational motion of the rigid

body is described by Newton’s second law, and the rotational motion is described in a body-
fixed coordinate system using the Euler parameter e = (e0, e1, e2, e3)T with the property
e Te = 1. Their relation to Euler angles is provided in A. Following Shivarama and Fahren-
thold [43], a first-order Hamiltonian system can be derived. The translational equations are
converted into a system of first-order differential equations as well. Hence, the rigid body
system can be integrated with the same explicit Runge-Kutta method as the fluid solver.
The body forces and momenta are calculated on the triangulated surface using a trilinear
interpolation of the fluid properties and an integration over all N triangles:

Fx =

∫

Ω
(−np+ ρνnτ) dΩ(x) =

N∑

i=1

(−np+ ρνnτ)i ·∆Ωi,

Mx =

∫

Ω
r× (−np+ ρνnτ) dΩ(x) =

N∑

i=1

ri × (−np+ ρνnτ)i ·∆Ωi. (19)

Here, n is the surface normal vector, τ is the viscous stress tensor and r represents the distance
vector to the centre of gravity. The calculated moments are transferred into the body-fixed
coordinate system before solving the system. Once the body velocities are calculated, the
projection can be calculated as

P(u(∗)) = ẋs + ωs × r. (20)

with ẋs the translational and ωs the rotational rigid body velocity vector in the inertial
reference frame.
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2.3 Modelling the net dynamics

The main concept of the previously proposed net model [33] is presented in the following. The
net is discretised in a finite number of mass points (knots) connected by non-linear elastic
bars. Due to reasons to be mentioned in the next section, a structural element is defined as
the combination of four points and their four connecting bars and covers multiple physical
meshes of the net (see Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Illustration of the definitions for the net model: structural elements consist of four
knots (thick dots) connected with bars (thick black lines). Each element (hatched area) covers
multiple physical meshes (thin grey lines). The contribution of the structural elements to each
knot is shown in matching colours.

A system of equations is formulated for the dynamics of the knots by distributing the external
forces Fex from each structural element to the attached knots. This leads to the dynamic
equilibrium

mi ẍi =

Ni∑

k=1

Tik + Fex,i, (21)

for each knot xi and its Ni neighbouring knots. Here, dots indicate temporal derivatives and
Tij represents the tension force vector of each bar:

Tij = Tij bij = Tij ·
(

xj − xi
|xj − xi|

)
, (22)

with Tij the tension force magnitude and bij the unit vector of the bar. The mass matrix mi

is calculated considering the surrounding NS,i structural elements using

mi =

NS,i∑

s=1



mair +manx 0 0

0 mair +many 0
0 0 mair +manz



s

, (23)

with mair,s the mass of the partial element, ns the unit normal vector of the element pointing
in relative velocity direction and ma,s the added mass contribution.
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The external force vector consists of gravity and buoyancy forces as well as hydrodynamic
forces. The latter consist of inertia forces I due to the fluid acceleration af ,

Ii =

NS,i∑

s=1



ma +manx 0 0

0 ma +many 0
0 0 ma +manz



s

· af,s, (24)

and velocity related forces D which are calculated using the screen force model of Kristiansen
and Faltinsen [27]. In the inertia system of the fluid, D can be split into drag and lift force
components in normal (nd) and tangential (nl) direction of the local relative velocity vector
urel,s = uf,s − ẋs:

Di =

NS,i∑

s=1

ρ

2
Asu

2
rel,s(cdnd + clnl)s. (25)

The coefficients cd and cl are calculated from a truncated Fourier series expanded for their
dependency on the angle of attack α between fluid velocity vector and structural element
vector:

cd(α) = cd,0

∞∑

k=1

a2k−1 cos ((2k − 1)α) , (26)

cl(α) = cl,π
4

∞∑

k=1

b2k cos (2kα) . (27)

The definition of the constants cd,0 and cl,π
4

can be taken from [27]. The determination
of the Fourier coefficients is based on non-linear fitting to experimental data. This raises
issues as most experimental data is normalised by the undisturbed inflow velocity. However,
the velocity at the location where the forces are evaluated in the numerical simulation is
disturbed by the presence of the structure. In [34], an equation is derived to approximate
the inflow velocity without the structure. Based on momentum equilibria considerations, the
undisturbed inflow velocity u∞ is approximated by solving the intrinsic equation

u∞ =
cd(u∞)

−1 +
√

1 + cd(u∞)
· urel,s

2
. (28)

An implicit solution for the structural dynamics problem is found by starting from the
trivial relation between the position of the knots xi and xj and the length of the bar lij
between them:

(
xj

(n+1) − xi
(n+1)

)2
=
(
l
(n+1)
ij

)2
. (29)

According to Lader and Fredheim [28], the material of nets follow the non-linear constitutive
law

Tij = C1ε+ C2ε
2 = C1

(
lij
l0,ij
− 1

)
+ C2

(
lij
l0,ij
− 1

)2

, (30)
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with l0,ij the unstretched bar length and (C1, C2) = (1160 N, 37300 N) for squared meshes.
Inserting (30) in the right-hand side of (29) yields

(
xj

(n+1) − xi
(n+1)

)2
=

l20
4C2

2

·
(
−C1 + 2C2 +

√
C2

1 + 4C2T
(n+1)
ij

)2

. (31)

The left-hand side of (29) is replaced by the dynamic equilibrium (21). This is done by
expressing the position vectors by its accelerations using high-order backward finite differences
and replacing them with forces (see B for the derivation). Thus, a non-linear expression f is
found for each bar bij :

fij

(
T (n+1)

)
=




Nj∑

k=1

m−1
j T

(n+1)
jk −

Ni∑

k=1

m−1
i T

(n+1)
ik + m−1

j F
(n)
ex,j −m−1

i F
(n)
ex,i + Vij + Xij




2

− c4
0 l

2
0

4 C2
2

·
(
−C1 + 2C2 +

√
C2

1 + 4C2T
(n+1)
ij

)2

= 0, (32)

with T the unknown global vector of tension force magnitudes. A system of equations can be
formulated and solved using the improved Newton’s method [13]

T (∗) = T (n) −
[
J
(
T (n)

)]−1
F
(
T (n)

)
,

T (n+1) = T (∗) −
[
J
(
T (n)

)]−1
F
(
T (∗)

)
, (33)

with F the vector of the expressions (32) and J its Jacobian matrix (see [33] for the ex-
pression). In practice, (33) converges well if the initial condition is chosen properly. More
details can be found in [33]. The converged result of (33) can then be used for calculating the
acceleration, velocity and position of the knots in a straightforward manner.

2.4 Coupling the net solver to the fluid solver

The solidity Sn of a net is defined as the ratio of solid front area to the total area and is
calculated as [18]

Sn =
2dt
lt
−
(
dt
lt

)2

, (34)

with dt the twine diameter and lt the twine length. Sn typically varies between 0.1 and 0.3
for aquaculture nets. The resulting difference between the length scale of each mesh and the
total structure prevents the resolution of the whole net in the discrete space. This raises the
need for an alternative fulfilment of the boundary conditions at the fluid-structure interface
because the physical fluid-structure interface is not present in the simulation. Following the
Lagrangian approach developed in [34], these boundary conditions are replaced by a source
term S which expresses the physical loss of fluid momentum due to the presence of the net,
which leads to a pressure jump. The term is determined from the known external forces on
the net and is added to the Navier-Stokes equations before the pressure correction step.
The momentum loss is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the net surface regardless
of the difference between twines and voids. This implication requires uniformly distributed
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Figure 3: Illustration of the discrete net structure for the fluid-structure interaction. Black
lines represent structural elements of the net, blue lines show the triangulated surface and the
Lagrangian points are marked in red. the background shows the Eulerian fluid grid as thin
grey lines.

markers holding S and that the area which is covered by each marker is nearly equal to the cell
size of the encircling fluid domain. However, it is not practical to evaluate the structural dy-
namics on a scale where the knots fulfil these requirements. Therefore, additional Lagrangian
markers are introduced to distribute S. They are defined by splitting the structural elements
in triangles according to the Eulerian grid size in their vicinity. The Lagrangian markers are
then defined in the geometrical centres of each triangle. An example of the distribution of
the markers on the discrete net structure is shown in Fig. 3.

The forces are distributed on the fluid grid points xe using the interpolation

S(xe) =

Le∑

L=1

s(xL)

∆x∆y∆z
D

(
xe − xL

∆x

)
D

(
ye − yL

∆y

)
D

(
ze − zL

∆z

)
, (35)

with Le the number of markers within a defined kernel around xe which is taken from [41]:

D(r) =

{
1
4

(
1 + cos

(
πr
2

))
if |r| < 2.0

0.0 else.
(36)

The forces vectors s(xL) at the marker with position xL = (xL, yL, zL) are calculated by
integrating the external forces in (21) over the triangle area AL:

s(xL) =
[ρ

2
u2

rel · (cdnd + clnl) +ma (af + diag(nx, ny, nz) · (af − ẍ)) + G
]
L
·AL. (37)

2.5 Coupling net and rigid body dynamics

Additional remarks are given regarding the coupling of the fluid-net and fluid-rigid structure
solver. At first, it is decided to explicitly couple the net dynamic solver to the remaining
algorithm due to the different time advancement procedures. Therefore, the fluid velocity
field of the previous time step is chosen for calculating the loading on the nets. The field
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is interpolated to the points where the external forces are evaluated using the same kernel
function as provided in section 2.4. After the external forces are evaluated, the new tension
force distribution is calculated and used for updating the dynamic properties of the knots.
Furthermore, the topmost knots are assigned to the rigid body motion to ensure a tight
coupling. For this purpose, it is sufficient to replace the third or fourth term of the dynamic
equilibria (32) with the known acceleration of the rigid body at these points. Two-way
coupling is enabled by adding the tension forces acting on the top knots to the rigid body
motion solver as external loading. It is also to be noticed that the later applied mooring
system is incorporated in the same manner. It is referred to [35] for more details.

Solve free surface problem (3)

Interpolate velocities on net

Solve net dynamics

Momentum predictor step (7)

Solve rigid body dynamics

Calculate pressure increment (8)

Momentum corrector steps (9), (10)

if k=3

then

else

Advance in time

k
=
k

+
1

Calculate external forces (24), (25)

Solve for tension forces (32)

Update acceleration, velocity and position

Calculate momentum forcing (37)

Distribute forces on Eulerian grid (35)

Calculate external loads

Advance rigid body position

Update rigid body level set position

Add forcing term (18) to momentum

Figure 4: Flowchart of the numerical model.

3 Validation of the net model in current

The structural net model and its coupling to the fluid solver are validated for steady current
flows in the following. A validation involving wave loads can be found in [33, 34]. At first,
the forces on rigid net sheets, i.e. without considering net deformation, are investigated.
Afterwards, the deformation of cylindrical cages and net sheets are compared to experiments
in steady current flow. The main focus in these cases lies on the correct deformation and
shading of and forces on nets with different geometrical properties.

3.1 Drag and lift forces on a rigid net sheet

Føre et al. [16] investigated rigid net sheets of different solidity in a steady current flow. The
sheets are fixed in a frame of 1.215 × 0.985 m and towed in a tank of 175.0 × 10.5 × 5.6 m
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with a distance of approximately 0.39 m between the upper part of the frame and free surface.
As materials, knotless nets with the solidities Sn = 0.15, 0.16, 0.23 and 0.32 are considered.
The twine thickness decreases from 2.5 mm for the lowest solidity to 1.3 mm for the highest.
The length of the twines varies between 32.4 mm and 8.0 mm. The angle of attack between
net and current α is α = 0◦ and 45◦, and additionally 22.5◦ and 67.5◦ for the second and
third net. Different inflow velocities between 0.25 m/s and 2.0 m/s are considered. For most
configurations, the global drag and lift forces are calculated using (25), and the velocity in
the wake of the sheet is measured 0.715 m behind the sheet and 0.9 m below the free surface.

The numerical domain has the dimensions 12 × 7 × 5.6 m and is shown in Fig. 5. The
width and length of the tank are reduced due to efficiency reasons, but without affecting the
results. The free surface is modelled as a symmetry plane. A uniform discretisation with
∆x = 0.07 m is used. Convergence studies are not presented as the coupling is insignificantly
dependent on the fluid grid size and the flow is mostly uniform.

12.0
m

5.6 m

3.5 m

6.0m

α

Figure 5: Computational domain for the simulation of a rigid net sheet in a steady current.

Fig. 6a presents the drag forces for perpendicular inflow, and Fig. 6b shows the drag force
distribution for varying angles of attack for u∞ = 1.0 m/s. The forces increase with the net
solidity and decreasing α due to an increasing area of attack, and they increase quadratically
with the inflow velocity as expected. The maximum deviations between numerics and exper-
iment are 20% for the smallest velocities and solidities. A better agreement is seen for the
lift forces at α = 45◦ (Fig. 6c) with deviations smaller than 10%. For Sn = 0.16, Føre et al.
[16] report inaccurate measurements because the expected lift forces should be larger than
for Sn = 0.15. Therefore, the numerical model seems to predict a more accurate result here.
The distributions of the lift forces generally follow the drag forces due to the same reasons.
However, the lift forces reach a peak value at around 45◦ and decrease again for larger angles
because the net acts as a closed surface with flow detachment rather than as a porous sheet
in these cases.

The flow decelerates through the net as indicated in Fig. 6d. The shading effect increases
with the solidity of the net which is respected in the numerical model through the dependency
on the drag forces. Further, the model predicts a lower influence of the inflow velocity on the
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relative velocity reduction for all solidities. The same effect is reported in the experiments,
except for in the case of the largest solidity. Additional measurements should be conducted
to clarify the eventual existence of changing shading effects for high solidity nets. Generally,
the numerical model over-predicts the momentum loss but the deviations stay within a 10%
error bound.
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(a) Drag forces over inflow velocity for α = 0◦.
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(b) Lift and drag forces over α for u∞ = 1.0 m/s.
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(c) Lift forces over inflow velocity for α = 45◦.
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(d) Ratio of wake velocity to inflow velocity over in-
flow velocity for α = 0◦.

Figure 6: Comparison of the numerical and experimental results for a rigid net sheet in steady
current. Numbers in legend refer to the solidity of the net.

3.2 Forces on and deformation of a cylindrical net cage

The complexity of the simulation is increased by considering the net deformation within the
FSI solver. The physical model tests of Bi et al. [3] in which a top-fixed cylindrical net
cage was investigated in steady current flow are considered for validation. The domain size
is 5 × 0.45 × 0.4 m which is adopted from the experimental setup. It is discretised using
∆x = 0.01 m. The free surface is modelled as a symmetry plane for computational efficiency.
Slices of the computational domain are shown in Fig. 7. The investigated cylinder has a
diameter of 0.254 m, a height of 0.15 m and solidity of 0.12. The centre of the structure
is placed at (x, y, z) = (2.5, 0.225, 0.325) m. The large physical mesh size of the cylinder
enables the usage of the original number of meshes in the simulation. As the net is knotted,
additional drag and inertia forces are added to the dynamic equilibria to account for the
presence of spherical knots. Similarly, the effect of a bottom sinker is added to the lowest
row of structural elements using Morison’s formula [37]. Four different inflow velocities,
u∞ = 0.069 m/s, 0.122 m/s, 0.178 m/s and 0.242 m/s are reported with a sinker weight of
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8 g. Additionally, two heavier sinker weights are attached to the structure for u∞ = 0.242 m/s
to investigate their influence on the deformation of the net.

2.5 m 2.5 m

0.4 m

0.45 m

Figure 7: Slices through the computational domain for the simulation of a cylindrical net in
steady current flow. Top: x − z centre plane; bottom: x − y plane at z = 0.325 m. The
deformed structure is shown in yellow. The contours show the velocity in x-direction for the
case with u∞ = 0.122 m/s and an 8 g sinker.

The comparison of simulated and measured results for the sinker weight of 8 g is presented
in Fig. 8. The drag forces qualitatively follow the theoretical distribution of forces on a cylinder
for different inflow velocities. The velocity reduced by the presence of the net is well captured
numerically as seen in Fig. 8b. Here, the model under-predicts the experimental data by up
to 10%. Reported pictures from the experiments are used to compare the deformation of
the cage though this implicates large uncertainties. The qualitative comparison of the rear
vertical centreline is presented in Fig. 8c. As the velocity increases, larger hydrodynamic
loads increase the deformation of the net structure. The numerical model presents a good
approximation of the physical model test.

Similar effects can be observed if the sinker weight is increased (see Fig. 9a). The additional
gravity forces counteract the hydrodynamic forces and, hence, decrease the deformation of the
net in the flow direction. In principle, the numerical model agrees well with the experiment.
It is however noticed that two different deformation pictures are shown for the same setup
of u∞ = 0.242 m/s and 8 g sinker weight in [3]. A possible explanation is the strong vortex
shedding for this configuration, leading to oscillatory motion of the structure. The pictures
might be taken from two different time instances. This explanation is confirmed numerically
because it is possible to find matching distributions for both pictures within the converged
solution. In addition, Fig. 9b presents the distribution of the x-velocity through the net.
It clearly shows the momentum loss of the fluid through the front and back of the net.
The simulation predicts similar velocity reduction for all weight configurations, whereas the
experiments report an increasing reduction for more deformed nets with larger angles of attack
between fluid and structure. This effect is a new observation presented by Bi et al. [3] but
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stays in contrast to previous measurements of, e.g. [40] which showed a minor dependency of
the angle of attack on the velocity reduction. The latter could also be confirmed numerically
by the present approach [34].
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(a) Drag forces over inflow velocity.
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(b) Velocities inside the net cage over inflow veloc-
ity. Red line indicates velocities without consider-
ing the FSI.
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(c) Distribution of the deformed rear-centreline for
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Figure 8: Comparison of the numerical and experimental results for a flexible net cylinder
with a 8 g sinker weight in different steady current flow.
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Figure 9: Comparison of the numerical and experimental results for a flexible net cylinder
with varying sinker weights in steady current flow of u∞ = 0.242 m/s.

3.3 Tension forces in a deforming net sheet

Bardestani and Faltinsen [2] presented model test results for a deforming net sheet in steady
current flow. In contrast to the previous case, tension forces acting at the top of the net
were measured for different net geometries, sinker weights and inflow velocities. The proper
determination of the structural forces is the result of accurate replication of the loads on and
deformation of the structure itself. Hence, it is a reliable measure for validating numerical
models for the interaction of net and floating structures. In the experiment, a wave tank at
the Department of Marine Technology at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology
was used. The tank has the dimensions 13.67× 0.6× 1.3 m with 1 m water depth. The same
tank size is used in the numerical simulations, and a cell size of 0.05 m is considered. All nets
have the size 0.51× 0.76 m and are placed in the middle of the tank with the top of the net
fixed close to the free surface, which is replaced by a symmetry plane in the simulation to
save computational costs. The considered nets consist of square meshes modelled by 10× 10
elements and have a solidity of 0.16, 0.19 and 0.23 with a twine diameter of 2.5, 2.5 and 1.8 mm.
The corresponding twine lengths are calculated from (34). A cylindrical sinker was attached
to the bottom of the net. Its weight varies between 1.2, 1.4 and 1.6 kg. The simulations are
executed until a steady state is reached and then compared to the experimental data.
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Figure 10: Deformation of the net sheet with Sn = 0.16 in a steady current flow of u∞ =
0.3 m/s with different sinker weights attached. The weight decreases from the left to the right
net in the picture. The colours indicate tension forces in the bars.

The resulting tension forces over changing inflow velocities in Fig. 11 reveal three character-
istics for the investigated setup. At first, a non-linear increase of the tension force can be
observed for increasing velocities irrespective of the solidity or sinker weight. This is caused
by the increase of hydrodynamic forces as shown above. Further, the tension increases with
increasing sinker weight even though the deformation of the net decreases as indicated in
Fig. 10. This shows that the increase of gravity forces exceeds the decrease in hydrodynamic
forces. Hence, the sinker weight significantly influences the behaviour of the system. This
is confirmed by the last observation that the tension forces increase with the net solidity,
due to the increase of net area, but the effect is negligible here. Qualitatively, the numerical
framework agrees with the experiments on these phenomena, and most predicted results are
within a 10% error bound. The largest deviations are seen for the highest velocity and solidity
with errors of up to 20%. A reasonable explanation for the deviations is the fact that the flow
around the sinker is not resolved in the simulation. Hence, the attachment between sinker and
net is missing, and the important drag and inertia forces are approximated using Morison’s
formula.
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Figure 11: Comparison of the numerical and experimental tension forces at the top of a net
sheet in steady current flow. In [2], the results are normalised by the tension forces without
inflow T0. The shown data are obtained after multiplication with the numerically calculated
T0. The numbers in the legend refer to the sinker weight in kilogram.

3.4 Moored-floating cylinder in waves

The presented floating algorithm in section 2.2 is validated against measurements of a moored-
floating cylinder in waves. The setup replicates the experiments of Kristiansen [25] which were
performed in the same tank as described in section 3.3. A cylinder with diameter 0.1 m, the
same length as the width of the tank and a mass of 3.94 kg/m is placed in the tank. A
mooring system, consisting of ropes and springs with stiffness 151.2 N/m2 and pre-tension
38.1 N/m, is attached to the cylinder. The other end of the lines is coupled to a pulley 2.43 m
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away from the cylinder at a height of 0.136 m above the free surface. A two-dimensional setup
of the experiments is investigated in the numerical wave tank shown in Fig. 12. The waves
are generated in a wave generation zone of one wavelength, and a numerical beach damps
the waves at the end of the tank. A description of these methods can be found in [5]. The
mooring system is modelled as two springs mounted at the centre of the cylinder.

2λλ

4.5 m 5.5 m

1.3 m 1.0 m2.43 m ∠ 3.2◦

Figure 12: Two-dimensional domain for the simulation of a moored-floating cylinder in waves.
The cylinder is shown in blue, the mooring lines in green and λ is the wavelength.

First, a convergence study is conducted using decays test of the moored-floating cylinder (see
Fig. 13). In the experiments, only a surge decay of the moored-floating cylinder is reported.
The comparison of the time series using numerical grids with ∆x = 0.01, 0.0075 and 0.005 m is
presented in the Figs. 13a and 13b. For all chosen cell sizes, the numerical model captures the
first peak well. Numerical damping results in under-prediction of the subsequent amplitude for
coarser grids. Similar observations are indicated for the free heave test (Fig. 13c). Although
the medium grid seems to accurately predict the amplitudes, further refinement is needed for
a convergence of the phase. As a consequence, the finest cell size is chosen for further testing.
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Figure 13: Comparison of the numerical and experimental results for the decay tests of a
moored-floating cylinder.

Next, the motion responses in surge and heave in regular waves with a constant steepness
of 1/14 are compared. The waves have periods of 0.497, 0.544, 0.601, 0.761 and 0.878 s and
are modelled as 2nd-order Stokes waves in the numerical simulations. The comparison of the
time series can be found in C and indicate a proper working of the framework. A more robust
indication of the object’s behaviour can be investigated through the amplitude responses over
the wave periods as shown in Fig. 14. In general, the deviations are between 5% and 10%.
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Figure 14: Comparison of the response amplitude operators (RAO) between the numerical
model and the experiments for the moored-floating cylinder in regular waves. The linear
solution is taken from [25].

In shorter waves, the surge motion oscillates with the encounter frequency plus a sub-harmonic
component at half the frequency. This effect is captured well by the numerical model as seen
in Fig. 15, which shows the power spectrum of the surge response for the shortest wave.
Further, the model follows the linear relation between the wave period and surge amplitude
response present for short waves. As shown in Fig. 16, the object thereby damps the waves
almost completely as the wave height in the wake is significantly reduced. The heave motion
gradually increases as the waves increase in height. Here, linear theory significantly over-
predicts the heave response, whereas the numerical solution agrees well with the experiment.
In longer wave periods, the heave response amplitude reaches a value slightly above 1 as the
cylinder follows the surface of the long waves. As indicated in Fig. 16, highly non-linear fluid-
structure interaction occurs in these conditions. Around the surge resonance frequency, the
numerical model predicts amplitudes close to the experiments, whereas theoretical formulae
typically overestimate the response.
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Figure 15: Numerically predicted power spectrum for the sub-harmonic surge motion in the
wave with period T = 0.497 s.

Following the work of Kristiansen [25], further analysis of the wave excitation forces can
be conducted by comparing the significant amplitude components of the acceleration signal.
This is caused by the direct link of acceleration and hydrodynamic load through Newton’s
second law. The resulting linear, second and third harmonic components of the acceleration
amplitudes are provided in Fig. 17 using discrete Fourier analyses. In surge direction, the
excitation is mainly driven by the linear component. High-order components become more
relevant for longer waves, in particular around the surge resonance. This increase might
be caused by wave overtopping and viscous effects due to flow separation. For the vertical
accelerations, second-order harmonics exceed the linear part for wave periods between 0.8 s
and 1.0 s. It is noticed by Kristiansen [25] that this effect occurs because the second component
occurs at a frequency close to the natural heave frequency of the system. As a consequence,
the disregard of these high-order components can lead to a significant under-estimation of the
loads on the structure.

Figure 16: Time instances of the simulation of a moored-floating cylinder in regular waves.
The figures show the x-velocity profiles in waves with period 0.491 s (top) and 1.131 s (bottom).
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(a) Acceleration amplitudes in surge direction over
wave period.
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wave period.

Figure 17: Fourier amplitudes of the first three harmonic components of the acceleration
obtained from the numerical model for the moored-floating cylinder in regular waves. Exper-
imental results are shown as black markers of corresponding shape.

3.5 Moored-floating cylinder with a net attached in waves

As a final step of the validation process, the complete numerical framework is tested against
measurements of a moored-floating cylinder with an attached net in waves [2]. The considered
experiment is a combination of previous cases. The moored floater is the same as in section
3.4, and the attached net with solidity 0.23 and sinker weight 1.64 kg is taken from section
3.3. Tension forces acting in the topmost twines are reported for regular waves with a wave
steepness of 1/14 and wave periods between 0.4 s and 1.3 s. The dimensions of the numerical
wave tank are adapted from the previous section, but a third dimension is added due to the
presence of the net. A grid size of 0.005 m is defined for the x- and z-direction and a coarser
resolution of 0.08 m is chosen in y-direction because no three-dimensional effects are expected.
The complete setup is shown in Fig. 18.
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Figure 18: Computational domain for the simulation of a moored-floating cylinder with net
in waves. Mooring system and net are shown in green, the floater in yellow.

Fig. 19 compares the predicted maximum tension forces with the experimental data. For
small waves, the maximum tension forces are of similar magnitude as in a hydrostatic fluid
due to the small motion of the cylinder in these waves. As the wave height increases and
the wave period approaches the eigenperiod of the system, the maximum tension forces are
approximately five times higher than in the hydrostatic condition and snap loads occur. These
loads arise from the relative motion between the cylinder and sinker. Typically, when the
cylinder is in a wave trough, the maximum elongation of the net reduces and the net becomes
slack (see Fig. 20a). When the wave trough passes and the cylinder is accelerated upwards by
the following wave crest, the net accelerates but its motion is restricted by the sinker mass.
Thus, a large force is observed in the net which might lead to damage to the net in practice.
The behaviour of the system changes for very long waves. Here, both the cylinder and the
sinker follow the curvature of the waves, and the occurrence of snap loads becomes less likely.
The numerical model quantitatively agrees very well with the experimental data in short and
long waves. The snap loads tend to be over-predicted by up to 15%.
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Figure 19: Comparison of the numerical and experimental maximum tension forces in the
topmost twines over the wave period Tw for the moored-floating cylinder with net in regular
waves.
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(a) Wave trough situation with slack net. (b) Wave crest situation with a taut net.

Figure 20: Two typical situations during the simulation of a moored-floating cylinder with
net in a regular wave with T = 0.761 s. Colours show velocity on free surface in x-direction.

Additionally, the change of the motion of the moored cylinder due to the net with sinker is
presented in Fig. 21. It shows that the amplitude responses in both, heave and surge, reduce.
For the surge motion, the qualitative behaviour of the system is less influenced but smaller
amplitudes can be expected. This might be caused by the inertia and drag of the net. In
comparison, the characteristics of the system change significantly in the heave direction. The
reason is the relatively heavy sinker weight which requires large excitation forces to accelerate
in the fluid. Hence, it constrains the cylinder motion for small and medium wavelengths
resulting in small amplitude responses.
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Figure 21: Numerically calculated RAO for the moored-floating cylinder with net in regular
waves. The results from section 3.4 are shown for comparison.

4 Engineering applications

The functionality of the proposed numerical framework is elaborated for two types of OOA
structures in regular and irregular waves as well as current.

4.1 Semi-submersible OOA structure

Semi-submersible offshore fish cages are characterised by being attached to a pre-tensioned
mooring system which holds the structure in place but also influences the seakeeping properties
of the system. Therefore, the accurate prediction of the dynamic responses to varies sea states
is of importance and exemplarily investigated for a structure in the style of Ocean Farm 1. The
structure was originally developed by SalMar, Norway and later replicated by Zhao et al. [53]
for model tests in a wave-current flume at the State Key Laboratory of Coastal and Offshore
Engineering, Dalian University of Technology, China. The experiments were performed in a
1:120 model scale and included three different draughts. Unfortunately, the documentation of
the experiments lacks key information, amongst others, about the exact geometry, centre of
gravity, mass and moments of the object and exact location of the mooring system. Also, the
chosen scaling factor is far smaller than typical scale factors used in the marine technology
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practice, where model tests are typically performed at 1:20-60 scale to minimize the scaling
effects. Therefore, the experiments are not necessarily representative for the dynamics of
Ocean Farm 1 and only taken as a rough reference for the setup of the simulations.

1.8

2.0

1.1

6.8

2.10.85

2.92

0.87

Figure 22: Numerical setup for the simulation of the semi-submersible OOA structure in
waves. All measures are in metres.

The structure is assumed to be rigid and consists of 8 pontoons with straight columns
attached. The columns are connected at three different heights via additional thinner columns
so that a hexadecagon with a diameter of approximately 1 m is formed. An additional pontoon
and column is placed in the middle of the structure slightly below the others and connected to
the other columns with thin pipes. The complete structure is shown in Fig. 1. In comparison
to the model of Zhao et al. [53], the thinnest pipes are not considered because of their negligible
contribution for the loading and minor influence on the fluid. The draught of the model is
0.28 m in the simulations and reached by adjusting the overall mass of the structure and a
free heave decay test. Uniform mass distribution is then assumed to calculate the moments
of inertia for the rotational motions of the structure.

A characteristic of this semi-submersible OOA design is that the net is fastened more
tightly to the structure than in traditional aquaculture cage systems [12]. As a consequence,
the deformation of the net can be neglected. In the numerical model, this assumption is
incorporated by making the net as part of the rigid structure instead of calculating its dy-
namics separately. The external forces on the net are added to the rigid body solver and used
for determining the shading effect as before. The net covers the complete structure and is
assembled using a cylinder for the side walls and a cone for the bottom. Each part of the
net consists of twines with a length of 8 mm and thickness of 0.6 mm resulting in a solidity
of 0.145. A mooring system is attached to the structure for the simulations in waves. The
experimental setup includes four mooring lines, each consisting of a rope with a linear spring
at the end. The stiffness of the lines is calculated as 195 N/m based on the reported relation
between force and line elongation. Further, the pretension is set as 1.91 N. The exact position
of mounting points on the structure remains unclear. It is therefore decided to place it on the
lower connection columns such that the virtual line extensions intersect in the geometrical
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centre of the structure. The moored-floating structure is placed in a numerical wave tank
of the dimensions 10 m × 2 m × 1.8 m which is a shortened version of the physical wave
tank (Fig. 22). The water depth is set to 1 m. The waves are generated at the inlet using
the wave relaxation method, and a numerical beach reduces wave reflections at the end of
the tank. The simulations include regular waves with height H = 0.06 m, 0.1 m and period
Tw = 1.0 s, 1.2 s, 1.4 s, which are taken from the experiment. Additional simulations without
the net are conducted to study the importance of the net for the motion of the structure.
Further, the response of the structure in irregular waves is simulated to gain a deeper under-
standing of the structural response. Several JONSWAP spectra with a significant wave height
of 0.1 m and peak periods between 0.5 s and 3.5 s are chosen for this purpose. The resulting
power spectrum is shown in Fig. 25a. Each spectrum is generated by superposing multiple
linear wave components as described in [1]. Power and cross power spectra are calculated
using an FFT analysis, and the linear transfer functions (RAO), as well as the coherences γ,
are subsequently determined using

RAOmotion =

√
Smotion

Swave
, (38)

γmotion =

√
|Swave,motion|2
SmotionSwave

, (39)

with Smotion and Swave the power spectra from auto-correlation analyses and Swave,motion the
cross-spectrum.
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Figure 23: Free decay tests for the semi-submersible OOA structure. The net but no mooring
system is included in these test.

At first, free heave and pitch decay tests are conducted to determine the mass of the
structure and the necessary grid size. The net but no mooring lines are attached to the
structure. Three different grids with a uniform cell size of 0.01 m, 0.008 m and 0.006 m in
a box around the object are considered. The cells outside the inner box are stretched at a
ratio of 1.02 towards the domain boundaries until the maximum cell size of 0.05 m is reached.
The resulting grids have 9.5 M, 16 M and 33 M points. The time series of the decay tests are
presented in Fig. 23. After the first peak, the motions are significantly damped due to the
bottom net. The convergence of the results is observed. For the heave motion, the differences
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are generally small, whereas at least a certain grid resolution is required to capture the pitch
motion sufficiently. It is therefore decided to use ∆x = 0.008 m for the simulations including
waves. The results of these simulations are shown in Fig. 25 and Fig. 26 as the power spectra
and response amplitude operators of the structure and maximum front and aft mooring line
forces.

As shown in Fig. 26a, the heave amplitude increases with decreasing wave frequency and
increasing wave amplitude. The maximum heave response is expected at f = 0.4 Hz. A
second peak, which is indicated in the power spectrum in Fig. 25b, might occur at even
lower frequencies. Further, the results indicate a highly damped system as the response to
high-frequency excitations is small [19]. Similar observations can be stated for the surge
motion in Fig. 26b. The surge motion increases non-linearly with decreasing wave frequency
and approaches values closer to one in very long waves with f < 0.6 Hz as the structure
increasingly follows the wave envelope. Also, the regular wave tests reveal larger surge motion
for steeper waves due to increased wave energy. Here, the net plays a minor role as the motion
without the net shows similar amplitudes. However, the horizontal forces on the net account
for about 30% of the total horizontal forces on the system. This indicates that the horizontal
forces are generally small, amongst others caused by the low solidity of the net, and that
the surge response of the system is mainly dominated by the mooring system. This possible
explanation is substantiated by observing the free surface travelling through the structure in
Fig. 24. The fluid is accelerated along and wakes are developed behind each member of the
structure. In contrast, the damping effect of the net is not visible.

Figure 24: Free surface contour showing x-velocities in a wave crest situation for the simulation
of the semi-submersible OOA structure in a regular wave with height 0.1 m and period 1.4 s.

For the rotational motion of the structure (Fig. 26c), a strong increase of the pitch am-
plitude indicates a possible resonance close to the lowest investigated wave frequencies. The
response in pitch is relatively small for wave frequencies larger than 0.6 Hz compared to the
translational motions. This might be caused by a rather horizontally than vertically acting
mooring system. The maximum tension forces in the front and aft mooring lines increase
naturally with increased structural motion and reach local maxima close to the maxima of
the heave and surge responses. This strengthens the argument that mooring reaction forces
are the driving excitation forces for the dynamics of the OOA structure. Generally, the front
line forces are larger than the forces in the aft due to the undisturbed impact of the wave
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loads. The difference between the front and aft forces tends to increase with larger encoun-
tered wave periods, whereas the wave steepness mostly affects the aft mooring line as steeper
waves travel less disturbed through the upper part of the structure. Further, the simulations
without the net reveal that the aft forces tend to decrease if the net is present, as already
observed experimentally. This might be caused by the shielding and damping effect of the net.
Generally, it is noticed that the results from the regular wave tests mostly coincide with the
irregular test results, which indicates that both wave inputs are valid approaches to determine
the response of OOA structures.
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(a) Irregular wave input.
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(b) Heave motion.
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(c) Surge motion.
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(d) Pitch motion.
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Figure 25: Power spectra of the semi-submersible OOA structure using irregular wave input.

The obtained transfer functions are based on the assumption that the considered system
is linear. The coherences for the motions and tension forces are presented in Fig. 27 to
investigate the validity of this assumption. The shown distributions hint at a linear system
for wave frequencies between 0.3 Hz and 0.8 Hz because γ is close to unity. The translational
motions tend to become non-linear at smaller frequencies than the pitch motion which has a
coherence close to one up to f = 1.1 Hz. The strongest non-linear effects are expected for the
tension forces which is caused by the coupling to the wave loads and all degrees of freedom.

As a final remark, it is reported that the simulation of the fluid-structure interaction in
irregular waves takes around 185 h for 300 s of simulation time on 64 cores (Intel Sandy
Bridge) with 2.6 Ghz and 2 GB memory per core.
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(d) Maximum front line tension forces.
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Figure 26: RAO of the semi-submersible OOA structure using regular and irregular wave
input. For comparison, the motions without considering the net are shown in red.
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Figure 27: Coherence of the semi-submersible OOA structure using irregular wave input.
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4.2 Mobile floating OOA structure

The offshore aquaculture facility Havfarm 2 (Fig. 28) is developed by Nordlaks and NSK
Ship Design [38]. It can be considered as an example for a mobile floating OOA structure.
The main structure is represented by a large, slender ship-shaped hull with several net cages
attached. The design process faces challenges due to the complex interaction of multiple nets
with the fluid and the resulting water quality change in the cages. The quality is expected to
improve with increasing discharge through each net. For this purpose, Havfarm 2 is equipped
with a dynamic positioning (DP) system which can change the heading angle between incident
flow and structure. However, this increases the external loads which have to be withstood by
all components involved. The DP system will be further applied to vary the location of the
farm, dependent on the sea state and weather forecast. Hence, the manoeuvrability of the
farm and thus, the prediction of global forces is important for the operation of Havfarm 2.

Model tests were performed in the ocean basin of SINTEF Ocean, Trondheim, Norway,
in a 1 : 40 model scale to investigate the fluid-structure interaction experimentally. Amongst
others, towing tests with different heading angles between the structure and towing direction
were conducted and are taken as a reference here.

The prototype of Havfarm 2 consists of multiple rectangular beams forming four equally
sized box-shaped spaces. In each of these, a cylindrical net with solidity 0.22 is tightly
fastened to the rigid structure. They are simulated as non-deforming nets moving with the
rigid structure as explained above. Further, a flexible conical net with the same solidity is
attached to the bottom of each cylinder, which requires dynamic modelling. A sinker weight
of 2 kg is pre-tensioning this part of the net during the towing tests.

Figure 28: Geometry of the floating OOA structure. Rigid structure in model scale 1:40 is
shown in yellow and nets in green. The design draft is indicated by the black line at the
centre column. All measures are in metres.

Prior to this, free decay tests in heave and pitch are conducted to choose the grid size for
the subsequent simulations. Three different grids with uniform cell sizes of 0.07 m, 0.05 m
and 0.03 m are considered. Fig. 29 shows the predicted time series in comparison to the
experimental results. For the heave motion, the coarser grids tend to over-damp whereas
the finest grid predicts most peaks and the period sufficiently. Also, the refinement of the
grid results in increased pitch amplitudes close to the experimental values. The period is
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captured well for the first two peaks and over-predicted for the remaining peaks. A further
grid refinement could be necessary to improve the pitch motion and obtain a grid independent
solution. It is further noticed that small differences between the numerical and experimental
geometry exist because of the neglect of very thin bracings. Their effect on the motion of the
structure is, however, assumed to be of minor importance.

Based on the obtained results, a cell size of 0.03 m is chosen for a box around the structure.
The box is placed in the middle of a tank of the dimensions 30 × 20 × 10 m with a smooth
growth of the cell size towards the boundaries. The water depth is chosen as 8.0 m to avoid
interaction with the bottom of the domain. Constant inflows of 0.83 m/s and 1.0 m/s are
predefined at the inlet and the flow freely leaves the tank at the outlet. The structure is rotated
relative to the inlet with heading angles of 0◦, 15◦ and 45◦. The structure can freely heave, roll
and pitch during the simulations. However, the motions are not investigated further because
the heave motion remains small and the rotational motions are below 1.0◦ for all cases.
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Figure 29: Numerical and experimental results for the free decay tests of the floating OOA
structure.

The mean velocities inside each net, 0.1 m below the free surface, are computed and compared
to the experimental data in Fig. 30. The measurements showed large oscillations for which
reason the variations are included in terms of one standard deviation. Additionally, slices
of the x-y plane around the structure at this height are shown in Fig. 31 to reach a further
understanding of the results. It is at first noticed that the computed x-velocities are mostly
within the chosen interval of the experimental results. The values also coincide well with the
theoretical formula for the velocity reduction through net panels by Løland [31]. This formula
is however limited to the case of α = 0◦. For the front cage and small heading angles, the
simulations predict an accelerated flow resulting in velocities higher than the inflow velocities.
This is also visible in the Figs. 31a and 31b, where the two vertical beams in the front form
a narrow channel passed by the flow. At these angles, the shading effects of the nets result
in decreasing velocities in the cages behind. The flow separation at each beam becomes
increasingly important for the flow field in each cage with increasing angles (see Fig. 31c). At
large heading angles, the interaction between the cages becomes less significant. Thus, the
differences between the predicted velocities in the different cages as well as the x-velocities
itself become small as shown both experimentally and numerically. The mean y-velocities are
generally smaller than the mean x-velocities, and the fluid oscillates more in this direction
particularly for the front cage and large heading angles. A possible physical explanation is
the development of an oscillating wake behind each beam. This causes the recirculation zones
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(b) Velocities in y-direction for u∞ = 0.83 m/s.
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(c) Velocities in x-direction for u∞ = 1.0 m/s.
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(d) Velocities in y-direction for u∞ = 1.0 m/s.

Figure 30: Numerical and experimental results for the mean velocities inside the cages for
different inflow velocities u∞ and angles of attack α = 0◦, 15◦ and 45◦. Cage 1 is in the front
and cage 4 in the back. The bars indicate the variation of the measurements in terms of one
standard deviation. Additionally, theoretical results for α = 0◦ using the formula of Løland
[31] are indicated in blue

.

passing the probe points in the centre of each cage periodically.
The analysis of the velocity inside the upper part of the cages reveals that the intended

improvement of water quality through increased discharge cannot be achieved by increasing
the heading angle. However, this changes for the lower, flexible part of the cage. Fig. 32 shows
the velocity distribution in the centre x-z plane along the longitudinal axis of the structure for
different angles of attack α. As expected, the shading effect of the nets causes the increasing
deceleration of the flow along the structure for α = 0◦ (see Fig. 32a). Thus, a lower discharge
and less deformation are predicted for the cages in the back. By increasing the heading angle
(Figs. 32b and 32c), the flow in front of each cage is less disturbed by the wake of cages placed
in the front. As a result, similar deformation and discharge are predicted for all cages which
consequentially indicates improved water quality in the back cages.

The water quality control through the rotation of the structure has the drawback of
increased loads. In order to quantify this, Fig. 33 presents the loads on the net and the
structure in x- and y-direction for the different cases. In general, the forces increase with
increasing inflow velocity. Also, the loads on the nets are generally more crucial to consider
in x- than in y-direction and are even dominant at small heading angles in x-direction. The
increase of the loads on the nets is further less dependent on the heading angle than the
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(a) α = 0◦. (b) α = 15◦.

(c) α = 45◦.

Figure 31: Slices of the x-y plane at z = 7.9 m for the simulation of the floating OOA structure
with different angles of attack α and u∞ = 0.83 m/s. The contours show the velocity in x-
direction.

rigid structure forces. This is caused by the symmetry of the cage geometry in comparison to
the changing structural area exposed to the undisturbed inflow. Thus, the structural forces
become the dominant factor for large heading angles. The same conclusion can be drawn in
y-direction (Fig. 33b). The increase for larger heading angles is caused by the increased area
but might also be influenced by intensified vortex shedding.
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(a) α = 0◦.

(b) α = 15◦.

(c) α = 45◦.

Figure 32: Slices in the centre x-z plane along the longitudinal axis of the floating OOA
structure for different angles of attack α and u∞ = 1.0 m/s. The contours show the velocity
magnitudes.
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Figure 33: Numerically predicted mean forces for the floating OOA structure. Values are
normalised using the total forces in x-direction for u∞ = 0.83 m/s.

5 Conclusions

A new numerical framework for modelling the motion of OOA structures in waves and current
was proposed and applied in this paper. It enables the study of the effects of waves and current
on the motion of the system taking into account the fluid-structure interaction around and
inside the cages, the motion of the rigid structure as well as the deformation of the net.
The interactions of floating structures, mooring, nets and fluid are incorporated as two-way
coupling problems. Efficient numerical approaches were chosen and newly developed to solve
the governing equations of fluid and structural dynamics. In particular, the coupled solution
of the rigid structural motion and the fluid flow was a necessary step to meet the requirements
arising from the transition from traditional fish cages towards structures suitable for offshore
environments. Several validation cases including rigid and deforming nets, moored-floating
objects and a combination of these were presented. Reasonable agreements with available
experimental data could be presented for all considered tests and deviations were justified on
a physical level.

The response of a semi-submersible OOA structure in regular and irregular waves was
investigated thoroughly. These structures typically contain rigid nets which implies no volume
reduction of the net during operation. For the considered design concept, relatively small
vertical motion and strong motion reduction for high-frequency excitation could be observed.
This is a characteristic of offshore semi-submersible platforms due to their low centre of gravity,
a relatively large mass and the mooring system. Further, the importance of incorporating the
net into the investigation increases with the wave height and period due to the increased wave
energy and the non-linear growth of the drag forces on the net. The shading effect of the net
seems to play a minor role in wave-only cases.

Another application concentrated on the flow around a mobile floating OOA structure
in steady current flow. This type of structure can freely rotate and move to different sight
locations, which are advantages over semi-submersible structures. The numerical study reveals
that the considered structural design results in complex flow patterns with separation and
recirculation zones interacting with the upper part of the cages. This complicates the proper
adjustment of the discharge through the cages by changing the heading angle. Further, the
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lower flexible parts of the cages show partly large deformations whose influence on the biomass
in the cage has to be taken into account.

It is finally noticed that the predicted small y-loads on the nets for the floating structure
might be caused by neglecting the effect of them on the turbulence in the fluid. Both, the
potential vortex shedding behind each twine and the change of the fluid vorticity while passing
the net can eventually result in increased cross-flow and thus cross-flow forces. This might
also change the importance of the net shading for the investigated wave only cases. The
quantification of these effects and their inclusion in the numerical framework are left for
further research. In future studies the presented framework will be applied to alternative
OOA concepts with focus on structural responses under extreme loads.
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A Transformations between Euler angles and Euler parame-
ters

The rigid body rotations are described by the quaternion e = (e0 e1 e2 e3)T in the numerical
model. To compare with physical model test results, e has to be transformed to e.g. the
Tait-Bryan angles for roll Φ, pitch Θ and yaw Ψ using [21]
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The back transformation is necessary to initialise e for given Euler angles:

Ψ = arctan 2 (2 · (e1 · e2 + e3 · e0), 1− 2 · (e2 · e2 + e3 · e3)) , (44)

Θ = arcsin(2 · (e0 · e2 − e1 · e3)), (45)

Φ = arctan 2(2 · (e2 · e3 + e1 · e0), 1− 2 · (e1 · e1 + e2 · e2)). (46)
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B Derivation of the left hand side in (31) to the implicit system
(32)

The dynamic equilibria (21) have to be fulfilled at each knot x at any time. This can be
ensured by replacing x(n+1) in (31) with its accelerations using high-order backward finite
differences. The weights of each time instance included in the difference are found from [17]
because of variable time steps in the coupled simulations. Thus, the velocity of the knot is
expressed as

dx(n+1)

dt
= ẋ(n+1) =

P∑

p=0

cpx
(n+1−p), (47)

with cp the weights of the P points of the interpolation. The unknown velocity vectors v(n+1)

are approximated by repeating the derivation:

d2x(n+1)

dt2
= ẍ(n+1) =

P∑

p=0

cpẋ
(n+1−p). (48)

Inserting (48) in (47), the left hand side in (31) can be explicitly calculated as:
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with the definitions

Xij = −c0
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After rearranging this result, the implicit function (32) arises in a straightforward manner.
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C Time series comparison of the motion of the moored-floating
cylinder in regular waves
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(a) Wave period T = 0.497 s.
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Figure 34: Comparison of the numerical and experimental time series of the surge (ξ) and
heave (ζ) motion for the moored-floating cylinder in a regular waves.
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(a) Wave period T = 0.601 s.
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Figure 35: Comparison of the numerical and experimental time series of the surge (ξ) and
heave (ζ) motion for the moored-floating cylinder in a regular waves (continued).
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Figure 36: Comparison of the numerical and experimental time series of the surge (ξ) and
heave (ζ) motion for the moored-floating cylinder in a regular wave of T = 0.878 s.
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Abstract

Open ocean aquaculture cages became recently a promising alternative to traditional fish
cage designs. The offshore environment implies larger loads on the structures and higher
risk of fish loss. Floating rigid aquaculture cages with stiff nets are considered as a possible
solution to cope with these new challenges. Their design process requires more advanced
tools to account for the non-linear fluid-structure interaction. This paper presents a suitable
numerical approach for analysing the interaction of offshore aquaculture cages and waves
using Computational Fluid Dynamics. Here, a numerical wave tank accounts for the accurate
propagation of the waves, and structural dynamics solutions are utilised for the cage system.
Two-way coupling is enabled by accounting for the influence of the net on the fluid. The
numerical model is validated against measurements for the loads on and the responses of a
mobile floating fish farm in waves and current.

1 Introduction

Traditional coastal aquaculture becomes less and less attractive due to its environmental
impact on the surrounding marine environment. Open ocean aquaculture (OOA) is considered
as a promising alternative today as it avoids near-coast restrictions and allows for the increase
of the structural dimensions. Though, the relocation to offshore environments implies larger
wave action and current velocities acting on the structures as well as a higher risk of fish loss
due to structural failure [8]. Amongst others, floating rigid structures with relatively stiff nets
are considered as a promising solution for this new environment. The dimensioning of these
type of systems requires advanced knowledge about the non-linear fluid-structure interaction
involving the complex structural dynamics of the floater, mooring and nets as well as a non-
linearly propagating free surface including extreme waves and wave-current interaction.

∗Corresponding author, tobias.martin@ntnu.no
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In the design process, experimental studies are typically conducted only for the final
prototype due to cost restrictions. In addition, historical data from measurements of fixed
net panels in current [1, 9, 24], flexible net panels in current [2], net cages in current [15] or net
panels and cages in waves [14, 16] are considered to design the nets. In contrast, numerical
modelling represents a less expensive and more flexible way of determining the loads on
different sub-modules and prototypes in the design phase. In the past, numerical methods for
traditional aquaculture cages mostly relied on linear potential theory for the load calculation
and empirical formulae for estimating the velocity reduction through the net [14, 26]. The
existing numerical studies of OOA structures [10, 11, 17] used simplified methods to predict
the structural deformations in linear waves. In order to accurately understand the impact
of offshore conditions on the structural response, two-way coupled simulations are necessary.
Here, the modelling of the hydrodynamic forces affecting the dynamics of the floating rigid
structure, the net and the mooring system as well as their effect on the surrounding fluid
are necessary. Advanced numerical methods, such as computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
models, are considered to be appropriate for investigating this non-linear interaction of fluid
and structure in complicated conditions.

Chen and Christensen [7] were the first to publish a CFD approach for the fluid-structure
interaction of fish cages and waves. It was based on the solution of the RANS equations in a
two-dimensional numerical wave tank, a dynamic mesh algorithm for the floater and a lumped
mass method to account for the deformation of the net. The coupling between net and fluid
was accomplished using the porous medium approximation as given in [2, 5, 6, 24, 33]. This
kind of approximation is necessary due to the large length scale difference between the twines
of a net and the size of the complete structure, which prevents the resolution of the net on the
same numerical grid as the fluid domain. The numerical model was tested against physical
measurements of a two-dimensional floater with a net sheet attached. Even though a good
agreement could be achieved, the applicability of the chosen approach is limited to mostly
two-dimensional studies due to the porous medium approach [19]. Recently [21], a new CFD
model was proposed to overcome this issue following a Lagrangian approach for the coupling of
rigid [19] and flexible [18] net sheets and cages. It is based on the idea of continuous immersed
boundary methods for fluid-structure interaction [25, 30]. Here, an additional source term is
included in the conservation law of momentum. The term accounts for the momentum loss
of the fluid while passing the net and is calculated from the hydrodynamic loads on the net
itself. The model was successfully validated for three-dimensional OOA structures in current.

The remaining work starts with an overview of the numerical framework in [21] with
emphasise on the floating body algorithm and its new coupling to the motion of stiff nets.
The model is then adopted to study the dynamic response of a floating rigid OOA structure
in waves and current. Final remarks can be found at the end of the paper.

2 Numerical Model

2.1 Fluid Dynamics

The two-way coupled solution for the fluid and floating body dynamics is described by the
conservation equations of mass and momentum. In convective and one-fluid form, they can
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be expressed as

∇ · u = 0, (1)

∂u

∂t
+ u · ∇u = −1

ρ
∇p+ g + f + S, (2)

with u the velocity vector, p the pressure, g the gravitational acceleration vector, f the floating
source term and S the coupling term for the net. In the fluid, (1)–(2) are the three-dimensional
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations and continuity equation if the definition

f = ∇ ·
(
ν
[
∇u +∇uT

])
, (3)

is used. In the solid phase, the term is defined such that a divergence free rigid body velocity
field is ensured (see below).

The material properties, i.e. the density ρ and the viscosity ν, of the three phases air,
water and solid are implicitly described using the zero level sets of signed distance functions
(see Fig. 1). In the fluid domain, the level set function φf is transported in space and time
using [23]

∂φf
∂t

+ u · ∇φf = 0, (4)

and reinitialised after each time step as proposed in [28]. In addition, the level set function
φs is utilised to distinguish the solid from the fluid phase. Thus, the density and viscosity are
defined as

ρ = ρsH(φs) + (1−H(φs)) · (ρwH(φf ) + ρa(1−H(φf ))), (5)

ν = (1−H(φs)) · (νwH(φf ) + νa(1−H(φf ))), (6)

with the indices w for water, a for air and s for solid. The smoothed Heaviside step function

H(φ) =





0 if φ < −ε
1
2

(
1 + φ

ε + 1
πsin(πφε )

)
if |φ| ≤ ε

1 if φ > ε,

(7)

is utilised to ensure a smooth transition between the different phases. Here, ε = 2.1∆x and
∆x is the characteristic cell length. Turbulence effects are included as additional turbulent
viscosity using the Boussinesq approximation and a modified k-ω turbulence model [3].

The set of equations (1) - (4) is solved on a staggered rectilinear grid using the finite
difference method. The diffusion term in the fluid domain is discretised with a second-order
accurate central difference in space and treated with the first-order Euler implicit method
in time. Convection terms are discretised with fifth-order accurate weighted essentially non-
oscillatory (WENO) schemes [12, 13] adapted to rectilinear grids in space. All source terms are
explicitly added to the equations. The pressure-velocity coupling is ensured by following an in-
cremental pressure-correction algorithm [29] with the third-order accurate TVD Runge-Kutta
scheme [27] for the time discretisation. In each k-th sub-step of the Runge-Kutta scheme, a
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Figure 1: Illustration of the three phases in the computational domain. Water and air build
together the fluid phase. The two interfaces between the phases are defined by the zero level
sets of φf and φs.

predictor step is applied to approximate the velocity field using the pressure gradients of the
previous step:

u(∗) − αku(n)

αk∆t
=
βk
αk

u(k−1) − u(k−1) · ∇u(k−1) − ∇p
(k−1)

ρ

+ f (∗) + g + S, (8)

with αk = 1.0, 1/4, 2/3, βk = 0.0, 3/4, 1/3 and k = 1, 2, 3. The pressure and final velocity
fields are then found as

p(k) = p(k−1) + pcorr − ρν ∇ · u(∗), (9)

u(k) = u(∗) − αk∆t

ρ
∇p(k), (10)

with the pressure correction term pcorr calculated from the Poisson equation

∇ ·
(

1

ρ
∇pcorr

)
=

1

αk∆t
∇ · u(∗). (11)

The fully parallelized BiCGStab algorithm with geometric multigrid preconditioning from the
HYPRE library [31] is utilised to solve (11) most efficiently.

2.2 Floating Body Dynamics

The floating body is described implicitly in the computational domain using the signed dis-
tance function φs. The function is generated from a STL geometry consisting of multiple
non-connected triangles using a ray casting algorithm [4] to receive inside-outside information
near the body and the same reinitialisation algorithm as for the free surface. Following the
idea in [32], the coupling conditions between the floating body and the fluid is accomplished
through the definition of the source term f in (2). In the solid phase, this term is defined as

f =
∂P(u)

∂t
+ P(u) · ∇P(u) +

1

ρ
∇p− g, (12)
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with P(u) the projection of the velocity field obeying the rigid body velocity constraint. Using
H(φs) for representing the transition between the definition of f in the fluid and solid phase
and the derivation in [21], the term can be written as

f (n+1) = H(Φ(n+1)
s ) ·

(
P(u(n+1))− u(∗)

∆t

)
. (13)

A good approximation of the updated velocity field is u(∗) itself. Thus, the forcing term is
added to the predicted velocity field before solving the correction steps using the definition

f (∗) = H(φ(∗)
s ) ·

(
P(u(∗))− u(∗)

αk∆t

)
, (14)

with the projection

P(u(∗)) = ẋs + ωs × r. (15)

Here, ẋs are the three translational and ωs the three rotational rigid body velocities defined
in the inertial system of the Eulerian computational domain and r equals the distance vector
between a point in the domain and the centre of gravity of the floating body. The rigid body
velocities are determined from the conservation laws of translational and rotational impulse.
A first-order system was derived in [20] which can be solved with the same Runge-Kutta
scheme as described above. The fluid forces and momenta acting on the floating structure are
calculated using

Fx =

∫

Ω
(−np+ ρνnτ) dΩ(x) =

N∑

i=1

(−np+ ρνnτ)i ·∆Ωi,

Mx =

∫

Ω
r× (−np+ ρνnτ) dΩ(x)

=
N∑

i=1

ri × (−np+ ρνnτ)i ·∆Ωi, (16)

on the triangulated surface with trilinear interpolations of the fluid properties. Here, N is the
number of STL triangles, n is the corresponding surface normal vector and τ is the viscous
stress tensor. External forces from mooring lines are also added directly to the dynamic
equations to enable two way coupled simulations.

2.3 Net Dynamics

The solidity ratio Sn of a net describes the ratio of solid front area to the total area including
the voids between the twines. It is approximated using

Sn =
2d

l
−
(
d

l

)2

, (17)

with l the length and d the diameter of the twines. Aquaculture nets consist of a very large
number of small twines compared to the complete structural dimension and the length scale
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of the incoming waves. Thus, no conventional discretisation of the fluid domain around all
details of the net structure is possible. In [19], a forcing method is proposed to approximate
the correct boundary conditions at the fluid-structure interface. Here, a coupling term S,
which expresses the physical loss of fluid momentum due to the presence of the net leading
to a pressure jump, is included in the momentum equations (see (2)). This term is calcu-
lated from the external forces acting on uniformly distributed Lagrangian points which follow
the net. The uniformity is achieved by discretising the net surface into triangles with the
same characteristic length as the surrounding fluid cells. The points are then defined in the
geometrical centres of all triangles as illustrated in Fig. 2.

The external force vector s at the Lagrangian point with position xL = (xL, yL, zL) and
corresponding areaAL is determined using an extended screen force model. Besides the gravity
and buoyancy forces, this includes inertia as well as hydrodynamic drag and lift forces:

s(xL) = (GL + IL + DL) ·AL. (18)

The gravitational force G is approximated from the weight of the occupied net surface AL.
Further, the inertia force IL is calculated as

IL = ma,L (af + diag(nx, ny, nz) arel)L , (19)

with ma,L the added mass, nL the unit normal vector of AL, af,L the fluid acceleration at
xL and arel,L the relative acceleration vector between fluid and structure. The added mass
is thereby assumed to equal the mass of the water volume displaced by the solid cylindrical
twines in AL. As can be seen from (19), it is only applied in the direction of nL. The
hydrodynamic drag and lift force DL is given as

DL =
ρ

2
u2

rel,L · (cdnd + clnl)L , (20)

with nd the normal and nl the tangential direction of the relative vector urel,L between fluid
and solid velocity. Further details about the calculation of (20) can be found in [19]. The
forces are finally distributed on the fluid cell points xe = (xe, ye, ze) using

S(xe) =

Le∑

L=1

s(xL)

∆V
K

(
xe − xL

∆x

)
K

(
ye − yL

∆y

)
K

(
ze − zL

∆z

)
, (21)

with Le the number of Lagrangian points within a defined kernel K around xe and ∆V =
∆x∆y∆z.

In [18], an implicit method for solving the structural dynamics of nets was proposed.
However, offshore aquaculture structures are typically equipped with relatively stiff nets with
negligible deformations. It could be shown in [21] that it is appropriate to assume that the net
moves with the rigid floating structure in this case. Thus, the Lagrangian points are updated
in each time step using the translational and rotational velocities of the floating body. A
two-way coupled approach is chosen by adding the forces acting on the net as external forces
to the rigid body dynamics equations. The interaction of the net and fluid is accomplished
through the described coupling term (21).
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Figure 2: Illustration of the discretised net for the two-way coupling to the fluid solution.
Each black triangle holds one Lagrangian point representing the portion of the net. The grey
lines on the blue surface represent the fluid cells around the net. The solid floating body is
shown in yellow.

3 Results

Extensive validation of the proposed numerical framework has been presented for floating
body motion in waves, the fluid-net coupling in current and waves as well as the coupling of
the floating body and the net in [18, 19, 21]. In the following, the rigid floating structure
Havfarm 2 from Nordlaks and NSK Ship Design [22] is utilised to study the effects of wave
and current on OOA structures. The 1 : 40 model test results obtained from measurements
in the ocean basin of SINTEF Ocean in Trondheim, Norway, are considered for validation
purposes.

As can be seen from Fig. 3, multiple rectangular beams compose the main structure which
is approximately 7.5 m long, 1.6 m wide and 1.1 m high. The design draft used in this study
is 0.8 m. Between the longitudinal beams, four equally sized box-shaped spaces are formed.
In each space, a net is embedded in the form of the frustum of a pyramid and tightly fastened
to the frame. At the lower end of the nets, a pyramid-shaped net is attached to increase the
enclosed volume. All nets have a solidity of 0.22. In contrast to previous research [21], the
deformation of the nets is neglected due to its minor influence on the motion of these type of
OOA structures. The validity of this assumption is confirmed below.
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Figure 3: Rigid floating OOA structure in a numerical wave tank. The structure is shown in
yellow, the nets in green and the mooring lines in grey. The free surface is indicated in blue.

3.1 Decay Tests

A grid convergence study is conducted using the decay tests in pitch and heave. A refinement
box with a uniform cell size of ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 0.045, 0.03 and 0.015 m is placed in
a rectangular domain of 15 × 10 × 10 m. The chosen domain size is justified by placing
numerical beaches at all domain boundaries to absorb the energy induced by the structural
motion. The water height is 8 m. The cell size is gradually coarsened towards the domain
boundaries with a ratio of 1.1. The OOA structure including the attached nets is placed in
the centre of the refinement box with an initial displacement of ∆z = 0.09 m for the heave
decay test and ∆Θ = 1.4◦ for the pitch decay test. Small displacements of the other degrees
of freedom in the model tests are respected in the simulations as well.

The time series of the decay tests are compared to the measurements in Fig. 4. On the
coarsest grid, a too-large heave frequency and a relatively large peak deviation are predicted
(see Fig. 4a). A cell size of 0.03 m around the structure improves the results, especially for
the first peaks. Further convergence of the solution towards the experimental data is seen
for the finest grid size. In Fig. 4b, the decay rate is plotted as the damping ratio over time.
The numerical solution can replicate the measured damping on all grids. Similarly, the time
series and decay rate for the simulated pitch decay test is presented in the Figs. 4c-4d. The
pitch frequency converges towards the reported value with decreasing cell size. The first three
peaks are captured well with the two finer grids, whereas an under-prediction is present at
the last peak. A further refinement might improve the results, but it should also be noticed
that the angles itself are already very small in magnitude. Hence, small deviations in the
setup can have significant effects on the results. As for the heave decay test, the decay rate
is predicted well by the numerical model, and the convergence of the results with increasing
grid size is visible. Based on these results, a cell size of 0.03 m is chosen around the structure
for the analyses below.
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(b) Decay rate for the heave decay test.
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(c) Time series of the pitch decay test.
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(d) Decay rate for the pitch decay test.

Figure 4: Comparison of the numerical and experimental results for the decay tests of the
OOA structure.

3.2 Current

The current flow around the OOA structure is investigated next. The length of the numerical
domain of the decay test is doubled in x- and y-direction for this purpose. At the inlet, a
constant velocity of 0.83 m/s and 1.0 m/s is prescribed. The side boundaries are modelled
as walls, and a free outflow boundary condition is placed at the outlet. The influence of the
flow direction is investigated by rotating the structure gradually. Thus, angles of attack α of
0, 15, 45 and 90◦ are considered. Physical model tests were performed for the first three angles
of attack. The structure was fixed by a stiff mooring system during the experiments. In the
simulations, all degrees of freedom are prevented to replicate this setup. The velocities in x
and y direction are measured in the centre of each cage 0.1 m below the free surface over 30 s.
The mean values are then computed and compared to the model test results in the Figs. 5-6.
In x-direction, the velocities are presented as the velocity reduction factors Ur = 1 − U/U∞
which is a common quantity in aquaculture applications. The physically measured velocity
time series showed large velocity oscillations for which reason the experimental values are
plotted as bars indicating the variation of one standard deviation around the mean value.
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(a) Velocity reduction factors over α for U∞ =
0.83 m/s.
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(b) Velocity reduction factors over α for U∞ =
1.0 m/s.

Figure 5: Mean velocity reduction factors inside the net cages for different inflow velocities U∞
and angles of attack. The numbers in the legend indicate the cage number with 1 representing
the cage in the fore. The vertical bars indicate the model test results in terms of one standard
deviation around the mean value.

In Fig. 5, the velocity reduction factors are compared. It is first noticed that the factors
are similar for the two inflow velocities. This is in accordance with the results in [19] for the
flow through a rigid net panel. After the flow passes the front part of the net, the fluid velocity
reduces by approximately 20% for α = 0◦. The velocity in the first net further decreases for
angles of attack up to 45◦ because the recirculation zone behind the rigid parts of the structure
is turned into the centric part of the net (see Fig. 7a). The reduction factors generally increase
with each additionally past net if no heading angle is present. At the heading angles of 15 and
45◦, this changes significantly as the factor in the aft net of the body is smaller than in the
central nets 2 and 3. This is probably caused by a relatively undisturbed inflow at the last
net compared to the more chaotic flow patterns in front of the central nets arising from the
fluid-structure interaction at the front net. This effect is however rather small compared to
the observation that the velocity reduction generally reduces again for heading angles larger
than 45◦. It is caused by the fact that with increasing angle, the flow is passing fewer net
surfaces which would cause additional velocity reductions (compare Fig. 7b). At 90◦, the
velocity reduction factors are similar in all nets (about 0.08) due to the undisturbed inflow
sidewards. All described phenomena are well captured by the numerical model because the
predicted velocity reduction factors are within the chosen range of measured results.
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(a) Velocities in y-direction over α for U∞ =
0.83 m/s.
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(b) Velocities in y-direction over α for U∞ = 1.0 m/s.

Figure 6: Mean velocities in y-direction inside the net cages for different inflow velocities U∞
and angles of attack. See Fig. 5 for further explanations.

In contrast to the velocities in x-direction, the mean y-velocities in Fig. 6 are generally
smaller and oscillate more. This is again caused by the recirculation zones behind each beam
interacting the flow in the net cages. This effect is largest for the cages in the front and aft of
the structure and α = 0 and 45◦ because, at these locations, the inflow velocity is relatively
large. This might cause stronger fluctuations of the turbulent recirculation zones. In contrast,
the fluctuations in y-direction are small in the central cages due to the fluid being blocked
by the structure and nets in front of them. It is finally noticed that for α = 90◦, both the
y-velocities in the outer nets and the velocities in the central nets are symmetrical. Here,
the velocities in the outer nets tend to be larger because of the asymmetrical frame enclosing
these nets compared to the symmetrical configuration around the inner nets.

(a) α = 45◦. (b) α = 90◦.

Figure 7: X-velocity profiles in the plane through z = 7.8 m for two different heading angles
and U∞ = 1.0 m/s. Incident flow from the bottom. The black dots indicate the probe points.
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3.3 Waves

Next, the dynamic response of the OOA structure in waves is investigated. Two regular waves
with a height of H = 0.1125 m and the frequencies of f = 0.421 Hz (wave 1) and f = 0.294 Hz
(wave 2) were considered in the experiment. A numerical wave tank is established to reproduce
the physical setup (see Fig. 3). At the inlet, a relaxation zone [3] is defined to generate the
waves as second-order Stokes waves. A numerical beach at the end of the tank damps the
waves such that reflections can be avoided. The structure is placed in the middle of the tank
with heading angles between 0 and 90◦. Four mooring lines are horizontally attached to the
sides of the structure to keep the structure in the centre of the tank. The lines are modelled
as springs with predefined pre-tension in accordance with the experimental setup.

Table 1: Measured meain frequencies for the motion of the OOA structure in waves. G1 and
G3 are the two wave gauges. All measures in Hz.

H[m] f α G1 G3 Surge Heave Roll P itch Y aw

0.1125 0.421 0 0.424 0.424 − 0.424 − 0.425 −
0.1125 0.421 15 0.424 0.424 − 0.425 0.425 0.424 0.425
0.1125 0.421 45 0.424 0.424 0.425 0.425 0.425 0.425 0.424
0.1125 0.294 0 0.291 0.291 0.291 0.291 − 0.291 −
0.1125 0.294 15 0.291 0.292 0.294 0.291 0.293 0.291 0.291
0.1125 0.294 45 0.292 0.291 0.293 0.291 0.294 0.293 0.294

Table 2: Numerically calculated main frequencies for the motion of the OOA structure in
waves. G1 and G3 are the two wave gauges. All measures in Hz.

H[m] f α G1 G3 Surge Heave Roll P itch Y aw

0.1125 0.421 0 0.422 0.422 − 0.419 − 0.421 −
0.1125 0.421 15 0.422 0.422 − 0.424 0.421 0.422 0.422
0.1125 0.421 45 0.421 0.422 0.421 0.420 0.421 0.420 0.422
0.1125 0.294 0 0.293 0.294 0.293 0.294 − 0.294 −
0.1125 0.294 15 0.293 0.294 0.295 0.294 0.292 0.293 0.295
0.1125 0.294 45 0.293 0.294 0.293 0.294 0.293 0.294 0.294

At first, the waves are validated at two different wave gauges. G1 is located 1.5 m in front
of the structure and G3 is located 1.5 besides the centre of the structure. The measured
frequencies are summarised in the Tabs. 1 and 2, and the amplitudes can be found in Fig. 8a.
The model tests measure a minor increase of the frequency for the short wave and a minor
decrease in the frequency for the long wave. In contrast, the simulation predicts wave frequen-
cies very close to the input signal. The maximum deviation is less than 1%. Similar accuracy
is achieved for the amplitudes except for the short wave at G3 were an under-prediction of
about 7% is present.

The translational motions surge and heave, as well as the rotational motions around all
three axes, are considered next. The frequencies can be found in Tabs. 1 and 2, whereas
the Figs. 8b and 8c compare the amplitudes obtained from a FFT analysis of the time series
signal. The simulated results show motion frequencies close to the wave frequency and the
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experimental results. Further, the heave and surge amplitudes are larger for the longer wave
which has a wavelength of twice the structural length. Generally, a good agreement between
experimental and numerical results can be stated for the translational motions with deviations
of less than 15% for all cases.
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(a) Wave amplitude at the two wave gauges.
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(b) Amplitudes of the translational motions.
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(c) Amplitudes of the rotational motions.

Figure 8: Numerical and experimental results for the mean wave amplitudes and mean re-
sponse amplitudes for different heading angles α. The amplitudes are calculated using a FFT
and normalised with the largest measured amplitude. The two wave inputs are indicated in
blue (wave 1) and black (wave 2).
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The amplitudes of the rotational motions are presented in Fig. 8c. The largest rotations
are observed around the y-axis (pitch) with up to 0.8◦. Pitch is also larger in the long wave
because the wave crest reaches the front of the structure while at the same time a wave
trough is present at the aft. In comparison, two wave crests are at both ends of the structure
in the shorter wave with a wavelength similar to the structure (compare Fig. 9). The pitch
motion tends to decrease with increasing heading angle due to the shortening of the structural
dimensions in wave direction. In contrast, the rotations around the body fixed x- and z-axis
increase with α due to the same reason. In general, the numerical model agrees well with the
experiments at small heading angles as the deviations are below 5%. Larger differences are
observed for the roll motion at α = 45% (about 15%) which might be caused by a slightly
different attachment position of the mooring lines in the experiments.

(a) Short wave (wave 1). (b) Long wave (wave 2).

Figure 9: X-velocity profiles under the free surface in the plane through the centre of the
structure for α = 15◦ and the two different wave inputs. The waves propagate from the left
to the right.

Finally, the mean force amplitudes of the four different nets are analysed in Fig. 10. No
experimental data are given for this property. If no heading angle is present, the forces are
largest in x-direction whereas the forces in y-direction are close to zero. Despite the circular
motion of the fluid particles in the given waves, the forces in z-direction are smaller due to the
small bottom surface of the net compared to the vertical surfaces. Also, the forces are larger in
the short wave than in the long wave. This might be due to the smaller structural motions in
wave 1 leading to a more direct inflow into the cages. The force magnitudes tend to decrease
with increasing heading angles due to a stronger blockage effect through the rigid structure.
It is further noticed that no clear pattern of the force direction and magnitude can be found
for the different net cage positions. This indicates that the structural motion, including its
blockage effects at different heading angles, has an important effect on the expected net forces,
whereas the shielding effect of the nets plays an insignificant role for the nets in the aft of the
OOA structure.
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(a) Force amplitudes in x-direction.
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(b) Force amplitudes in y-direction.
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(c) Force amplitudes in z-direction.
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(d) Force magnitude amplitudes.

Figure 10: Numerical results for the mean net force amplitudes for different heading angles
α. The results are normalised with the smallest force in x-direction at net 4.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, a CFD approach for the simulation of OOA structures in waves is presented. The
model solves the Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible two-phase fluid with additional
source terms to account for the floating rigid structure and the shielding effects of the net.
Hence, two-way coupled simulations of all involved parts are enabled. It is proposed that the
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net in OOA structures can be modelled as a rigid surface moving with the frame structure
due to its high stiffness. The presented study indicates the validity of this assumption. Thus,
it would be straightforward to apply this approach to deforming nets as shown in [18]. The
numerical model was applied to the rigid floating aquaculture facility Havfarm 2 in current
and waves. The correct representation of the structural motion in the fluid was successfully
validated using decay tests in heave and pitch. In current, the velocities inside the cages
are mainly influenced by the heading angle of the structure. For angles between 0 and 90◦,
complex flow patterns are observed. Angles of 90◦ result in smooth flow patterns and the
highest velocities inside all cages. In practice, this would be the ideal flow condition as it
ensures the optimal circulation of oxygen and removal of pollution. The investigation of the
motion in waves reveals relatively large translational motions in long waves and relatively
large rotational motions in waves with lengths equal to the length of the structure. Besides,
it could be shown that the forces on the net cages are rather influenced by the motion and
location of the structure than by the shielding effect of the cages. This is in contrast to the
observations in current.
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